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Abstract

This dissertation develops influence diagnostics for crossover models. Mixed
linear models and generalised mixed linear models are utilised to investigate
continuous and count data from crossover studies, respectively.

For both types of models, changes in the maximum likelihood estimates
of parameters, particularly in the estimated treatment effect, due to mi-
nor perturbations of the observed data, are assessed. The novelty of this
dissertation lies in the analytical derivation of influence diagnostics using de-
compositions of the perturbed mixed models. Consequently, the suggested
influence diagnostics, referred to as the delta-beta and variance-ratio influ-
ences, provide new findings about how the constructed residuals affect the
estimation in terms of different parameters of interest.

The delta-beta and variance-ratio influence in three different crossover
models are studied in Chapters 5–7, respectively. Chapter 5 analyses the
influence of subjects in a two-period continuous crossover model. Possible
problems with observation-level perturbations in crossover models are dis-
cussed. Chapter 6 extends the approach to higher-order crossover models.
Furthermore, not only the individual delta-beta and variance-ratio influences
of a subject are derived, but also the joint influences of two subjects from
different sequences. Chapters 5–6 show that the delta-beta and variance-
ratio influences of a particular parameter are decided by the special linear
combination of the constructed residuals. In Chapter 7, explicit delta-beta in-
fluence on the estimated treatment effect in the two-period count crossover
model is derived. The influence is related to the Pearson residuals of the
subject. Graphical tools are developed to visualise information of influence
concerning crossover models for both continuous and count data. Illustrative
examples are provided in each chapter.
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model; influential observation; perturbation scheme; statistical diagnostics.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Influence of observations and statistical modelling

Statistical modelling is an activity aimed at describing relationships between
variables. It is based on explicit probabilistic assumptions. The response
variables are realisations of random variables, whereas the explanatory vari-
ables are considered to be known constants. The relationship between the
two sets of variables is often presented in a form of mathematical equations
containing unknown constants, called parameters, and some unobserved
random variables. By extracting information from data and using statistical
principles, it is believed that the assumed probabilistic model can be con-
firmed, simplified or revised, and provide the basis for the inference about
the unknown parameters. Statistical modelling has become an essential tool
of modern scientific methods in many different areas in order to investigate
social or physical phenomena and acquire knowledge.

Unfortunately, in practice, the result of the statistical analysis using the
final probabilistic model may be sensitive to the observed data. It is well
known that not all observations in the data set have equal impact on the
inference in the model of interest. A minor change of some observations may
completely alter the conclusion. We should be aware of those observations
that are more likely to affect the final result, and be able to evaluate their
importance. The goal of influence analysis is to develop procedures and
techniques to detect observations that might have a strong influence on sta-
tistical conclusions. The existence of such ‘influential subjects’ or ‘influential
observations’ (Belsley et al., 2004) is commonly caused by: (i) possible gross
errors due to data processing or due to measurement errors; (ii) responses
that due to chance occur in the tail of the distribution; (iii) inaccuracy of the
model in describing small subpopulations of the data; (vi) inadequacy of
the model when modelling small subpopulations of the data. In summary,
assessing the influence of cases could help researchers identify gross errors
or important subpopulations.

In a seminal paper, Cook (1986) proposed the concept of perturbing the
observed data. He illustrated how perturbations can be utilised in order to
assess the influence of cases in the models where parameters are estimated
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according to the maximum likelihood approach. The concept influence of a
case is used in subsequent discussions to refer to how much the value of an
estimator, predictor or any statistic for the target model will change if the sub-
ject or observation in question is moderately perturbed. The deletion of an
observation will be considered as an extreme situation of a perturbation. In
general, one can of course evaluate the influence by perturbing (or deleting)
the subject or observation in the data and recomputing the estimators and
predictors. Nevertheless, the process is inefficient since it is not only time-
consuming, but does not provide information concerning the reason why
some observations or subjects are more influential than others. An efficient
statistical method for influential analysis should comprise computationally
cheap procedures for assessing the influence with interpretable measures
of influence. Following the pioneering work of Cook (1977), the area of in-
fluence analysis has been extensively studied. Overviews of contributions to
this research area can be found in, for example, books by Cook & Weisberg
(1982), Atkinson & Riani (2000), Pan & Fang (2002) and Belsley et al. (2004).

1.2 Influence analysis in crossover models

In this dissertation, tools for conducting influence analysis in crossover mod-
els are proposed. The term crossover model is a general name for models
that are developed to investigate data obtained from studies with crossover
designs. Crossover designs are designs in which subjects have different treat-
ments administered in certain orders with the goal of studying differences be-
tween individual treatments. Application areas include agricultural sciences,
medicine and psychology, since crossover designs allow for experiments to
be conducted with small samples by using each subject as its own control
(Jones & Kenward, 2003; Senn, 2006).

An example of this is a clinical trial where an active treatment A is com-
pared with a placebo B using a crossover design. Experimental subjects are
randomly divided into two groups in order to receive two different sequences
of the treatments. In sequence AB, subjects receive treatment A in period
1 and treatment B in period 2, while in sequence BA, subjects receive the
treatments in reverse order. As a result, there are two repeated measurements
from each subject. Depending on whether the responses are continuous
or discrete, a mixed linear model (MLM) or generalised mixed linear model
(GMLM) is generally used to analyse the data. The selected model typically
involves random subject effects, fixed treatment, period and sequence ef-
fects, as well as occasional fixed carry-over effects (Carrière & Reinsel, 1992;
Longford, 1998). A review of the statistical inference results for crossover
models with continuous and count responses is given in Chapter 2.
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The mathematics behind influence diagnostics in ordinary regression
is well understood (see e.g. Cook & Weisberg, 1982). Explicit expressions
characterising changes in the maximum likelihood estimates of the mean
and variances parameters have been derived. However, it is widely accepted
that influence could be difficult to evaluate in MLMs or GMLMs where the
maximum likelihood estimators (MLEs) of the mean and variance parame-
ters do not admit closed forms. The methods proposed for deriving influence
diagnostics in such models use approximations of Cook’s distance (Cook,
1977) based on the direct change in the estimates or approximations of the
likelihood displacement (Cook, 1986), which are based on the log-likelihood
functions. Cook’s distance and likelihood displacement are of the Maha-
lanobis distance type and the log-likelihood difference between the MLEs
before and after perturbation, respectively.

For mixed linear models, when variance parameters are assumed to be
given, many authors (Banerjee & Frees, 1997; Demidenko, 2004; Hodges,
1998; Tan et al., 2001) provided various approximations of Cook’s distance.
However, when variance parameters are unknown, the above methods need
to be modified because the MLEs of the mean and variance are often func-
tionally dependent. Banerjee & Frees (1997) and Hodges (1998) suggest that
consistent estimates be used to replace the unknown covariance matrix in
influence measures. Shi & Chen (2008) studied a Taylor expansion of Cook’s
distance around the estimates of the variance parameters. Christensen et al.
(1992) and Pan et al. (2014) derived a one-step Newton-Raphson approxima-
tion (see Pregibon, 1981) and a one-step EM-algorithm approximation (see
Zhu et al., 2001) of Cook’s distance. Beckman et al. (1987) and Lesaffre & Ver-
beke (1998) studied the curvatures of the ‘influence graph’ for the likelihood
displacement.

Rarely have studies discussed influence analysis in generalised mixed
linear models. Compared to MLMs, a further complication of influence
analysis in GMLMs is that the likelihood function includes high-dimensional
integrals. Therefore, neither curvature or one-step approximation based on
the likelihood can be easily derived. Ouwens et al. (2001) suggest that the
numerical curvature of the likelihood displacement be used as an influence
measure. Another approach is to derive the analytic curvature and one-step
approximation by using the Q-function of the EM-algorithm, see Zhu & Lee
(2003) and Xu et al. (2006).

A brief review of the methods used to analyse influence in statistical
models, with special reference to the mixed models, is given in Chapter 4.
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1.3 Aims of the dissertation

Although there exist several methods for assessing the influence of subjects
on the estimations of the MLM-type and GMLM-type crossover models, the
overall purpose of this dissertation is to propose a new method, with several
novel features, to carry out influence analysis.

The first aim of this dissertation is to derive a new approach for enabling
evaluations of influence for different estimates or tests of interest. This is due
to the specific inferential interests regarding crossover studies. For example,
crossover models often involve sequence, period, treatment, and sometimes
carry-over effects. Yet, the statistical analyses that use these models mainly
focus on comparisons of treatments, while controlling for nuisance effects. In
other situations, one could be interested in the correlation between responses
from the same subject (Chen & Chinchilli, 2010), or in specific contrasts
between treatments (Yan & Locke, 2010).

The second aim is to highlight an important group of mixed models
being disregarded by the previous literature on influence analysis. Although
the general MLM and GMLM have no closed-form maximum likelihood
estimators of parameters, estimators can be derived explicitly for special
classes of models such as, for example, the balanced MLMs discussed in
Szatrowski (1980). Almost all crossover studies can be studied by mixed
models belonging to this class. In the later chapters, we shall show that both
the MLM-type and GMLM-type crossover models can be decomposed into
two independent models, where at least one is a fixed-effects model. This
makes it possible to quantify the exact influence of the subject on specific
parameters.

A further aim is to extend our understanding and interpretation of the
proposed influence measures. Under the MLM-type crossover models, the
exact influence measures for different parameters are shown to be linear func-
tions of residuals. Under the more complex GMLM-type crossover models,
the series expansion of the influence measure for the period and treatment
effects will be studied. It will be demonstrated that every term in the series is
proportional to the Pearson residual of the subject.

This dissertation concerns two-treatment crossover models with random
subject effects, where the response variable is either continuous or count
data. The direct changes in the MLEs of mean and variance parameters are
used as tools to evaluate the influence. Besides the three main purposes
mentioned before, two additional topics are covered.

Various possible perturbation schemes for crossover models are exam-
ined. In particular, the influence of the case-weighted perturbation is stud-
ied. A discussion on restrictions of the case-weighted perturbation schemes,
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which to our knowledge has not yet been considered, is given.
Moreover, some graphical tools are developed in Chapter 5–7 when

discussing different examples. They visualise information of influence in
crossover models for both continuous and count data, which helps data
analysts to rank and interpret the influence of different subjects.
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2. Crossover models

In this chapter, a review of common crossover models in the statistical lit-
erature is given. Firstly, the ideas and history of crossover studies are in-
troduced. For interesting and illuminating discussions on modelling data
from crossover studies, we refer the readers to Jones & Kenward (2003). More
practical issues are covered by Senn (2002).

2.1 Crossover studies

2.1.1 Designs in crossover studies

The term crossover model is a general name for models that are developed
to investigate data obtained from studies with crossover designs. In pub-
lications, a wide variety of names have been applied, of which all may re-
fer to crossover designs. According to Senn (2006), an incomplete list con-
tains crossover, cross-over, change-over, changeover, within-patient, within-
subject, repeated-measures and even test-retest designs.

In general, all of the above mentioned names mean an experimental
design where the total duration of the experiment is divided into several
periods and, after each period, treatment given to experimental subjects
‘crosses over’ to another treatment. In other words, every subject is receiving
a sequence of different treatments, which provides a direct comparison of
the treatments. Thus, since the within-subject variation rather than between-
subject variation is utilised, the crossover designs may be more powerful
than parallel designs to test for differences between treatments.

In many situations, due to limitations in the number of subjects, sub-
stantial variability among subjects, ethical concerns, extensive training of
participants before experiments, the limited budget of the experiments or
other practical issues, crossover designs appeal to experimenters. A wide
use of crossover studies is within clinical trials when comparing drugs for
treating chronic diseases such as arthritis, asthma or hypertension. Other ex-
amples of applications include sensory evaluation of food products, market
research experiments, animal feeding trials, animal behavioural studies, and
psychological experiments.
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The idea of using crossover designs to compare treatments has a long
history. According to Jones & Kenward (2003), the first crossover study was
conducted by the agricultural scientist, John Bennet Lawes in 1853 at the
famous Rothamsted Experimental Station in England. The study compared
the effects of ammonia and minerals on crop yields. Each season, one plot
received ammonia without minerals, while the other plot received minerals
without ammonia; the following season the supply was interchanged. This
idea existed also in many of the earliest statistical studies of experimental
designs. For example, in a t-treatment Latin square design proposed by
Fisher (1925), one may construct a t × t square array where every treatment
occurs once in each row and once in each column, and identify the columns
for the experimental subjects and rows for different periods of sequence.
Other famous early works concerned with the construction of crossover
designs include Simpson (1938), Yates (1938), Brandt (1938), Cochran (1939),
Fieller (1940), Cochran et al. (1941) and Williams (1949).

The field of optimal crossover design has become intensively explored,
especially after Hedayat & Afsarinejad (1978) systematically reviewed and
studied the topic. However, this topic is out of the scope of the current
dissertation. We direct interested readers to Matthews (1988), Stufken (1996)
and Bate & Jones (2008).

2.1.2 Examples

Now we introduce three examples concerning when crossover designs have
been applied. Different crossover models for these designs will be presented
in the next section.

Example 2.1 (AB–BA design). In Hao et al. (2014), a real clinical trial con-
ducted by the pharmaceutical company AstraZeneca is considered. The data
was collected from a single-center, double-blinded, placebo-controlled, ran-
domised, crossover design. A maximum of 20 patients received treatment
A and treatment B once per day during 4 weeks, with a 4-week washout in
between. Subjects underwent a full clinical examination including demo-
graphic data, medical history, physical examination, blood pressure, pulse
and a laboratory screen at 4 weeks before the first study day (Figure 2.1).
Bile acid and 74 other biomarkers, e.g. cholesterol syntheses markers C4,
campesterol, lanosterol and others, were analysed. One objective of the study
was the assessment of the change between treatments in bile acid as well
as the change in each of the other 74 computed biomarkers. There are 11
subjects assigned to sequence AB and 9 to sequence BA. Influence analysis
based on this data set is illustrated in Chapter 5.
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Run-in

period

Period 1 Washout

period

Period 2
Follow-up

Weeks:
-4 0

trt A

4 8

trt B

12 13

trt B

trt A

Figure 2.1: The AB–BA crossover design in Example 2.1

Example 2.2 (Three treatments). Henderson (2005) conducted a market re-
search experiment to find the effect of packing apples in 4 lb bags (treatment
A), 6 lb bags (treatment B), and 8 lb bags (treatment C). Six retail stores were
used in the experiment as shown in Table 2.1, and each treatment was left in
a store for 1 week. Washout periods are not used because of time constraints.
The volume of sales in a week may have effects on the treatment for the next
week’s sale.

Table 2.1: Three-period crossover design for apples sales in Example 2.2

Store
Period 1 2 3 4 5 6
I A B C A B C
II B C A C A B
III C A B B C A

Example 2.3 (AB–BA design, count data). Layard & Arvesen (1978) discussed
a crossover clinical trial to test a standard anti-nausea treatment (drug A)
against a proposed treatment (drug B). Twenty subjects were tested, ten for
each order of the administration of drugs. The response variable is the num-
ber of nausea episodes of during the first two hours after cancer chemother-
apy, and for a given patient this is approximately Poisson distributed. Wash-
out periods existed between treatment periods.

In this dissertation, we limit the interests of influence analysis to two-
treatment crossover models. Models for bioequivalence studies with crossover
designs may serve as an example. Bioequivalence study is to determine
whether test and reference pharmaceutical formulations yield equivalent
blood concentration levels.
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Table 2.2 shows some examples of common two-treatment crossover
designs. Since the longer a study lasts the greater the chance that subjects
will drop-out, designs with more than four periods are seldom utilised. In the
two-treatment crossover designs, dual sequences usually appear together
in the designs. Dual sequence is obtained by interchanging the treatment
labels A and B of the other sequence. For instance, in the AB–BA design,
sequences AB and BA are dual. Dual crossover designs consider the period
difference and allow one to use simple analysis based on within-subject
comparisons (Díaz-Uriarte, 2001). For more discussions of two-treatment
crossover designs, see Kershner & Federer (1981) and Carrière & Reinsel
(1992).

Table 2.2: Common two-treatment cross-over designs

Designs Origin of the designs
AB–BA
AB–BA–AA–BB (Balaam, 1968)
ABB–BAA (Lucas, 1957)
ABBA–BAAB
ABBA–BAAB–AABB–BBAA (Quenouille, 1953)

We will only consider dual-balanced crossover studies. Dual balanced
means that there are equal numbers of experimental subjects for every two
groups with dual sequences. If any subject drops out from one sequence,
in order to maintain dual balance, a subject from its dual sequence will be
excluded randomly from the analysis.

2.2 Mixed linear models in crossover studies

Despite the advantages from the feature that measurements on different
treatments are obtained from the same subject, this also brings potential
problems to the analysis of crossover studies. One problem is that differences
between two measurements within a subject might be due to period effects.
An even more complicated issue is that the effects of carry-over may enter
into the measurements. This may happen in several ways. For example,
carry-over effect in pharmacology may exist when the active ingredients of a
drug given in one period are still present in the following periods or drugs
may show a curative effect; carry-over effect in psychology may occur if the
tiredness of treatments leads to a downgrading (or learning of treatments
leads to an upgrading) of measurements in the next period. How to separate
the treatment effects from other within-subject effects is one of the main
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issues considered in the analysis of crossover studies. This interesting sta-
tistical problem makes the analysis and modelling distinct from other types
experimental designs.

Traditionally, crossover studies with continuous responses were mod-
elled by fixed-effects linear models with independent errors, which may lead
to unrealistic assumptions about the covariance structure, particularly when
more than two periods of treatments are in the designs. Finney (1956) elab-
orated five models involving combinations of error correlation, first-order
carry-over effect, and autoregressive effects. He emphasised the importance
of considering covariance structure between measurements. This area of
crossover modelling started to receive more attention when Grizzle (1965)
applied a mixed linear model (MLM) to the AB–BA crossover design. Since
then, MLMs have become a widely accepted tool for analysing data from
crossover studies.

Mixed models, which are also referred to as mixed-effects models, are
suited for crossover experiments since they can include fixed treatment
effects, period effects, carry-over effects and random individual effects. They
also allow for flexible modelling of the covariance structure and allow for the
use of covariates that include information both at the within and between-
individual level. Examples with crossover studies are presented in books by
Vonesh & Chinchilli (1997) and Littell et al. (2006, pp. 392), see also e.g. Laird
et al. (1992), Putt & Chinchilli (1999), Carrière & Huang (2000) and Hedayat &
Zheng (2010).

Statistical inference for the MLMs has been well developed and one may
refer to Searle (1997), Demidenko (2004), and Verbeke & Molenberghs (2009)
for a comprehensive review. For an application of MLMs in crossover studies,
see Vonesh & Chinchilli (1997). A good review of numerical methods of
estimation in MLMs is Harville (1977).

According to whether carry-over effects are involved, we present two
MLM-type crossover models. First, Grizzle’s model, referred to as the simple
carry-over model in Senn (2002), is shown in the following definition with a
slight modification of notation.

Definition 2.1. Let yi j k represent a continuous response observed during
the kth period on the j th subject within the sequence i in a crossover study,
for i = 1,2, . . . , s; j = 1,2, . . . ,n; k = 1,2, . . . , p. The crossover model with a
simple carry-over effect is set up as

yi j k =µ+λi +πk +τd(i ,k) +ρd(i ,k−1) +γ j (i ) +εi j k , (2.1)

where µ is the general mean, λi is the effect of the sequence i and πk is the
effect of the kth period, i =1, . . . , s; j =1, . . . ,n; k=1, . . . , p. The value of d(i ,k)
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is the treatment assigned under the sequence i in the kth period. The param-
eter τd(i ,k) is the direct treatment effect due to treatment d(i ,k) and ρd(i ,k−1)

is the first-order carry-over effect of treatment d(i ,k −1), where ρd(i ,0) = 0 for
i = 1,2, . . . , s. The random factor γ j (i ) represents the random individual effect
of the j th subject in the sequence i , γ j (i ) ∼ N (0,σ2

γ) and is independent of
the random errors εi j k which are independent and identically distributed as
N (0,σ2). The variances σ2

γ and σ2 are supposed to be unknown.

Model (2.1) includes two assumptions about the carry-over effect: (i)
only the treatment that was used in the period immediately preceding the
current period is considered to have a possible effect on a measurement in
the current period and (ii) there is no carry-over effect for measurements in
the first period. Regarding this simple carry-over effect, a useful review is
Matthews (1988).

Some possible modifications of model (2.1) are in order. Firstly, the se-
quence effect appears in the model of Verbeke & Molenberghs (2009) and
Lindsey (1999), but not in Grizzle (1965) or Jones & Kenward (2003). A sig-
nificant sequence effect might result from poor randomisation of subjects
to sequences. This can, however, also be a result of higher order treatment-
period and treatment-carry-over interactions not included in the model.
In later chapters, we will show that the inclusion of sequence effects leads
to the explicit maximum likelihood estimators of parameters in MLM-type
crossover models. Secondly, model (2.1) assumes random individual effects
to be put on the intercept, while in many applications it may be reasonable
to consider treatment-by-individual interactions, i.e. the treatment effect
also differs between individuals. In the context of medicine studies, it may
be interesting to know which patients react favourably to treatments. For
example, in Vonesh & Chinchilli (1997), random individual coefficients of
treatments are assumed. Thirdly, in some applications, additional informa-
tion on the subjects may be available. For example, baseline measurements
could be used in various ways when modelling data from a crossover study.
For examples see Laska & Meisner (1985) and Carrière & Reinsel (1992). Fi-
nally, investigations covering more general correlation structures of errors
can be found in Kunert & Utzig (1993) and Matthews (1987). Nevertheless, it
is usually with fixed individual effects.

A second model, named the null carry-over model, is also widely dis-
cussed in the literature.

Definition 2.2. Let yi j k represent the continuous response observed during
the kth period on the j th subject within the sequence i in a crossover study,
for i = 1,2, . . . , s; j = 1,2, . . . ,n; k = 1,2, . . . , p. The crossover model with null
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carry-over effect is set up as

yi j k =µ+λi +πk +τd(i ,k) +γ j (i ) +εi j k , (2.2)

where the notations are same as in Definition 2.1.

Model (2.2) can be applied when long wash-out periods exist. The wash-
out periods are periods between switches of treatments, see e.g. Figure
2.1. They are included to prevent the occurrence of carry-over effects in the
experiments.

When it is not possible to apply washout periods adequately due to the na-
ture of the experimentation (Example 2.2), the analysts may choose between
model (2.1) and (2.2) depending on the strategy regarding how to deal with
carry-over effects. Unfortunately, no agreement has been reached. Before
Freeman (1989), a ‘two-stage procedure’, which was established by Grizzle
(1965), was usually considered. In the first stage, the procedure required
a preliminary test for carry-over effects under model (2.1). If the result of
the test was not significant, a within-subject comparison of treatments was
suggested under model (2.1). If the preliminary test was significant, only the
measurements from the first period was suggested to be used, i.e. performing
a between-subject comparison. Freeman (1989) demonstrated that using
such a preliminary test not only yielded serious underestimates of the actual
Type I error in the second stage, but also produced a biased estimate of the
treatment effect. Particularly in the AB–BA design, the two-stage procedure
should be avoided. Numerical illustration of Freeman’s results was provided
in Jones & Kenward (2003, Chaper 2.7).

Models with carry-over effects are preferred by a number of researchers.
For instance, Laska & Meisner (1985), Afsarinejad (1990) and Matthews (1990)
investigated model (2.1) with respect to optimal designs. More complex
carry-over models can also be found in e.g. Kershner & Federer (1981), Jones
& Donev (1996) and Afsarinejad & Hedayat (2002). However, this requires
assumptions about the nature of the carry-over effect, which unfortunately
is difficult to verify in most applications. For example, the number of periods
that the effect of the treatment from the previous period may last is unknown.
Moreover, whether carry-over effects depend only on the identity of the
previous treatment, or also on the interaction by the current treatment or
even other factors currently presented is significant.

Other researchers (e.g. Armitage, 1991; Senn and Lambrow, 1998; Jones
& Kenward, 2003; Senn, 2006) argued that carry-over effects should not be
involved in modelling, because if a slightly more realistic form of the carry-
over effect exists, then using the wrong models may be worse than ignoring
the carry-over effects. They suggested avoiding possible carry-over effects
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during experiments and, after experiments, to make conclusions conditional
on the assumption that carry-over effect will not seriously distort the results.

In Chapters 5–6, we will study the influence of perturbing the null carry-
over model (2.2). In this dissertation, it is supposed that adequate wash-out
periods are taken after each treatment.

2.3 Generalised mixed linear models in crossover stud-
ies

The MLMs presented in the previous section are suitable for continuous
responses. However, there are crossover studies where the responses are
collected as count. For example, the number of heart attacks patients have
during each period of treatment takes the values 0,1,2, . . ., and is therefore a
discrete random variable. It is possible to analyse count data (and also other
types of data, such as categorical data) for a potentially unlimited range of
crossover designs with methods based on explicit models (see e.g. Longford,
1998; Patefield, 2000).

These methods are based on generalised linear model theory (McCullagh
& Nelder, 1989). Generalised linear models are extensions of linear models
that make it possible to analyse data in which a function, called the link func-
tion, of the mean response is linearly related to a set of exploratory variables,
but the variance of the response might be a function of the mean response.
The models allow for response variables that come from an exponential
family other than a normal distribution, such as the Poisson, gamma and
binomial distributions. The data set y can be modelled in any probability
distribution whose probability density function can be expressed in the form
of

p(y;θ) = a(θ)h(y)exp
[
θTt (y)

]
,

where a(·) and h(·) are two known functions, θ is a vector containing all
unknown parameters, and t (y) is a vector-valued function of data. Moreover,
the parameter vector θ and the statistic vector t (y) are referred to as the
canonical parameter and the canonical statistic, respectively.

Similar to metric data, correlation between the count responses within
the same subject needs consideration. In general, depending on the mod-
elling strategy, it can be implemented by the generalised estimating equations
(GEEs; Liang & Zeger, 1986) or the generalised mixed linear models (GMLMs;
Pierce & Sands, 1975). Examples of applications to crossover studies are
shown in (Diggle et al., 2002, GEE in pp. 160–164; GMLM in pp. 184–188) and
Jones & Kenward (2003).
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The GEEs is a semiparametric regression modelling approach that typ-
ically relies on the specification of only the first two moments of the popu-
lation average. As an example of a two-treatment crossover study, let yi j k

represent a count response observed during the kth period on the j th sub-
ject within the sequence i , for i = 1,2, . . . , s; j = 1,2, . . . ,n; k = 1,2, . . . , p. The
GEE-type crossover model may assume yi j k to be Poisson distributed, where
its marginal expectation and variance δi k follows the log-linear relation

lnδi k =µ+λi +πk +τd(i ,k), (2.3)

with parameters same as those in Definition 2.1. To model the within-subject
correlation, the so-called ‘working’ correlation matrices are assumed. The
working correlation matrix R(α) of yi j = (yi j 1, . . . , yi j p )T can be either a struc-
tured or an unstructured p ×p matrix and sometimes depends on a vector of
unknown variance parametersα. For example, with the compound symmet-
ric structure,

R(α) = Ip +ρ(Jp − Ip ),

α contains only the unknown within-subject correlation coefficient ρ, where
Ip is the p ×p identity matrix and Jp is the p ×p matrix with all elements
equal to 1.

Liang & Zeger (1986) suggested the estimation of the fixed effects β : q ×1
in (2.3) by solving the GEEs

s∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

DT
i V−1

i (yi j −δi ) = 0, (2.4)

where Di is a q ×p matrix with the kth column given by ∂δi k /∂β, the p ×p
matrix Vi = Cov(yi j ) = A1/2

i (β)R(α)A1/2
i (β), and Ai (β) = diag (δi 1, . . . ,δi p ) is

the diagonal matrix with elements given by the marginal variances. Since the
vectorα : r ×1 is unknown, iterative estimating procedures of solving β are
developed. The standard algorithms, e.g. implemented in PROC GENMOD
of SAS/STAT® software (SAS Institute Inc., 2011), can be found in Littell et al.
(2006).

In applications, the GEEs are computationally more attractive than the
GMLM equations. However, Lindsey (1999) pointed out that the above GEEs
are not appropriate for crossover studies, because they treat dependence
among observations as if treatments were between subjects instead of within
subjects and therefore resulting in lower statistical power.

The GMLMs are subject-specific models in which the random subject
effects are assumed to follow some parametric distributions. Likelihood-
based inference can be applied to GMLMs. We will discuss influence analysis
based on GMLM for count data in Chapter 7. Further discussion of the
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analysis of count data in the context of the AB–BA design can be found in
Longford (1998). The GMLM-type Poisson crossover model (Jones & Kenward,
2003) is set up as follows.

Definition 2.3. Let yi j k represent a count response observed during the kth
period on the j th subject within the sequence i in a crossover study, for
i = 1,2, . . . , s; j = 1,2, . . . ,n; k = 1,2, . . . , p. The GMLM-type Poisson crossover
model with null carry-over effect is set up as{

yi j k |γ j (i ) ∼ Po(δi j k ), γ j (i ) ∼ N (0,σ2
γ), for all i , j ,k,

lnδi j k =µ+λi +πk +τd(i ,k) +γ j (i ),
(2.5)

where δi j k = E (yi j k |γ j (i )), and the other parameters have the same meaning
as those in Definition 2.1 and 2.2.

Model (2.5) is a GMLM with a canonical link (Lee et al., 2006; Pierce &
Sands, 1975). The generalised (mixed) linear model becomes simple if the
link function makes the canonical parameters of the distribution be linear
with respect to the unknown coefficients of the exploratory variables. This
link function is called the canonical link. For example, the identity function
is the canonical link with respect to the normal distributions; the logarithm
function is the canonical link with respect to the Poisson distributions.

A major issue regarding GMLMs is the computation of the MLEs. It can be
shown that the log-likelihood function under model (2.5) can be expressed
as

c − sn

2
ln(σ2

γ)+∑
i j k

(µ+λi +πk +τd(i ,k))yi j k

+ ln
∫

· · ·
∫ [∏

i j
exp

{
exp

(
µ+λi +γ j (i )

) p∑
k=1

exp
(
πk +τd(i ,k)

)}]

×exp

{∑
i j

(
γ j (i )

p∑
k=1

yi j k −
1

2σ2
γ

γ2
j (i )

)}
dγ1(1) · · ·dγn(s), (2.6)

where c is a constant. The likelihood function of GMLMs may involve high-
dimensional integrals, which may not yield analytical solutions. Jiang (2007)
classified the methods of inference as likelihood-based and nonlikelihood-
based. The likelihood-based approaches focus on developing computational
methods. Markov chain Monte Carlo methods and the EM algorithm have
been used to handle the computations. The nonlikelihood-based approaches
try to avoid the computational difficulty by considering alternative meth-
ods. These include integral approximation of likelihood functions (see e.g.
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Vonesh, 1996) and model linearisation with pseudo-data (see e.g. Wolfinger
& O’connell, 1993).

These technical difficulties make influence diagnostics in GMLMs com-
plicated. However, we will show in Section 3.3 that the GMLM-type crossover
model is a special GMLM where the treatment effect can be estimated explic-
itly.
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3. Explicit maximum likelihood
estimators in crossover models

This chapter derives the maximum likelihood estimators of crossover models
discussed in this dissertation.

3.1 Estimation of parameters in the MLM-type AB–BA
model

We start with the simplest MLM-type crossover model. Suppose that we
would like to compare a treatment (A) with a placebo (B) under the AB–BA
design. Let yi j k be the continuous response from the j th subject in the
kth period within the sequence i , i = 1,2; j = 1, . . . ,n; k = 1,2, where i = 1
corresponds to sequence AB and i = 2 corresponds to sequence BA. The
function d(i ,k) in model (2.2) is given by

d(i ,k) =
{

A, (i ,k) ∈ {(1,1), (2,2)} ,

B , (i ,k) ∈ {(1,2), (2,1)} .
(3.1)

With the estimability restrictions, λ1 +λ2 = 0, π1 +π2 = 0 and τA +τB = 0,
model (2.2) can be rewritten in matrix notation as

y = Xβ+Zγ+ε, (3.2)

where y = (y111, . . . , y2n2)T is a 4n×1 vector with elements ordered lexicograph-
ically. The vector β= (µ,λ,π,τ)T is a vector of unknown mean parameters,
and λ= λ1 −λ2, π= π1 −π2 and τ= τA −τB represents the fixed effects for
sequence, period and treatment, respectively. The matrix X = (x111, . . . , ,x2n2)T

is a 4n ×4 known design matrix for β. Note that the column vector xi j k is the
row of X corresponding to the i j kth observation, and it is given by

x1 j 1 =
(

1 1/2 1/2 1/2
)T

, x1 j 2 =
(

1 1/2 −1/2 −1/2
)T

,

x2 j 1 =
(

1 −1/2 1/2 −1/2
)T

, x2 j 2 =
(

1 −1/2 −1/2 1/2
)T

,

for j = 1,2, . . . ,n. This is denoted by Np (µ,Σ) the p-dimensional multivariate
normal distribution with mean vectorµ and the dispersion matrixΣ. The vec-
tor γ= (

γ1(1), . . . ,γn(1),γ1(2) . . . ,γn(2)
)T is a random-effects vector representing
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the individual effects, γ∼ N2n(0, σ2
γI2n), and the matrix Z = I2 ⊗ In ⊗12 is the

4n ×2n known incidence matrix for γ, where Ip is the p ×p identity matrix,
1p and 0p denote the p ×1 vector with all elements equal to 1 and 0, and the
symbol ⊗ stands for the Kronecker product. The vector of random errors
ε∼ N4n(0,σ2I4n) is assumed to be independent of γ, and the variances σ2

γ

and σ2 are supposed to be unknown.
Statistical inference in model (3.2) is usually about the mean parameters,

i.e. the estimation of β and the treatment effect τ is particularly in focus.
An interesting feature of the AB–BA model (3.2) is that we can represent the
model as two independent models and both of them are fixed-effects linear
models. For instance, if a full-rank matrix

T = I2n ⊗
(

1 1
1 −1

)
(3.3)

is pre-multiplied to both sides of model (3.2), the model can be shown to be
equivalent to the following two models,{

u = X1β1 +ε1, ε1 ∼ N2n(0,σ2
1I2n),

v = X2β2 +ε2, ε2 ∼ N2n(0,σ2
2I2n), cov(ε1, ε2) = 0,

(3.4)

where

u = (y111 + y112, . . . , y2n1 + y2n2)T, v = (y111 − y112, . . . , y2n1 − y2n2)T,

β1 = (µ, λ)T, β2 = (π, τ)T, σ2
1 = 2σ2 +4σ2

γ σ2
2 = 2σ2.

The design matrices X1 and X2 equal

X1 =
(

2 2 · · · 2 2
1 1 · · · −1 −1

)T

, X2 =
(

1 1 · · · 1 1
1 1 · · · −1 −1

)T

.

The equivalence between estimations in (3.2) and (3.4) will be proven in
Theorem 3.2 that is proposed in the next section for a general two-treatment
dual-balanced crossover model.

Since for each model in (3.4) a homoscedastic linear model is obtained,
the MLEs for model parameters and the corresponding dispersion matrices
of the estimators can be obtained explicitly. The estimators are presented in
the next lemma.

Lemma 3.1 (Laird et al., 1992). Consider the model specified in (3.2).
(i) The MLE of β= (µ, λ, π, τ)T is given by

β̂ =


1
4 ( y1·1 + y1·2)+ 1

4 ( y2·1 + y2·2)
1
2 ( y1·1 + y1·2)− 1

2 ( y2·1 + y2·2)
1
2 ( y1·1 − y1·2)+ 1

2 ( y2·1 − y2·2)
1
2 ( y1·1 − y1·2)− 1

2 ( y2·1 − y2·2)

 ,
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where y i ·k = 1
n

∑n
j=1 yi j k , i = 1,2;k = 1,2. The MLEs of σ2

γ and σ2 equal

σ̂2
γ =

1

2n

∑
i j

ri j 1ri j 2, σ̂2 = 1

4n

∑
i j

(ri j 1 − ri j 2)2,

where ri j k = yi j k − y i ·k is the residual of the i j kth observation in (3.2), i ,k =
1,2; j = 1,2, . . . ,n.

(ii) The dispersion matrix of β̂ equals the following diagonal matrix

D(β̂) = 1

n
diag

(
1

4
(σ2 +2σ2

γ), (σ2 +2σ2
γ),σ2,σ2

)
.

Proof. As noted above, an estimation of model (3.2) can be made by analysing
model (3.4). For model (3.4), we have

XT
1 X1 = 2n

(
4 0

0 1

)
,

(
XT

1 X1
)−1 = 1

2n

(
1
4 0

0 1

)
,

XT
1 u = 2n

(
( y1·1 + y1·2)+ ( y2·1 + y2·2)

1
2 ( y1·1 + y1·2)− 1

2 ( y2·1 + y2·2)

)
,

and

XT
2 X2 = 2n

(
1 0

0 1

)
,

(
XT

2 X2
)−1 = 1

2n

(
1 0

0 1

)
,

XT
2 v = 2n

( 1
2 ( y1·1 − y1·2)+ 1

2 ( y2·1 − y2·2)

1
2 ( y1·1 − y1·2)− 1

2 ( y2·1 − y2·2)

)
.

Each model equals a usual linear model. Therefore, the MLEs of the mean
parameters in (3.4) are given by

β̂1 = (
XT

1 X1
)−1

XT
1 u =

( 1
4 ( y1·1 + y1·2)+ 1

4 ( y2·1 + y2·2)

1
2 ( y1·1 + y1·2)− 1

2 ( y2·1 + y2·2)

)
,

β̂2 = (
XT

2 X2
)−1

XT
2 v =

 1
2 ( y1·1 − y1·2)+ 1

2 ( y2·1 − y2·2)

1
2 ( y1·1 − y1·2)− 1

2 ( y2·1 − y2·2)

 ,
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with dispersion matrices

D(β̂1) = (
XT

1 X1
)−1

σ2
1 =

2σ2
γ+σ2

n

(
1
4 0

0 1

)
,

D(β̂2) = (
XT

2 X2
)−1

σ2
2 =

σ2

n

(
1 0

0 1

)
.

The MLEs of the variance components in (3.4) are given by

σ̂2
1 = 1

2n
uT

(
I2n −X1

(
XT

1 X1
)−1

XT
1

)
u,

σ̂2
2 = 1

2n
vT

(
I2n −X2

(
XT

2 X2
)−1

XT
2

)
v.

Since

X1
(
XT

1 X1
)−1

XT
1 = X2

(
XT

2 X2
)−1

XT
2 = 1

n
(I2 ⊗ Jn) ,

where Jp is the p ×p matrix with all elements equal to 1, the MLEs σ̂2
γ and σ̂2

in (3.2) equal

σ̂2
γ =

1

4

(
σ̂2

1 − σ̂2
2

) = 1

8n

(
(u+v)T

(
I2n − 1

n
(I2 ⊗ Jn)

)
(u−v)

)
= 1

2n

2∑
i=1

(
n∑

j=1
yi j 1 yi j 2 − 1

n

n∑
j=1

yi j 1

n∑
j=1

yi j 2

)

= 1

2n

2∑
i=1

(
n∑

j=1
yi j 1 yi j 2 −ny i .1 y i .2

)

= 1

2n

2∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

(
yi j 1 − y i .1

)(
yi j 2 − y i .2

)
= 1

2n

2∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

ri j 1ri j 2,
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and

σ̂2 = 1

2
σ̂2

2 = 1

4n
vT

(
I− 1

n
(I2 ⊗ Jn)

)
v

= 1

4n

2∑
i=1

(
n∑

j=1
(yi j 1 − yi j 2)2 − 1

n

(
n∑

j=1

(
yi j 1 − yi j 2

))2)

= 1

4n

2∑
i=1

(
n∑

j=1
(yi j 1 − yi j 2)2 −n

(
y i .1 − y i .2

)2

)

= 1

4n

2∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

((
yi j 1 − y i .1

)2 − (
yi j 2 − y i .2

)2
)

= 1

4n

2∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

(
ri j 1 − ri j 2

)2 ,

where ri j k = yi j k − y i ·k = yi j k −xT

i j k β̂ is the residual of the i j kth observation
in (3.2), for i ,k = 1,2; j = 1,2, . . . ,n.

3.2 Estimation of parameters in MLM-type higher-order
crossover models

Instead of the AB–BA design, consideration will now be given to model (2.2)
under more complex crossover designs. Suppose that a dual crossover design
with s sequences of treatments, where each sequence has p periods and
n subjects, has been utilised to compare the treatments A and B. Define a
matrix D : p × s as D = (d1, . . . ,ds) with

di = 1
2

(
(−1)I(d(i ,1)=B), . . . , (−1)I(d(i ,p)=B)

)T

, (3.5)

where i = 1, . . . , s, and I(·) denotes the indicator function, meaning that it
equals 1 if the treatment assigned under the sequence i in the kth period is
treatment B, i.e. d(i ,k) = B . For example, for the ABBA–BAAB design, the
matrix D is the following

D = (d1,d2) =
(

1/2 −1/2 −1/2 1/2
−1/2 1/2 1/2 −1/2

)T

. (3.6)

Since the sequences ABBA and BAAB are dual, d2 =−d1 and thus the matrix
D = (d1,−d1). Furthermore, since the ABBA–BAAB design is uniform within
the sequence, i.e. every treatment appears the same number of times within
each sequence, we have DT1p = 0s .
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Without loss of generality, we impose the estimability constraints,∑s
i=1λi = 0,

∑p
k=1πk = 0 and τA + τB = 0, on model (2.2). Model (2.2) for

two-treatment dual crossover studies may be formulated in matrix notation
as

y = X1µ+X2π+X3τ+Zγ+ε, (3.7)

where y = (y111, . . . , ysnp )T and ε= (ε111, . . . ,εsnp )T are vectors ordered lexico-
graphically. The matrix Z = Isn ⊗1p is the incidence matrix for the random
individual effects in γ : sn ×1. The matrices

X1 = Is ⊗1np , X2 = 1sn ⊗ (−1p−1 : Ip−1)T, X3 = (Is ⊗1n ⊗ Ip )vec D,

are the known design matrices for the mean effects of the sequences
µ= (µ+λ1, . . . ,µ+λs)T, the period effectsπ= (π2, . . . ,πp )T and the treatment
effect τ = τA − τB , respectively, where vec M is the vectorization operator
stacking the columns of the matrix M, one underneath the other.

We can verify that model (3.7) belongs to the family of linear models with
explicit MLEs (see Szatrowski, 1980). Similar to the previously examined
AB–BA model, the general two-treatment dual crossover model (3.7) can be
represented as two independent fixed-effects linear models with disjoint sets
of parameters. Subsequently, C(A) denotes the vector space generated by the
columns of the p ×q matrix A, which is defined by C(A) = {a : a = Az,z ∈ Rq }.
The orthogonal complement to C(A) is denoted by C(A)⊥. The matrices PA

and QA = Ip −PA are the orthogonal projections onto the column spaces C(A)
and C(A)⊥, respectively. Any matrix that generates C(A)⊥ is denoted by Ao

and it will be assumed that Ao TAo = I.

Theorem 3.2. For the two-treatment dual crossover model presented in (3.7),
let T1 and T2 be any two matrices whose rows are orthonormal bases spanning
the column spaces C(Z) and C(Z)⊥, respectively, that is, C(TT

1) = C(Z) and
C(TT

2) = C(Z)⊥. Inference about model (3.7) is equivalently performed by a
separate inference about the following two fixed-effects linear models{

u = X̃1µ
∗+ε1,

v = X̃2π+ X̃3τ+ε2,
(3.8)

where u = T1y, v = T2y, X̃1 = T1X1, X̃2 = T2X2, X̃3 = T2X3, µ∗=µ+p−1τDT1p ,
and the matrix D = (d1, . . . ,ds) with di given in (3.5), i = 1, . . . , s. The parame-
tersπ, τ, σ2

γ and σ2 are the same as in (3.7). The random error vectors

ε1 ∼ N (0sn ,σ2
1Isn), ε2 ∼ N (0sn(p−1),σ

2Isn(p−1)),

are mutually independent with σ2
1 =σ2 +pσ2

γ.
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Proof. It is sufficient to prove that the likelihood function of (3.7) is identical
to the product of the likelihood functions of the two separate models in (3.8),
i.e.

L(µ,π,τ,σ2
γ,σ) = L1(µ∗,σ2

1)L2(π,τ,σ2). (3.9)

Note that TT
1T1 = PZ , T1TT

1 = Isn , TT
2T2 = QZ and T2TT

2 = Isn(p−1), where Z is
given in (3.7) with PZ = Isn ⊗P1p and QZ = Isn ⊗Q1p . The matrices T1 and T2

are not unique. Without loss of generality, let

T1 = Isn ⊗p−1/21T
p , T2 = Isn ⊗1o

p
T, (3.10)

where 1o
p : p × (p −1) is an orthonormal basis for C(1p )⊥. For example, in the

ABBA–BAAB design, we can define

T1 = I2n ⊗ 1
2 1T

4, T2 = I2n ⊗

 1/2 1/2 −1/2 −1/2

1/2 −1/2 1/2 −1/2

1/2 −1/2 −1/2 1/2

 .

Notice that the matrices X1, X2 and Z defined in model (3.7) satisfy

PZ X1 = (Isn ⊗p−11p 1T
p )(Is ⊗1np ) = Is ⊗1np = X1, (3.11)

PZ X2 = (Isn ⊗p−11p 1T
p )(1sn ⊗ (−1p−1 : Ip−1)T) = 0. (3.12)

Using vec(ABC ) = (C T ⊗A)vecB , we get

PZ X3 = (Isn ⊗p−11p 1T
p )(Is ⊗1n ⊗ Ip )vec D = p−1vec(1np 1T

p D)

= p−1(DT1p )⊗1np = p−1(Is ⊗1np )(DT1p ⊗1) = p−1X1DT1p .

These calculations can be summarised as

PZ (X1 : X2 : X3) = X1(Is : 0p : p−1DT1p ). (3.13)

Then, decomposing the expectation and dispersion matrix of y in (3.7) yields

E(y) = E(PZ y)+E(QZ y) = TT
1T1X1µ

∗+TT
2T2(X2π+X3τ),

D(y) = D(PZ y)+D(QZ y) =σ2
1TT

1T1 +σ2TT
2T2.

Multiplying the model in (3.7) on both sides by T1 and T2 yields (3.8). Hence,
the equality in (3.9) is confirmed. This completes the proof.
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According to Theorem 3.2 there is one-to-one linear transformation be-
tween the parameter spaces in (3.7) and (3.8), and

sup
{
L1(µ∗,σ2

1)L2(π,τ,σ)
}= supL1(µ∗,σ2

1)supL2(π,τ,σ),

the maximum likelihood estimators of parameters in (3.7) can be obtained by
linear transformation of the maximum likelihood estimators of parameters
in two separate models in (3.8), and vice versa.

Corollary 3.3. In the ABBA–BAAB crossover studies, inference about model
(3.7) is equivalently performed by a separate inference about two fixed-effects
linear models given by {

u = X̃1µ+ε1, (3.14)

v = X̃2π+ X̃3τ+ε2, (3.15)

where the notation is as defined in Theorem 3.2.

Proof. This proof is straightforward by observing that the ABBA–BAAB design
is a uniform crossover design within sequences, i.e. DT14 = 0, implying that
PZ X3 = 0.

An important consequence of Corollary 3.3 is that the sequence means
and the treatment effect are independently estimated. Moreover, Theorem
3.2 implies the result in (3.4) for the AB–BA model.

Let µ̂, π̂ and τ̂ be the maximum likelihood estimators of µ, π and τ in
model (3.7), respectively. We have demonstrated that explicit maximum like-
lihood estimators exist for the parameters in model (3.7). These estimators
coincide with their corresponding ordinary least square estimators.

Lemma 3.4. Consider the two-treatment dual crossover model specified in
(3.7). The MLEs of µ,π and τ are given by

µ̂= 1

p

(
(y1·− τ̂d1), . . . , (ys·− τ̂ds)

)T 1p ,

π̂= 1

s

(
0p−1 : Ip−1

)
(P1 +P2)

s∑
i=1

yi ·,

τ̂=
(

s∑
i=1

d T
i P2di

)−1 s∑
i=1

d T
i P2yi ·,

where yi · = (y i ·1, . . . , y i ·p )T, y i ·k = ∑p
j=1 yi j k , P1 and P2 are the orthogonal

projections onto the column spaces C(1p : D)⊥ and C(1p )⊥∩C(1p : D) with
D = (d1, . . . ,ds) and di given in (3.5), for i = 1, . . . , s; k = 1, . . . , p. Therefore,
P1 +P2 = Q1p .
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Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.1. Recall that in model (3.7),

X1 = Is ⊗1np , X2 = 1sn ⊗ (−1p−1 : Ip−1)T, X3 = (Is ⊗1n ⊗ Ip )vec D,

and, according to (3.11) and (3.12), we know PZ X1 = X1 and PZ X2 = 0.
Then, for model (3.8), we have

X̃T
1X̃1 = XT

1PZ X1 = XT
1X1 = npIs ,

X̃T
1u = XT

1PZ y = XT
1y = n(1T

p y1·, . . . ,1T
p ys·)

T = n(y1·, . . . ,ys·)
T1p ,

and

X̃T
2X̃2 = XT

2QZ X2 = XT
2X2 = sn(Jp−1 + Ip−1),

X̃T
2X̃3 = XT

2QZ X3 = XT
2X3 = n

[
1T

s ⊗ (−1p−1 : Ip−1)
]

vec D

= n(−1p−1 : Ip−1)
s∑

i=1
di = 0,

X̃T
3X̃3 = XT

3QZ X3 = nvec TD(1T
s ⊗Q1p )vec D = n

s∑
i=1

d T
i Q1p di = n

s∑
i=1

d T
i P2di ,

X̃T
2v = XT

2QZ y = XT
2y = n(−1p−1 : Ip−1)

s∑
i=1

yi ·,

X̃T
3v = XT

3QZ y = vec TD(Is ⊗1T
n ⊗Q1p )y = n

s∑
i=1

d T
i Q1p yi · = n

s∑
i=1

d T
i P2yi ·.

Each model in (3.8) is a usual fixed-effects linear model. Therefore, the MLEs
of the fixed effects in model (3.8) are given by

µ̂∗ = (
X̃T

1X̃1
)−1 X̃T

1u = 1

p
(y1·, . . . ,ys·)

T1p ,

and (
π̂

τ̂

)
=

(
X̃T

2X̃2 X̃T
2X̃3

X̃T
3X̃2 X̃T

3X̃3

)−1(
X̃T

2v

X̃T
3v

)

=
(

X̃T
2X̃2 0

0 X̃T
3X̃3

)−1(
X̃T

2v

X̃T
3v

)
=

(
(X̃T

2X̃2)−1X̃T
2v

(X̃T
3X̃3)−1X̃T

3v

)

=
 s−1

(
Jp−1 + Ip−1

)−1 (−1p−1 : Ip−1
)∑s

i=1 yi ·(∑s
i=1 d T

i P2di
)−1 ∑s

i=1 d T
i P2yi ·



=
(

s−1
(
0p−1 : Ip−1

)
(P1 +P2)

∑s
i=1 yi ·(∑s

i=1 d T
i P2di

)−1 ∑s
i=1 d T

i P2yi ·

)
.
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According to Theorem 3.2, the MLEs ofπ and τ in (3.7) are same as that
in (3.8) and the MLE µ̂= µ̂∗−p−1τ̂DT1p . The proof is completed.

For a uniform crossover design with one pair of dual sequences, such as
the ABBA–BAAB design mentioned above, we present the MLEs in the next
corollary.

Corollary 3.5. In the ABBA–BAAB design, the MLEs of µ, π and τ in model
(3.7) are given by

µ̂= 1

4
(1T

4y1· : 1T
4y2·)

T,

π̂= 1

2
(03 : I3)(P1 +P2)(y1·+y2·),

τ̂= 1

2
(d T

1P2d1)−1d T
1P2(y1·−y2·),

where P1 and P2 are the orthogonal projections onto the column spaces
C(14 : d1)⊥ and C(14)⊥∩C(14 : d1), with d1 and d2 being shown in (3.6). The
other notation is as defined in Lemma 3.4.

Proof. This proof is straightforward by observing that the ABBA–BAAB design
is a uniform crossover design comprising dual sequences, i.e. DT14 = 0 and
d2 =−d1.

3.3 Estimation of parameters in the GMLM-type AB–BA
model

Consider a crossover study with AB–BA design. Now, the primary response
variable is a count variable, e.g. it contains the counts of an event of interest.
The Poisson mixed-effects model (2.5) is assumed for the modelling of count
data, with s = 2, p = 2 and the function d(i ,k) defined in (3.1).

Similar to the MLM-type AB–BA model, we impose the estimability con-
straints λ1 +λ2 = 0, π1 +π2 = 0 and τA +τB = 0 to model (2.5). Therefore, the
model is rewritten in matrix form as{

yi j k |γ j (i ) ∼ Po(δi j k ), γ j (i ) ∼ N (0,σ2
γ), for all i , j ,k,

lnδ= X1µ+X2β+Zγ,
(3.16)

where δ = (δ111, . . . ,δ2n2)T is a 4n ×1 vector lexicographically ordered, the
matrix Z = I2n ⊗12 is the incidence matrix for the random effects in γ : 2n×1,
and matrices X1 : 4n×2 and X2 : 4n×2 are known design matrices for the fixed
effectsµ= (µ1,µ2)T and β= (π,τ)T, respectively, and µi =µ+λi is the general
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mean of the sequence i , π = π1 −π2, τ = τA −τB . Note that X1 = I2 ⊗12n

and the transpose of the row of X2 corresponding to the i j kth observation is
denoted by x2,i j k which equals

x2,1 j 1 =
(

1/2 1/2
)T

, x2,1 j 2 =
( −1/2 −1/2

)T
,

x2,2 j 1 =
(

1/2 −1/2
)T

, x2,2 j 2 =
( −1/2 1/2

)T
.

As mentioned before, the inferential interest in the crossover model is
usually connected to the treatment effect inβ, whereasµ andσ2

γ are nuisance
parameters. In this section, we will derive the MLE of β in model (3.16).

Let us define the sum of responses within the j th subject in the sequence
i as ui j = yi j 1+yi j 2, i = 1,2; j = 1, . . . ,n. We have demonstrated in Section 3.1
that, for the AB–BA crossover study, if the normal distribution with identity
link are assumed to hold instead of the Poisson distribution with log link,
u = (u11, . . . ,u2n)T is sufficient to make inference on µ and σ2

γ. Furthermore,
Section 3.1 also shows that there is no information loss by conditioning on u
when estimating β. Hence, the estimation problem for β in a mixed linear
model reduces to the estimation problem in a fixed-effects linear model.

In a similar manner, the inference about β in the Poisson mixed-effects
model (3.16) can be equivalently carried out via the fixed-effects model after
conditioning on u. Define y i ·1 = 1

n

∑n
j=1 yi j 1 and ui · = 1

n

∑n
j=1 ui j , i = 1,2.

Lui & Chang (2012) demonstrated that the MLE of β based on the binomial
distribution of y i ·1|ui ·, i = 1,2, should be utilised in order to derive exact con-
fidence intervals and exact tests for β. In the AB–BA crossover models, this
‘conditioned MLE’ is indeed identical to the MLE based on the full likelihood.
We prove this in the next theorem.

Theorem 3.6. For the AB–BA model in (3.16), let ui j = yi j 1 + yi j 2, i = 1,2;
j = 1, . . . ,n. Inference about model (3.16) is equivalent to a separate inference
about the following two models{

ui j |γ j (i ) ∼ Po(δi j ), γ j (i ) ∼ N (0,σ2
γ), for all i , j ,

ln δ̃= X̃1µ
∗+ Z̃γ,

(3.17)

and {
yi j 1 ∼ Bin(ui j , pi j ), for all i , j ,

logit(p) = X̃2β,
(3.18)

where ln δ̃ = (lnδ11, . . . , lnδ2n)T and logit(p) = (logit(p11), . . . , logit(p2n))T are
2n ×1 vectors containing canonical parameters of the distributions in (3.17)
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and (3.18), respectively. The parameters µ, β and σ2
γ are the same as in (3.16)

and

µ∗ =µ+
(

ln
[
exp(π−τ)+1

]− 1
2 (π−τ)

ln
[
exp(π+τ)+1

]− 1
2 (π+τ)

)
.

The matrices X̃1 = T1X1, X̃2 = T2X2 and Z̃ = T1Z, with T1 = (1
2

1
2

)⊗ I2n and
T2 = (1 −1)⊗ I2n .

Proof. Observing that the parameter space {µ∗,σ2
γ}∪ {β} is one-to-one trans-

formed from {µ,β,σ2
γ} of (3.16), it is sufficient to prove that the likelihood

function of (3.16) is identical to the product of the likelihood functions of
(3.17) and (3.18), i.e.

L(µ,β,σ2
γ) = L1(µ∗,σ2

γ)L2(β).

Note that, for the j th subject within the sequence i under model (3.16),
the distribution

fy |γ
(
yi j 1, yi j 2;γ j (i )

)= 2∏
k=1

exp
(
yi j k lnδi j k −δi j k − ln yi j k !

)
, (3.19)

whereas

fu|γ
(
ui j ;γ j (i )

)= exp
[
ui j ln

(
δi j 1 +δi j 2

)− (
δi j 1 +δi j 2

)− lnui j !
]

, (3.20)

with lnδi j k = µi + xT

2,i j kβ+γ j (i ), k = 1,2. The distribution in (3.20) corre-
sponds to the Poisson distribution with expectation δi j = δi j 1 +δi j 2. Thus,

lnδi j =µi +γ j (i ) + ln
[

exp
(
xT

2,i j 1β
)
+exp

(
xT

2,i j 2β
)]

=µ∗
i +γ j (i ) = 1

2 (x1,i j 1 +x1,i j 2)Tµ∗+ 1
2 (zi j 1 +zi j 2)Tγ,

where x1,i j k and zi j k are the transpose of the row of X1 and Z corresponding
to the i j kth observation, respectively.

It follows that

fy |u,γ
(
yi j 1|ui j ;γ j (i )

)
= exp

[
yi j 1 ln

(
δi j 1

δi j 1 +δi j 2

)
+ yi j 2 ln

(
δi j 2

δi j 1 +δi j 2

)
+ ln

(
ui j !

yi j 1!yi j 2!

)]
. (3.21)

Put pi j = δi j 1/(δi j 1 +δi j 2). Then fy |u,γ represents the density of the bino-
mial distribution with number of independent experiments equal to ui j and
probability of success pi j . As

logit(pi j ) = ln

(
pi j

1−pi j

)
= ln

(
δi j 1

δi j 2

)
= (x2,i j 1 −x2,i j 2)Tβ,
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the distribution does not depend on the random effect γ j (i ). Hence,

fy |u
(
yi j 1|ui j

)= fy |u,γ
(
yi j 1|ui j ;γ j (i )

)
.

As result we get

L(µ,β,σ2
γ) =∏

i j

∫
g

(
γ j (i )

)
fy |γ

(
yi j 1, yi j 2;γ j (i )

)
dγ j (i )

=∏
i j

∫
g

(
γ j (i )

)
fu|γ

(
ui j ;γ j (i )

)
dγ j (i )

∏
i j

fy |u
(
yi j 1|ui j

)
= L1(µ∗,σ2

γ)L2(β),

where g
(
γ j (i )

)= (2πσ2
γ)−1/2 exp{−γ2

j (i )/(2σ2
γ)} is the density ofγ j (i ) ∼ N (0,σ2

γ).

Define X̃1 = (x̃1,i j , . . . , x̃1,2n)T, X̃2 = (x̃2,i j , . . . , x̃2,2n)T, Z̃ = (z̃i j , . . . , z̃2n)T, where
x̃1,i j = 1

2 (x1,i j 1 +x1,i j 2), x̃2,i j = (x2,i j 1 −x2,i j 2) and z̃i j = 1
2 (zi j 1 + zi j 2). Thus,

the proof is completed.

Theorem 3.6 implies that the same MLE ofβ in models (3.16) and (3.18) is
obtained. Furthermore, model (3.18) is a special case of a logistic regression
model for which the MLE of β can be explicitly obtained (see Lui & Chang,
2012).

Lemma 3.7. The MLE of β= (π,τ)T in (3.16) is given in the following

β̂= 1

2

(
ln

y1·1 y2·1
y1·2 y2·2

, ln
y1·1 y2·2
y1·2 y2·1

)T

,

where y i ·k = 1
n

∑n
j=1 y1 j 1, for i = 1,2, k = 1,2.

Proof. According to Theorem 3.6, the MLE β̂ maximises the likelihood of
(3.18), i.e. L2(β). Let ξi j = x̃T

2,i jβ, i.e. ξ1 j = π+τ and ξ2 j = π−τ. Note that

p1 j = logit−1(π+ τ) and p2 j = logit−1(π− τ), for all j = 1, . . . ,n. Using the
property of the exponential family that the score function with respect to the
canonical parameter is equal to the difference between the observed value
and expected value of the canonical statistic, the score function of (3.18)
equals

∂ lnL2(β)

∂β
=

2∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

∂ξi j

∂β

∂ lnL2(β)

∂ξi j
=

2∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

x̃2,i j 1[yi j 1 −ui j pi j ]

=
( 1

2 [
∑n

j=1 y1 j 1 −p1 j
∑n

j=1 u1 j ]+ 1
2 [y2 j 1 −p2 j

∑n
j=1 u2 j ]

1
2 [

∑n
j=1 y1 j 1 −p1 j

∑n
j=1 u1 j ]− 1

2 [y2 j 1 −p2 j
∑n

j=1 u2 j ]

)
.
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Solving ∂ lnL2(β)/∂β= 0, we obtain

p̂i j =
y i ·1

y i ·1 + y i ·2
,

for i = 1,2, j = 1, . . . ,n. Thus,

π̂= 1

2
[logit(p̂1i )+ logit(p̂2i )] = 1

2
ln

y1·1 y2·1
y1·2 y2·2

,

and

τ̂= 1

2
[logit(p̂1i )− logit(p̂2i )] = 1

2
ln

y1·1 y2·2
y1·2 y2·1

.

The proof is completed.
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4. Influence analysis

Influence analysis is a study that aims to generate a computationally cheap
procedure to detect influential observations that might have strong influence
on various types of statistical conclusions. The detection of influential obser-
vations is an important part of explorative data analysis, which gives a deeper
insight into the data. Although the issue within the framework of crossover
studies is rarely addressed, influence analysis in statistical models with a
specific covariance structure has been comprehensively investigated over the
last 30 years, see e.g. Shi (2006) in a context of multilevel models, and Pan &
Fang (2002) in multivariate Growth Curve models. Many researchers, includ-
ing Banerjee & Frees (1997), Hodges (1998) and Tan et al. (2001), have realised
that the well-performed influence measures in a general linear model, e.g.
Cook’s Distance (Cook, 1977), encounter problems when they are extended
to more complicated models.

This chapter is devoted to a brief presentation of statistical diagnostics
for influential observations, which are based on perturbations. Two common
approaches of influence analysis in general statistical models are described.

Let us consider a statistical model that reflects the relation between p
response variables and q explanatory variables. Suppose a s ×1 vector of the
unknown parameter β is of interest. Moreover, suppose there is a data set
(Y : X), where Y = (y1, . . . ,yn)T is an n ×p data matrix containing the observed
response variables, and X = (x1, . . . ,xn)T is an n ×q design matrix containing
the values of the explanatory variables. Let β̂ be an estimate of β based on
the full data (Y : X). Without loss of generality, Y and X may be partitioned
into Y = (YT

K : YT
[K ])

T and X = (XT
K : XT

[K ])
T, respectively, where K = {k1, . . . ,km} is a

certain subset of the observation indices {1, . . . ,n} and [K ] is the set of indices
with K excluded. Our concern is whether or not the subset of data (YK : XK ) is
influential for β̂.

4.1 Two basic tools

In order to be able to answer the above question, two basic tools are intro-
duced in this section: the perturbation scheme (Beckman et al., 1987) and the
objective functions of influence (Belsley et al., 2004). Perturbation scheme
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in the following chapters refers to the structure of the possible alterations
from the observed data. Common perturbation schemes and the objective
functions of influence in the literature will be listed.

4.1.1 Perturbation scheme

Influence of data subset (YK : XK ) may be evaluated under two paradigms.
Case-deletion (e.g. Cook, 1977) compares the parameter estimates based
on the model before and after removing (YK : XK ). A different paradigm was
proposed by Cook (1986). He argued that completely omitting the observa-
tion subset yields a loss of information about the influence, and therefore,
one should evaluate a minor modification of (YK : XK ) instead. Later, we will
present an example based on the simple regression model to support this
statement.

In the second paradigm, minor modifications of data are referred to
as perturbations. The term ‘perturbation scheme’ is used to describe the
structures of the perturbations. Let Yω and Xω be the n × p data matrix
and n × q design matrix, respectively, after a certain perturbation of the
subset of observations with indices in K , where ω is a scalar describing the
perturbation weight. Denote ω0 the null perturbation weight, which satisfies
(Yω0 : Xω0 ) = (Y : X), and β̂(ω) the estimate of β based on the perturbed data
(Yω : Xω). A main target in influence analysis is to quantify the differences
between β̂(ω0) and β̂(ω).

In this dissertation, deletion of observations is considered as an extreme
situation of case-weighted perturbations. Special discussions based on case-
deletion are therefore not made. The case-weighted perturbation scheme is
defined as follows.

Definition 4.1. For a statistical model with a vector of parameters of interest,
β, let β̂(ω) be its estimate under a perturbed model obtained using some
estimation procedure, e.g. maximum likelihood or least squares, and let
[K ] denote the set of observation indices where K is excluded. Then a case-
weighted perturbation scheme exists with respect to K if

(i) β̂(0) is the same as the estimate of β under the unperturbed model based
on observations corresponding to [K ];
(ii) there is some null perturbation weight ω0 = 1 such that β̂(1) is the same
as the estimate of β under the unperturbed model, which is based on all
observations.

In addition to a case-weighted perturbation scheme, we will discuss the
following two perturbation schemes in Chapter 7.
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Definition 4.2. Let Yω be the perturbed data matrix with perturbation in
the subset of observations with indices in K , and let [K ] denote the set of
observation indices where K is excluded.

(i) The perturbation scheme for shifting a response is defined by

Yω =
(

YK +ωJm×p

Y[K ]

)
;

(ii) the perturbation scheme for scaling a response is defined by

Yω =
(
ωYK

Y[K ]

)
,

where m is the size of K , the matrix Jm×p = 1m1T
p and ω is the scalar used as

perturbation weight.

It is well recognised that an inappropriate perturbation scheme may lead
to unreasonable conclusions about the cause of influence. For instance,
when data are unbalanced, perturbing a subject that has more observations
than others would likely produce a larger effect than other subjects. It should
also be made clear that this dissertation focuses on perturbation schemes
concerning data, but many other kinds of perturbation schemes can be
constructed. We refer to Beckman et al. (1987) for details.

4.1.2 Objective functions of influence

Whatever perturbation scheme is proposed, we must find a proper function
to measure the change between β̂(ω0) and β̂(ω), say f (β̂(ω0), β̂(ω)). Attention
should be paid to situations where minor perturbations lead to large values
of f (β̂(ω0), β̂(ω)).

The choice of the objective function of influence, f (·, ·), is made according
to the inferential interest. In the mixed models, the following issues are
usually addressed:

• the estimates of the mean parameters,
• the dispersion matrix of the estimates of the mean parameters,
• the estimates of the variance parameters,
• the dispersion matrix of the estimates of the variance parameters,
• the prediction of the random effects,
• the variance of the prediction.

Certainly, the direct difference between β̂(ω0) and β̂(ω) and the difference
between their corresponding estimated dispersion matrices can serve as
such objective functions. They can be defined as follows.
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Definition 4.3. Let β̂(ω) denote the MLEs of the concerned parameter vector
and D[β̂(ω)] be the associated dispersion matrix under the perturbed model.
The delta-beta influence comprises two functions.

(i) The function ∆β̂ with respect to the perturbation of observations with
indices in K is defined by

∆β̂= β̂(ω)− β̂(ω0).

(ii) The function ∆D(β̂) with respect to a perturbation of observations with
indices in K is defined by

∆D(β̂) = D̂[β̂(ω)]− D̂[β̂(ω0)],

where ω0 is the null perturbation weight, D̂[β̂(ω)] and D̂[β̂(ω0)] are esti-
mates of D[β̂(ω)] and D[β̂(ω0)], which are obtained by inserting the MLEs
of the parameters givenβ= β̂(ω) andβ= β̂(ω0) into the dispersion matrix,
respectively.

When direct changes cannot be derived or when only functions satisfying
f :R2s →R+ are of interest (where s is the dimension of β andR+ denotes
the positive real line), statistical distances between β̂(ω0) and β̂(ω) can be
discussed to quantify the influence.

The selection of distance function relies on the statistical inference ap-
proaches. For likelihood inference, the most commonly used metric objective
function of influence is the likelihood displacement (Cook, 1986; Lesaffre &
Verbeke, 1998; Ouwens et al., 2001).

Definition 4.4. Suppose there is a perturbation on the subset of observations
with indices in K . Let l (θ) and l (θ;ω) denote the log-likelihood functions
under the unperturbed model and the perturbed model, respectively, where
θ = (βT,ψT)T is the vector of all parameters and β is the subvector of parame-
ters of interests. Let β̂(ω) be the MLE of β in the perturbed model for a given
ω and let ω0 be the null perturbation weight. The likelihood displacement
with respect to the perturbation is defined by

LD(ω) = 2{lp (β̂(ω0))− lp (β̂(ω))}, (4.1)

where lp (β) is the profile log-likelihood for β defined as

lp (β) = l (θ)|ψ=g (β),

and g (β) is the function that maximises l (θ) for each fixed β.
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The likelihood displacement (4.1) is closely related to Cook’s distance (for
the relation, see Cook, 1986), which is given by

C D(ω) = (
β̂(ω)− β̂(ω0)

)T
D̂[β̂(ω0)]−1 (

β̂(ω)− β̂(ω0)
)

/s, (4.2)

where s is the dimension of β. Moreover, if all parameters in θ are of interest,
(4.1) reduces to

LD(ω) = 2{l (θ̂(ω0))− l (θ̂(ω))}, (4.3)

where θ̂(ω) is the MLE of θ in the perturbed model.
Recently, for models with latent variables such as mixed models, another

common distance function in likelihood inference has been introduced,
namely, the Q-displacement function (Zhu & Lee, 2001), which can overcome
the intractable high-dimensional integrals in the likelihood displacement.
In the EM type algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977), the MLE θ̂ is also the
maximiser of the function Q(θ|θ̂) = Eθ̂[lc (θ)|Y], where lc (θ) is the complete-
data log-likelihood function and the expectation is taken with respect to the
conditional distribution given Y and evaluated at θ = θ̂.

Definition 4.5. In a model with latent data γ, let Yc = (Y :γ) be the complete
data-set, where Y is the observed data. Denote by θ̂ the MLE of the unknown
parameter θ before any perturbation and let lc (θ) be the complete-data
log-likelihood function. Suppose that there is a perturbation on the subset
of observations with indices in K . The Q-displacement with respect to the
perturbation is defined by

QD(ω) = 2{Q(θ̂|θ̂)−Q(θ̃(ω)|θ̂)}, (4.4)

where θ̃(ω) is the maximiser of Q(θ,ω|θ̂) = Eθ̂[lc (θ;ω)|Y], the function lc (θ;ω)
denotes the complete-data log-likelihood functions under the perturbed
model and Q(θ|θ̂) =Q(θ,ω0|θ̂).

Note that θ̃(ω0) = θ̂(ω0) and θ̃(ω) ≈ θ̂(ω) according to the convergence of
the EM algorithm. Since QD(ω) ≥ 0 and achieves its global minimum at ω0,
the function can be regarded as a measure of the change between the MLEs
θ̂(ω0) and θ̂(ω). Moreover, when there is no latent data γ, QD(ω) reduces to
(4.3) as well. Applications of the Q-displacement in GMLMs can be found in
e.g. Zhu & Lee (2003) and Xu et al. (2006).

In Bayesian inference, the common measures for assessing the change in
the posterior distributions of β is Kullback-Leibler divergence or Bayesian
entropy. For details about influence analysis based on the posterior distribu-
tions, we direct the interested readers to Johnson & Geisser (1983, 1985).
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4.1.3 An illustration

In the end of this section, we illustrate the advantages of the perturbation
approach via investigating the influences of two observations in a simple
linear model, which have the same influence on the estimate of the slope co-
efficient under the case-deletion paradigm. Consider a simple linear model,
that is,

y =µ+βx+ε, ε∼ Nn(0,σ2In), (4.5)

where the parameters µ, β and σ2 are unknown. The coefficient β is the
parameter of interests. Observation B is an artificial data constructed to have
the same estimate as observation A under case deletion. However, the two
observations have different values of y and x. Let P A(ω) and PB (ω) denote
case-weighted perturbations with K = {A} and K = {B}, respectively. Figure
4.1 shows the changes in β̂ after the perturbations versus ω.
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∆β̂
(ω

)
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Figure 4.1: Influence graph of the case-weighted perturbation with respect to
observation A or B

When ω = 0, ∆β̂(ω) in Figure 4.1 measures influence under case dele-
tion. Despite ∆β̂A(0) =∆β̂B (0), the curves characterising the influences of
observations A and B differ. Moreover, the fact that ∆β̂B (ω) ≥∆β̂A(ω) for all
ω ∈ [0,1] indicates a larger influence of observation B. Therefore, influence
measures based on perturbations can be more powerful to detect influential
observations than those based on omitting the whole subset of observations.

In Figure 4.1, let us define α(ω) = (ω,∆β̂(ω)) as the influence graph with
respective to K . Ideally, the analytical expression of α(ω) is preferably eval-
uated globally. However, in most models, the task is challenging. Popular
approaches use one-step changes in iterative algorithms to approximate
the ‘global influence’ of perturbations given a different ω (Christensen et al.,
1992; Pan et al., 2014; Pregibon, 1981; Shi & Chen, 2008). An important con-
tribution is made by Cook (1986). Cook (1986) proposed to detect influential
observations as the observations with large changes in the neighbourhood
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of null perturbation weight only, i.e. around ω0. He suggested a unified
approach using the curvature of the influence graph to indirectly measure
the ‘local influence’ of perturbation in the neighbourhood of ω=ω0. We will
discuss the details of the above mentioned two unified approaches in the
next section.

4.2 Approaches to influence analysis

4.2.1 One-step approximation

Let θ̂(ω) be the estimate of θ under the perturbed model, obtained from max-
imising e.g. the log-likelihood function l (θ;ω). As mentioned in Section 4.1.2,
comparing θ̂(ω) with the unperturbed estimate θ̂ yields a classical measure
for the global influence of the perturbation on the estimation of θ. How-
ever, for models where this is computationally expensive, e.g. for the most
mixed-effects models, one can approximate θ̂(ω) by its so-called one-step
approximation, which is obtained by a single step of an iterative procedure
for maximising l (θ;ω), starting at θ̂. For example, using the Newton-Raphson
algorithm, the one-step approximation (Pregibon, 1981) is given by

θ̂(ω)1 = θ̂− l̈−1
ω l̇ω,

where

l̈ω = ∂2l (θ;ω)

∂θ∂θT

∣∣∣∣
θ=θ̂

, l̇ω = ∂l (θ;ω)

∂θ

∣∣∣∣
θ=θ̂

.

4.2.2 Curvature-based local influence

In the curvature-based local influence approach, influence is analysed with
the help of curvatures of the influence graphs, and influence cases are de-
tected as observations with large ‘normal curvatures’ in the neighbourhood
of null perturbation weight (Cook, 1986).

Curvature-based local influence analysis begins by introducing a pertur-
bation vector ω =ω0 +ωh of size n, where the vector h ∈ Rn describes the
direction of perturbation with a unit norm and the scalarω is the perturbation
weight. For example, consider the likelihood displacement defined in (4.1) us-
ing this perturbation vector. Define the influence graph α(ω) = (ωT,LD(ω))T.
Denote the directional normal curvature of α(ω) atω0 by Ch, then

Ch = 2
∣∣hT∆T l̈−1∆h

∣∣ , (4.6)

where

l̈ = ∂2l (θ)

∂θ∂θT

∣∣∣∣
θ=θ̂

, ∆= ∂2l (θ;ω)

∂θ∂ωT

∣∣∣∣
θ=θ̂,ω=ω0

.
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Large value of Ch indicates a large local change of LD(ω) in the neighbour-
hood ofω0 along the direction h. Cook (1986) therefore suggested using the
maximum curvature Cmax and its corresponding direction hmax as influence
measures. According to (4.6), the vector hmax is the eigenvector associated
with the largest eigenvalue of the matrix∆T l̈−1∆. Beckman et al. (1987) and
Lesaffre & Verbeke (1998) applied this approach to mixed linear models but
focused on different influence measures. Beckman et al. (1987) studied the
components in the direction of perturbations with the maximum curvatures,
while Lesaffre & Verbeke (1998) discussed the curvatures in the direction of a
single individual.

4.3 Estimation in a perturbed fixed-effects linear models

In the context of the fixed-effects linear models, there are for an arbitrary
subset of cases an exact formulae available for the direct changes in the esti-
mates of fixed effects and variance parameters before and after perturbations.
These constitute the fundament of the work on influential diagnostics. The
result presented in the following auxiliary lemma for the fixed-effects linear
model will be utilised when considering the crossover models. To prove
the lemma, the following well-known result (Binomial Inverse Theorem, see
Searle, 2006) is used

(XT
ωXω)−1 = (XTX+ (ω2 −1)XT

K XK )−1

= (XTX)−1 − (XTX)−1XT
K

(
XK (XTX)−1XT

K + (ω2 −1)−1I
)−1

XK (XTX)−1,

where the matrices are defined in the lemma.

Lemma 4.1. Consider the following fixed-effects linear model

y = Xβ+ε, ε∼ Nn(0n ,σ2In), (4.7)

where β and σ2 are unknown parameters, and X is a known design matrix
of full column rank. Let β̂ denote the maximum likelihood estimator of β.
Assume that the perturbation scheme

yω = (
ωyT

K : yT
[K ]

)T, Xω = (
ωXT

K : XT
[K ]

)T ,

is applied to the cases with indices given in K . Let m be the size of K . Under
the perturbed model, let β̂(ω) and σ̂2(ω) be the MLEs of β and σ2, respectively.
The influence measures defined by

∆β̂= β̂(ω)− β̂(1), VRE = σ̂2(ω)

σ̂2(1)
,
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equal

∆β̂ = (XTX)−1XT
K

(
HK − (1−ω2)−1Im

)−1
rK ,

VRE = 1− rT
K

(
(1−ω2)−1Im −HK

)−1
rK (rTr)−1,

where the matrix HK = XK

(
XTX

)−1 XT
K and the vector rK = yK − XK β̂ are the

submatrix of PX = X
(
XTX

)−1 XT and the subvector of r = y−Xβ̂, respectively,
for the observations with indices belonging to K .

Proof. In the perturbed model, we have

XT
ωXω = XT

[K ]X[K ] +ω2XT
K XK = XTX+ (ω2 −1)XT

K XK ,

and

XT
ωyω = XT

[K ]y[K ] +ω2XT
K yK = XTy+ (ω2 −1)XT

K yK .

If the matrices A, A+BCD and C are non-singular, it is well known (Binomial
Inverse Theorems) that

(A+BCD)−1 = A−1 −A−1B(DA−1B+C−1)−1DA−1.

For the perturbation, let A = XTX, BT = D = XK , and C = (ω2 −1)I. Then,

(
XT
ωXω

)−1 = (XTX)−1 + (XTX)−1XT
K

(
1

1−ω2 I−HK

)−1

XK (XTX)−1.

For the observations with indices belonging to set K , these denote the pre-
dicted values in the unperturbed model

ŷK = XK β̂(1) = XK (XTX)−1XTy.

Then, the MLE of β under the perturbation equals
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β̂(ω) = (
XT
ωXω

)−1 (
XT
ωyω

)
= β̂(1)+ (XTX)−1XT

K

(
1

1−ω2 I− H K

)−1

ŷK + (ω2−1)(XTX)−1XT
K yK

+ (ω2 −1)(XTX)−1XT
K

(
1

1−ω2 I −HK

)−1

HK yK

= β̂(1)+(XTX)−1XT
K

(
1

1−ω2 I−HK

)−1

ŷK

+(XTX)−1XT
K

(
1

1−ω2 I−HK

)−1(
I−(ω2−1)HK +(ω2−1)HK

)
yK

= β̂(1)− (XTX)−1XT
K

(
1

1−ω2 I−HK

)−1

rK ,

with the dispersion matrix

D[β̂(ω)] = (
XT
ωXω

)−1
σ2

= D[β̂(1)]+σ2(XTX)−1XT
K

(
1

1−ω2 I−HK

)−1

XK (XTX)−1.

The MLE of σ2 under the perturbation can be calculated as follows:

nσ̂2(ω) = yT
ωyω−yT

ωXωβ̂(ω)

= yTy+ (ω2 −1)yT
K yK −yTXβ̂(1)− (ω2 −1)yT

K ŷK

+ ŷT
K

(
1

1−ω2 I−HK

)−1

rK + (ω2−1)yT
K HK

(
1

1−ω2 I−HK

)−1

rK

= (
yTy−yTXβ̂(1)

)+ ŷT
K

(
1

1−ω2 I+HK

)−1

rK

+ yT
K

(
I− (ω2 −1)HK + (ω2 −1)HK

)(
1

1−ω2 I−HK

)−1

rK

= nσ̂2(1)− rT
K

(
1

1−ω2 I−HK

)−1

rK .

These calculations establish the lemma.
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When estimators of fixed effects and variance parameters depend on each
other, Lemma 4.1 does not hold. For many mixed models, similar formulae
can therefore be obtained by approximation. However, for crossover studies,
we have verified that models (3.2) and (3.7) belong to the family of linear
models with explicit maximum likelihood estimators (see Szatrowski, 1980).
The mixed linear model (3.7) has been represented as two independent fixed-
effects linear models with disjoint sets of parameters. The main idea of the
new approach proposed in the following two chapters is to split the mixed
linear model into two independent models and apply Lemma 4.1 to them,
rather than analysing the whole mixed linear model. The proposed approach
will be called delta-beta-based (DBB) influence approach in the later chapters
since the direct changes in the MLEs of mean and variance parameters are
used as tools to evaluate the influence.

If the size of the set K is 1, Lemma 4.1 can be simplified.

Corollary 4.2. If the set K = {i } in model (4.7), the functions calculated in
Lemma 4.1 reduce to

∆β̂ = (ω2 −1)ri

(ω2 −1)hi i +1
(XTX)−1xi ,

VRE = 1+ ω2 −1

(ω2 −1)hi i +1

r 2
i∑n

i=1 r 2
i

,

where the column vector xi is the i th row of the design matrix X, the scalar
hi i = xT

i (XTX)−1xi denotes the i th diagonal element of the hat matrix for the

unperturbed model, and ri = yi −xi β̂(1) is the residual of the i th observation.

When the perturbation weight ω approaches 0, the above result is iden-
tical to the well-known result for case deletion, whereas if ω= 1 there is, of
course, no changes in the estimation of both mean and variance parameters.
Note that hi i is what usually is called leverage and it is used as a measure
of influence. It is worth noting, that in the balanced crossover studies, the
leverage is the same for each observations. Moreover, ∆β̂ and VRE for K = {i }
are proportional to ri and r 2

i , respectively, which can be used to identify
outlying observations.
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5. Influence analysis for
continuous data in the AB–BA
crossover model

The main message delivered by Chapter 3 is that both the MLM-type and
GMLM-type crossover models can be decomposed into two independent
models, where at least one is a fixed-effects model. By utilising this property,
in this chapter, a method for assessing the influence of subjects in crossover
models is presented. A new feature of this method is that we will first decom-
pose the perturbed crossover model, and then derive the explicit measures
of influence on the estimation of parameters in the split models.

This process begins with a demonstration of this method on the contin-
uous data from AB–BA crossover study. If no special remark is made, in the
subsequent chapters, yω and Xω denote the vector of observed responses
and design matrix for the fixed effect in crossover models, respectively, after
perturbing a subset of observations (cases) under a perturbation weight ω.
The corresponding subset of observation indices is denoted by the set K . In
other words, we want to evaluate the influence of the subset of observations
with indices in K .

5.1 Perturbed model

First, recall the MLM-type AB–BA model defined in (3.2). The MLEs of the
unknown parameters are presented in Lemma 3.1.

In general, the case-weighted perturbation is considered as one of the
most commonly encountered perturbations in influence diagnostics. The
general definition of the case-weighted perturbation has been presented
through Definition 4.1. By introducing such perturbations to model (3.2), a
perturbed version of the model can be written as

yω = Xωβ+Zγ+ε, (5.1)

where γ ∼ N2n(02n ,σ2
γI2n), ε ∼ N4n(04n ,σ2I4n) and cov(γ,ε) = 0. In the

present chapter, model (3.2) is referred to as the unperturbed model and
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model (5.1) the perturbed model. The MLEs for the parameters in the per-
turbed model, which will be the main focus, are expected to be related to
the perturbation weight ω and the perturbation scheme. A ‘large’ influence
on the estimates of the fixed effects or a ‘large’ influence on the estimated
dispersion matrix indicates the risk of ‘non-robust inference’.

To be precise, three case-weighted perturbation schemes are proposed,
which are examined later under the model (3.2) assumption. Ouwens et al.
(2001) emphasised the importance of ability to detect influence on both
subject and observation levels in mixed models.

Perturbation 5.1 (Subject level). Let

yω = (yT
[K ] :ωyT

K )T and Xω = (XT
[K ] :ωXT

K )T, K = {i j 1, i j 2}, (5.2)

for some ω≥ 0, where matrices (vectors) with subscript K and [K ] denote the
submatrices (subvectors) corresponding to the observations with indices in K
and [K ], respectively.

Perturbation 5.2 (Observation level). Let

yω = (yT
[K ] :ωyT

K )T and Xω = (XT
[K ] :ωXT

K )T, K = {i j k}, (5.3)

for some ω≥ 0.

Perturbation 5.3 (Linear combination). Let

yω = ( yT
[K ] : WyT

K )T and Xω = ( XT
[K ] : WXT

K )T, K = {i j 1, i j 2}, (5.4)

for some 2×2 matrix

W =
(
ω11 ω12

ω21 ω22

)
,

where ω11,ω22 ≥ 0, ω11 ≥ω21, and ω12 ∈R.

For ω= 0, Perturbation 5.1 and 5.2 exclude one subject and one obser-
vation for the model, respectively. Perturbation 5.3 is proposed in order to
contain both subject-level and observation-level perturbations. When W = 0,
Perturbation 5.3 excludes the i j th subject. When W is a diagonal matrix with
1 and 0 on the main diagonal, Perturbation 5.3 excludes the observation of
the second period in the i j th subject. When W = (12 : 02), Perturbation 5.3
replaces the observation of the second period in the i j th subject with its
correlated observation of the first period.

The discussion concerning Perturbation 5.3 will demonstrate that when
the covariance matrix within the subject is assumed to be structured, the
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observation-level perturbations need to be utilised with care. For exam-
ple, some observation-level perturbations, including Perturbation 5.2, may
change the crossover model from being balanced to unbalanced, so that the
influence with respect to these perturbations become unidentifiable. This
finding is proven in Theorem 5.4.

5.2 Residuals

One of the most important advantages in applying a statistical model for
crossover studies is that diagnostic information can be obtained. Residuals
of fixed-effects linear models have long been used to perform model evalua-
tion. However, the roles of the residuals of mixed-effects models in influence
diagnostics have not been fully examined. In this section, we introduce the
residuals of subjects in the AB–BA studies under the MLM-type crossover
model. There is not only an interest in assessing the influence of the con-
cerned data on model fitting in terms of the proposed residuals, but there
is also an interest in obtaining suitable diagnostic plots to explore potential
influential subjects.

Definition 5.1. Let yi j k be the continuous response from the j th subject
in the kth period within the sequence i , i ,k = 1,2; j = 1, . . . ,n, where i = 1
corresponds to sequence AB and i = 2 corresponds to sequence BA, and xi j k

be the corresponding row of the design matrix X in model (3.2) written as a
column. The residual in the MLM-type AB–BA crossover model for the i j kth
observation, i ,k = 1,2; j = 1, . . . ,n, is defined by

ei j k = yi −xT

i j k β̂, (5.5)

where β̂ is the MLE of fixed effects β= (µ,λ,π,τ)T in model (3.2).

In crossover studies, the group-by-period means are usually calculated
in order to obtain an informal overview of the data. Moreover, denoting the
sequence-by-period means of responses in a crossover study is accomplished
by

y i ·k = 1

n

n∑
j=1

yi j k ,

i = 1, . . . , s; k = 1, . . . , p. The differences between observed responses and their
associated group-by-period means will be referred to as the within-sequence
residuals in the crossover study in this dissertation.

Definition 5.2. Let yi j k be the continuous response from the j th subject
in the kth period within the sequence i of a crossover study, i = 1, . . . , s;
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j = 1, . . . ,n; k = 1, . . . , p. The within-sequence residual for the observation
from the j th subject in the kth period within the sequence i is defined by

ri j k = yi j k − y i ·k , (5.6)
i = 1, . . . , s; k = 1, . . . , p; j = 1, . . . ,n.

Using Lemma 3.1, which provides the MLE of β, it is easy to check for
the MLM-type AB–BA crossover model that ri j k = ei j k , i ,k = 1,2; j = 1, . . . ,n.
Further insights into the within-sequence residuals will help us understand
the influence of observations.

5.3 Main results

Observing that the perturbed model (5.1) is the same as the unperturbed
model (3.2) when ω = ω0, the task of assessing the influence of a pertur-
bation can be conducted by studying changes in (5.1) around ω0. Recall
that the objective functions of influence were defined in Subsection 4.1.2.
Here we will utilise the delta-beta influence and introduce another objective
function, namely variance-ratio influence, to summarise the influence of a
perturbation on the estimation of model (5.1).

Definition 5.3. Let β̂(ω) be the MLE of β and D[β̂(ω)] be the associated
dispersion matrix under the perturbed model (5.1). The delta-beta influence
comprises two functions.

(i) The function ∆β̂ with respect to the perturbation of observations with
indices in K is defined by

∆β̂= β̂(ω)− β̂(ω0). (5.7)

(ii) The function ∆D(β̂) with respect to a perturbation of observations with
indices in K is defined by

∆D(β̂) = D̂[β̂(ω)]− D̂[β̂(ω0)], (5.8)

where D̂[β̂(ω)] and D̂[β̂(ω0)] are estimators of D[β̂(ω)] and D[β̂(ω0)], re-
spectively, which are obtained by inserting the MLEs of σ2

γ and σ2 into the
estimators.

Definition 5.4. Let σ̂2
γ(ω) and σ̂2(ω) be the MLEs of the variance parame-

ters under the perturbed model (5.1). The variance ratio for random errors
(VRE) and the variance ratio for random effects (VRR) with respect to the
perturbation of observations with indices in K is defined by

VRE = σ̂2(ω)/σ̂2(ω0), (5.9)
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VRR = σ̂2
γ(ω)/σ̂2

γ(ω0). (5.10)

The algebraic basis of the early work on influential diagnostics, for exam-
ple in the context of fixed-effects linear model, provides analytical formulae
for the delta-beta and variance-ratio influence. Unfortunately, closed-form
expressions for the influence diagnostics are not available for models where
estimators of mean and variance parameters are functionally dependent.
Hence, in most mixed linear models, similar formulae can therefore only be
obtained by approximations.

In this section, we propose a new method for influence diagnostics in
AB–BA crossover models, which is based on influence measures having a
closed-form. For details, see also Hao et al. (2014). The core of this method
is based on the idea of decomposing the perturbed mixed linear model into
two independent fixed-effects models. Hence, Lemma 4.1 can be applied to
models in (3.4), and influence measures for deletion and perturbation can
be derived explicitly. In the next theorem, we present the results concerning
assessing the influence of the i j th subject on the estimates of the mean or
variance parameters. That is, the set of observation indices of the target
cases equal K = {i j 1, i j 2}. Later in this section, possible problems with the
evaluation of a single observation’s influence, concerning the estimation of
the MLM-type AB–BA models, are discussed.

Theorem 5.1. Assume that the subject-level case-weighted perturbation in
(5.2) with perturbation weight ω is applied to the i j th subject in model (3.2),
i.e. K = {i j 1, i j 2}. Let ri j k = yi j k − y i ·k be the within-sequence residual for
yi j k , i ,k = 1,2; j = 1, . . . ,n. Then, (ri j 1 + ri j 2) is independent of (ri j 1 − ri j 2),
i = 1,2; j = 1, . . . ,n, and the objective functions defined by (5.7) to (5.10) equal:

(i)

∆β̂= ω2 −1

ω2 +n −1


1
4 (ri j 1 + ri j 2)

1
2 (−1)i+1(ri j 1 + ri j 2)

1
2 (ri j 1 − ri j 2)

1
2 (−1)i+1(ri j 1 − ri j 2)

 . (5.11)

(ii) When K = {1 j 1,1 j 2}, i.e. the perturbed subject comes from sequence AB,

∆D(β̂)= 1−ω2

2n(ω2+n−1)


1
4

(
σ2 +2σ2

γ

)
1
2

(
σ2 +2σ2

γ

)
0 0

1
2

(
σ2 +2σ2

γ

) (
σ2 +2σ2

γ

)
0 0

0 0 σ2 σ2

0 0 σ2 σ2

 ; (5.12)
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when K = {2 j 1,2 j 2}, i.e. the perturbed subject comes from sequence BA,

∆D(β̂)= 1−ω2

2n(ω2+n−1)


1
4

(
σ2 +2σ2

γ

)
−1

2

(
σ2 +2σ2

γ

)
0 0

−1
2

(
σ2 +2σ2

γ

) (
σ2 +2σ2

γ

)
0 0

0 0 σ2 −σ2

0 0 −σ2 σ2

 . (5.13)

(iii) The variance ratios defined in (5.9) and (5.10) equal

VRE = 1+ (ω2 −1)n

ω2 +n −1

(ri j 1 − ri j 2)2∑2
i=1

∑n
j=1(ri j 1 − ri j 2)2

, (5.14)

VRR = 1+ (ω2 −1)n

ω2 +n −1

ri j 1ri j 2∑2
i=1

∑n
j=1 ri j 1ri j 2

. (5.15)

Proof. Under subject-level perturbation in (5.2), pre-multiply the matrix as
defined in (3.3) that

T = I2n ⊗
(

1 1
1 −1

)
to both sides of model (5.1). It yields two independent linear models{

uω = X1,ωβ1 +ε1,

vω = X2,ωβ2 +ε2,
(5.16)

where the parameters β1 and β2, and the random terms ε1 and ε2 have the
same meaning as those defined in model (3.4).

The perturbed responses uω = (uT
[K ] :ωuK )T and vω = (vT

[K ] :ωvK )T, and the
perturbed design matrices X1,ω = (XT

1,[K ]
: ωx1,K )T and X2,ω = (XT

2,[K ]
: ωx2,K )T,

are associated with the responses u = (uT
[K ] : uK )T and v = (vT

[K ] : vK )T, and the
design matrices X1 = (XT

1,[K ]
: x1,K )T and X2 = (XT

2,[K ]
: x2,K )T defined in model

(3.4), where the size of the set K = {i j } is 1.
According to Corollary 4.2, the MLEs in model (5.16) equal

β̂1(ω) = β̂1(1)+ (ω2 −1)n

ω2 +n −1
(XT

1 X1)−1x1,K (uK − ûK ) , (5.17)

β̂2(ω) = β̂2(1)+ (ω2 −1)n

ω2 +n −1
(XT

2 X2)−1x2,K (vK − v̂K ) , (5.18)

with corresponding dispersion matrices

D[β̂1(ω)]=D[β̂1(1)]+ (1−ω2)n

ω2 +n −1
(XT

1X1)−1x1,K xT
1,K (XT

1X1)−1σ2
1, (5.19)

D[β̂2(ω)]=D[β̂2(1)]+ (1−ω2)n

ω2 +n −1
(XT

2X2)−1x2,K xT
2,K (XT

2X2)−1σ2
2, (5.20)
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and

σ̂2
1(ω) = σ̂2

1(1)+ (ω2 −1)n

ω2 +n −1

(uK − ûK )2

2n
, (5.21)

σ̂2
2(ω) = σ̂2

2(1)+ (ω2 −1)n

ω2 +n −1

(vK − v̂K )2

2n
, (5.22)

where ûK = y i ·1 + y i ·2 and v̂K = y i ·1 − y i ·2 are the predictions of uK and vK in
model (3.4), respectively, i = 1,2; j = 1, . . . ,n. Therefore, uK − ûK = ri j 1 + ri j 2

and vK − v̂K = ri j 1 − ri j 2. It also implies that the sum and difference within
subject residuals for (3.2) can be interpreted in terms of the residuals of the
two independent models.

Next, replacing the vectors in (5.17) to (5.20) by

(XT
1 X1)−1x1,1 j = 1

2n

( 1
2 1

)T
, (XT

1 X1)−1x1,2 j = 1

2n

( 1
2 −1

)T
,

(XT
2 X2)−1x2,1 j = 1

2n

(
1 1

)T
, (XT

2 X2)−1x2,2 j = 1

2n

(
1 −1

)T
,

we obtain the expressions in (i) and (ii).
Subtracting (5.22) from (5.21) and using that σ̂2

1 = 4σ̂2
γ+2σ̂2 and σ̂2

2 = 2σ̂2,
we get

σ̂2
γ(ω) = σ̂2

γ(1)+ ω2 −1

2(ω2 +n −1)
ri j 1ri j 2,

σ̂2(ω) = σ̂2(1)+ ω2 −1

4(ω2 +n −1)
(ri j 1 − ri j 2)2,

where σ̂2
γ(1) and σ̂2(1) are given by Lemma 3.1. Therefore, taking into account

the definitions of VRR and VRE, we obtain the expressions in (iii). Thus, the
proof is completed.

In Theorem 5.1, the statements (i) and (iii) show that the influence of each
subject on the MLEs of the parameters is determined only by its sequence
and the subject residual in the unperturbed model. The novel observation
conducted in this work, which provides an important message to practition-
ers is that in contrast to a fixed-effects model where the residuals {ri j k } are
studied when assessing the influence of subjects, in a mixed linear model
the key quantities for the influence analysis are the following two linear com-
binations of the residuals,

{1
2 (ri j 1 + ri j 2)

}
and

{1
2 (ri j 1 − ri j 2)

}
. For example,

the subject with the largest value of
{
ri j 1 + ri j 2

}
has the greatest influence

on the estimation of the general mean µ and sequence effect λ, while the
subject with the largest value of {ri j 1 − ri j 2} has the greatest influence on
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the estimation of the period effect π and the treatment effect τ. The influ-
ence expressions on the estimates of σ2

γ and σ2 can also be evaluated in
terms of the residuals. Furthermore, Theorem 5.1 (ii) indicates that, when
the variance parameters are known, all subjects within the same sequence
equally influence the estimate of the dispersion matrix of the MLEs for the
fixed effects. When variance parameters are unknown, a large influence on
the estimation of the dispersion matrix only occurs when estimates of the
variance parameters change considerably according to the perturbation.

Theorem 5.2. Under the perturbed model (5.1), the delta-beta influence ∆β̂
obtained in Theorem 5.1, concerning the subject-level case-weighted pertur-
bation for K = {i j 1, i j 2}, i = 1,2; j = 1, . . . ,n, follows a multivariate normal
distribution with expectation

E(∆β̂) = 0,

and a dispersion matrix for the sequence i , i = 1,2,

D(∆β̂) = (n −1)(ω2 −1)2

2n2ω2(ω2 +n −1)

×


1
4

(
σ2 +2σ2

γ

)
(−1)i+1

2

(
σ2 +2σ2

γ

)
0 0

(−1)i+1

2

(
σ2 +2σ2

γ

) (
σ2 +2σ2

γ

)
0 0

0 0 σ2 (−1)i+1σ2

0 0 (−1)i+1σ2 σ2

 .

Proof. It was shown in Theorem 5.1 that

∆β̂= ω2 −1

ω2 +n −1
L

(
ri j 1 + ri j 2

ri j 1 − ri j 2

)
,

where for i = 1,2

L =
(

1
4

1
2 (−1)i+1 0 0

0 0 1
2

1
2 (−1)i+1

)T

.

The statement of this theorem will be confirmed by considering the distribu-
tions of the two independent quantities (ri j 1 + ri j 2) and (ri j 1 − ri j 2).

Since ri j k = yi j k − y i ·k , we obtain

ri j 1 + ri j 2 = n −1

n
(yi j 1 + yi j 2)− 1

n

∑
1≤l≤n

l 6= j

(yi l1 + yi l2).
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The perturbation in (5.2) for K = {i j 1, i j 2} implies the following distributions
under the perturbed model (5.1),

(yi l1 + yi l2) ∼


N

(
xi j 1β+xi j 2β,2(σ2 +2σ2

γ)ω−2
)
, for l = j ,

N
(
xi j 1β+xi j 2β, 2(σ2 +2σ2

γ)
)
, for l 6= j .

Since (yi 11 + yi 12), (yi 21 + yi 22), . . . , (yi n1 + yi n2) are independent, it follows
that (ri 11 + ri 12) is normally distributed with expectation

E(ri j 1 + ri j 2) = n −1

n
(xi j 1β+xi j 2β)− 1

n

∑
1≤l≤n

l 6= j

(xi j 1β+xi j 2β) = 0,

and variance

D(ri j 1 + ri j 2) =
(

n −1

n

)2 2(σ2 +2σ2
γ)

ω2 + 1

n

∑
1≤l≤n

l 6= j

2(σ2 +2σ2
γ)

=
2(n −1)(ω2 +n −1)(σ2 +2σ2

γ)

n2ω2 .

Similarly, we can find that the distribution of (ri j 1 − ri j 2) is providing by

(ri j 1 − ri j 2) ∼ N

(
0,

2(n −1)(ω2 +n −1)σ2

n2ω2

)
,

which completes the proof of the theorem.

According to Theorem 5.2, the statistic 1
2∆

Tβ̂[D(∆β̂)]−∆β̂, which is invari-
ant to the choice of the generalised inverse, follows the χ2(2) distribution
under the perturbed model. We argue that this statistics can be considered
as one of the natural statistical distances to measure the general influence of
the i j th subject.

It is interesting to observe that, in the AB-BA crossover studies, the ma-
trices ∆D(β̂) and D(∆β̂) have the same structure, which is stated in the next
corollary.

Corollary 5.3. The influence on the dispersion matrix of the mean estimator
and the dispersion matrix of the influence on the mean estimate are under the
perturbation in (5.2) proportional:

D(∆β̂) = cncω∆D(β̂),

where cn = (n −1)/n and cω = (1−ω2)/ω2 are two scalars.
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We illustrate the obtained results through a simulation study and a real
data example. The proposed method, which we call the delta-beta-based
(DBB) influence approach, is compared with the case-deletion diagnostics
provided by the MIXED procedure in SAS/STAT® software (SAS Institute Inc.,
2011). For details about the influence diagnostics in the MIXED procedure,
see Littell et al. (2006).

5.4 Illustrative examples

5.4.1 Simulation study

An artificial data set for the AB–BA design is generated based on model (3.2)
with the true values of the parameters β= (µ,λ,π,τ,)T=(40,20,−5,−10)T and
θ = (σ2

γ,σ2)T = (100,50)T. The data set contains 10 subjects for each sequence
AB and BA and thus, there are 40 observations in total. More precisely, each
sequence has 10 patients with two measurements each. The likelihood dis-
tance (Cook & Weisberg, 1982) used in the MIXED procedure suggests that
model (3.2) has no obvious influential observations in the original simulated
data set. In order to verify whether our suggested residuals {ri j 1 + ri j 2} and
{ri j 1 − ri j 2} can detect influential cases successfully, we contaminate three
subjects.

The contaminated subjects are selected at random and constructed in
the following way. Firstly, subject 4 within sequence AB is contaminated
by adding 30 to both of its responses, y1,4,1 and y1,4,2. Secondly, 30 and -30
are added to the responses on the first and the second period of subject 5
within sequence BA, y2,5,1 and y2,5,2, respectively. Thirdly, we add 60 to the
first-period response of subject 10 within sequence AB, y1,10,1. The next step
is to figure out whether the case-deletion diagnostics and the proposed DBB
influence approach in this dissertation are able to identify them.

Figure 5.1 illustrates the main influence diagnostics based on subject-
level case deletions routinely provided by the MIXED procedure. Cook’s
Distance (Cook, 1977) and the CovRatio statistic (Belsley et al., 2004) are
available by recursive algorithms or approximation methods, e.g. the ridge-
stabilised Newton-Raphson algorithm in the MIXED procedure (Littell et al.,
2006) or the one-step approximation (Christensen et al., 1992). Figure 5.1
clearly indicates that subjects 4 and 10 within sequence AB and subject 5
within sequence BA have larger influences on the estimates and the preci-
sion of estimates of both the mean and the variance parameters. Thus, the
case-deletion approach correctly identifies all of the contaminated subjects.
However, more detailed influence of the subjects on each parameter in the
model, for example the treatment effect, is hidden from the case-deletion
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(a) Cook’s Distance: Fixed Effects
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(b) Cook’s Distance: Variances

Figure 5.1: Standard subject-level case-deletion influence diagnostics for the
simulated data generated by the MIXED procedure in SAS/STAT ® software: (a)
Cook’s distances for fixed effects; (b) Cook’s distances for variance components;
(c) CovRatio statistics for fixed effects; (d) CovRatio statistics for variance compo-
nents. The CovRatio statistics have a threshold of 1.0. Values smaller than 1.0
indicate that precision is gained by exclusion of the observations from the analy-
sis. For computational details in (a)-(d) see Schabenberger (2005). In each graph,
the hollow and solid circles represent subjects from sequence AB and sequence
BA, respectively.

measurements and requires recursive algorithms to evaluate the MLEs of
specific parameters of interest in the case-deleted model. By contrast, our
new method, which uses the DBB influence, is computationally cheap and
provides exact influence measures.

Next, some attention will be given to the graphical presentation and
interpretation of new diagnostics. This can be of utmost importance for
practical data analysis. The location of the subjects in Figure 5.2 indicates
their distinct impacts on the parameter estimates. According to Theorem 5.1,

(i) The subjects deviating along the ‘sum axis’ Rs , that is, subject 4 and sub-
ject 10 within sequence AB in this case, present a great influence on the
estimated general mean µ̂ and sequence effect λ̂.
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(ii) The subjects deviating along the ‘difference axis’ Rd , that is, subject 10
within sequence AB and subject 5 within sequence BA, present a great
influence on the estimated period effect π̂, treatment effect τ̂ and variance
of errors σ̂2.

(iii) The subjects close to the diagonal of the sum and difference axes have a
small influence concerning the variance of the random effects, σ2

γ. Thus,
although subject 10 in sequence AB is influential with respect to the joint
parameters, as the case-deletion method suggests, its influence on σ̂2

γ is
limited.
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Figure 5.2: Sums of residuals within subjects versus differences for the simulated
data: Rs ={ri j 1+ri j 2} versus Rd ={ri j 1−ri j 2}. Each hollow or solid circle represents
one subject from sequence AB or from sequence BA, respectively.

Furthermore, let us calculate and plot the proposed ∆β̂, VRR and VRE, given
in (5.11)–(5.14). Figure 5.3 (a–d) displays ∆β̂, which presents the influence
on the estimates of the fixed-effects. Figure 5.3 (e–f) shows the VRR and
VRE influences, which contain the information about the influence on the
estimates of σ2

γ and σ2, respectively. The figures confirm our findings in (i)–
(iii) presented earlier. Consequently, the DBB influence approach provides an
effective method to detect influential observations in the MLM-type AB–BA
crossover model.

5.4.2 Real data example

Next, the influence of subjects in a real clinical trial conducted by the phar-
maceutical company AstraZeneca—see Example 2.1 in Section 2.1—will be
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(a) Delta−beta Influence: General Mean
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(b) Delta−beta Inluence: Sequence Effect

Figure 5.3: Influence of the subject-level case-weighted perturbation for simu-
lated data: (a) delta-beta influence for the general mean; (b) delta-beta influence
for sequence effect; (c) delta-beta influence for period effect; (d) delta-beta influ-
ence for treatment effect; (e) VRR influence for the variance of random effects;
(f) VRE influence for the variance of random errors. The perturbation weight ω
equals 0.9. In each graph, the hollow and solid circles represent subjects from
sequence AB and sequence BA, respectively.

investigated. The data was collected from a single-center, double-blinded,
placebo-controlled, randomised, crossover design. In total, 20 patients with
hypertriglyceridemia received treatment A and treatment B once per day dur-
ing 4 weeks, with a 4-week washout period. Bile acid and 74 other biomarkers,
e.g. cholesterol syntheses markers C4, campesterol, lanosterol and others,
were analysed. One objective of the study is the assessment of the change
between treatments in bile acid as well as the computed change in each of
the other 74 biomarkers.

There are 11 subjects assigned to sequence AB and 9 to sequence BA.
Because the data set contains trade secrets and confidential commercial
information, it will not be disclosed. Moreover, it is important to note that
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in this chapter the aim is only to illustrate the theory and not to provide any
detailed data analysis. Thus, here we use the measurements of bile acid as
the only response variable, and, in order to obtain a balanced data set, two
subjects from sequence AB, with subject ID 15 and 21, are randomly selected
to exclude from the analysis. The standard influence diagnostics provided by
the PROC MIXED suggest that the subject with ID 20 has a greater influence
than all the other 17 subjects, on both the estimates and the dispersion
matrices of the mean and variance parameters.

However, if we draw the sum-difference residual plot, see Figure 5.4, the
horizontal distance from subject 20 to the point (0,0) is small in comparison
with that from subject 6, 8, 23 or 24. It implies that subject 20 is not influ-
ential concerning the estimate of the treatment effect or the estimate of its
dispersion. More explicit presentations of the influence of subject 20 in this
crossover study, given different perturbation weights ω, can be computed
based on delta-beta and variance-ratio influences in (5.11) to (5.15), in order
to compare the influence of the subject-level case-weighted perturbation
with other subjects on the estimate of the treatment effect and the estimate
of its dispersion, respectively.
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Figure 5.4: Sums of residuals within subjects versus differences for the real data
(bile acid): Rs = {ri j 1+ri j 2} versus Rd = {ri j 1−ri j 2}. Each hollow or solid circle
represents one subject from sequence AB or from sequence BA, respectively.

5.5 Restrictions in case-weighted perturbation schemes

Until now, Perturbation 5.1 defined in (5.2) was made so that the observations
within the same subject were perturbed with the same scalar weight. Such
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restrictions on the perturbation scheme enables the perturbed model to be
decomposed into two independent fixed-effects linear models. Moreover,
the basic estimation properties of the unperturbed crossover models are
preserved in their perturbed versions. However, Perturbation 5.1 is not the
only perturbation scheme satisfying this restriction. In the following two
theorems, Perturbation 5.3 as defined in (5.4) is considered. In this case, the
response vectors u and v in (3.4) are perturbed via a scaling with different
weights, which suggests an alternative perturbation scheme for the AB–BA
crossover model.

Theorem 5.4. Suppose that the perturbation scheme in (5.4) with perturba-
tion weight matrix

W =
(
ω11 ω12

ω21 ω22

)
is applied to the i j th subject in (3.2), i.e. K = {i j 1, i j 2}. The perturbed model
(5.1) can be decomposed into two independent fixed-effects linear models if
and only if ω21 =ω12 and ω22 =ω11.

Proof. Sufficiency. Let ω21 =ω12, ω22 =ω11. When pre-multiplied with T
as given in (3.3), the perturbed model (5.1) is obviously equivalent to two
independent fixed-effects linear models given by{

uδ1 = X1,δ1β1 +ε1,
vδ2 = X2,δ2β2 +ε2,

(5.23)

where

uδ1 = (uT
[K ] : δ1uK )T, X1,δ1 = (XT

1,[K ] : δ1x1,K )T,

vδ2 = (vT
[K ] : δ2vK )T, X2,δ2 = (XT

2,[K ] : δ2x2,K )T,

δ1 =ω11 +ω12, δ2 =ω11 −ω12, and the other notation is as defined in model
(5.16).
Necessity. Let Σ=σ2

γI2n ⊗ J2 +σ2I4n denote the covariance matrix of the vec-
tor of the response variable in model (5.1). According to Theorem 2 and 5 in
Szatrowski (1980), the explicit MLEs of parameters exist only if the column
space C(Xω) in model (5.1) is Σ-invariant, that is,

C(Xω) =C(ΣXω).

Note that the matrix T in (3.3) consists of orthogonal eigenvectors of Σ corre-
sponding to the two distinct eigenvalues λ1 =σ2 +2σ2

γ and λ2 =σ2, each of
multiplicity 2n, i.e.,

TΣ=ΛT,
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whereΛ= I2n ⊗diag
(
σ2 +2σ2

γ,σ2
)
. Therefore, the perturbed model always

satisfies
C(TXω) =C(TΣXω) =C(ΛTXω),

where TXω andΛTXω are 4n×4 matrices. Thus, the matrix TXω isΛ-invariant.
Suppose that Perturbation 5.3 in (5.4) is applied to the AB–BA crossover

model with respect to the i j th subject, i.e. K = {i j 1, i j 2}. For K = {1 j 1,1 j 2},

TXω =
2 0 · · · 2 0 ω11 +ω12 +ω21 +ω22 ω11 +ω12 −ω21 −ω22

1 0 · · · −1 0 1
2 (ω11 +ω12 +ω21 +ω22) 1

2 (ω11 +ω12 −ω21 −ω22)

0 1 · · · 0 1 1
2 (ω11 −ω12 +ω21 −ω22) 1

2 (ω11 −ω12 −ω21 +ω22)

0 1 · · · 0 −1 1
2 (ω11 −ω12 +ω21 −ω22) 1

2 (ω11 −ω12 −ω21 +ω22)


T

,

ΛTXω =
2λ1 0 · · · 2λ1 0 λ1(ω11 +ω12 +ω21 +ω22) λ2(ω11 +ω12 −ω21 −ω22)

λ1 0 · · · −λ1 0 λ1
2 (ω11 +ω12 +ω21 +ω22) λ2

2 (ω11 +ω12 −ω21 −ω22)

0 λ2 · · · 0 λ2
λ1
2 (ω11 −ω12 +ω21 −ω22) λ2

2 (ω11 −ω12 −ω21 +ω22)

0 λ2 · · · 0 −λ2
λ1
2 (ω11 −ω12 +ω21 −ω22) λ2

2 (ω11 −ω12 −ω21 +ω22)


T

.

The equality of column spaces holds if and only if{
ω11 +ω12 −ω21 −ω22 = 0,

ω11 −ω12 +ω21 −ω22 = 0,

that is, ω21 =ω12 andω22 =ω11. Similar results hold for K = {2 j 1,2 j 2}, which
establish the theorem.

Observe that Theorem 5.4 indicates that there is a limited number of
potential perturbation weights that can be used in order to evaluate the
influence of perturbations on parameter estimates.

Theorem 5.5. Assume that the perturbation scheme defined in (5.4) is applied
to the i j th subject in (3.2), i.e. K = {i j 1, i j 2}, where the restriction in Theorem
5.4 holds on the perturbation weights matrix. Let

c1 = (ω11 +ω12)2 −1

(ω11 +ω12)2 +n −1
and c2 = (ω11 −ω12)2 −1

(ω11 −ω12)2 +n −1
.

The statistics defined by (5.7) to (5.10) are given as follows:
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(i) When K = {1 j 1,1 j 2}, i.e. the perturbed subject comes from sequence
AB,

∆β̂=c1(ri j 1 + ri j 2)
(

1/4 1/2 0 0
)T

+ c2(ri j 1 − ri j 2)
(

0 0 1/2 1/2
)T

;

when K = {2 j 1,2 j 2}, i.e. the perturbed subject comes from sequence BA,

∆β̂=c1(ri j 1 + ri j 2)
(

1/4 −1/2 0 0
)T

+ c2(ri j 1 − ri j 2)
(

0 0 1/2 −1/2
)T

;

(ii) When K = {1 j 1,1 j 2}, i.e. the perturbed subject comes from sequence
AB,

∆D(β̂) =−
c1

(
σ2 +2σ2

γ

)
2n


1
4

1
2 0 0

1
2 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

− c2σ
2

2n


0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1
0 0 1 1

 ;

when K = {2 j 1,2 j 2}, i.e. the perturbed subject comes from sequence BA,

∆D(β̂) =−
c1

(
σ2 +2σ2

γ

)
2n


1
4 −1

2 0 0
−1

2 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

− c2σ
2

2n


0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 1 −1
0 0 −1 1

;

(iii) The variance ratios defined in (5.9) and (5.10) equal

VRE = 1+ c2n(ri j 1 − ri j 2)2∑2
i=1

∑n
j=1(ri j 1 − ri j 2)2

;

VRR = 1+ c1n(ri j 1 + ri j 2)2

4
∑2

i=1

∑n
j=1 ri j 1ri j 2

− c2n(ri j 1 − ri j 2)2

4
∑2

i=1

∑n
j=1 ri j 1ri j 2

.

The proof is similar to that of Theorem 5.1.

The main findings of this chapter is that, in the MLM-type AB–BA crossover
model, the residuals {ri j 1 + ri j 2} and {ri j 1 − ri j 2} contain all the necessary
information for the detection of influential cases. Indeed, there are com-
plex diagnostic tools for influence analysis in mixed linear models, yet our
approach contributes with rigourous analytical results that have explicit
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interpretations in terms of the effects on parameters of interest. The only
quantities required are the sums and differences of the within-subject residu-
als. Here, once again we want to emphasise the simplicity of the diagnostics
tools developed in this chapter. Being efficient and easily manageable, they
can become an attractive alternatively for many non-statisticians working
with statistical modelling, and thus help them to increase the quality of their
data analysis. Even though other methods may lead to similar results in de-
tecting influential observations, their application to model (3.2) may require
complex calculations and be computationally expensive. For example, in
the approach by Ouwens et al. (2001) proposed for the generalised mixed
linear model, an empirical Bayes estimate of the random effects should be
calculated.

In the following two chapters, we have extended the DBB influence ap-
proach to other types of crossover models.
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6. Influence analysis for
continuous data in higher-order
crossover models

In the Introduction, it was pointed out that there is a large and important
class of mixed linear models being disregarded by the previous literature
on influence analysis. Szatrowski (1980) characterises this class comprising
MLMs with explicit maximum likelihood estimators. The applications of
models in this class cover many areas, for instance, almost all crossover
studies with continuous responses. In Chapter 5, such models were utilised in
AB–BA crossover studies, and explicit delta-beta and variance-ratio influence
on estimation was obtained in terms of residuals.

This chapter extends the DBB influence approach proposed for the AB–
BA model to MLM-type higher-order crossover models. More general results
of influence analysis are achieved for two-treatment dual crossover studies,
which were introduced via Table 2.2. We will show that the derived influence
measures have closed-form and interpretable expressions by using specific
constructed residuals. It is the orthogonal decompositions of the residuals,
and not the residuals themselves, that provide information on the influence
of subjects in the MLM-type crossover models. Once again, the idea of
decomposing the perturbed model into two independent models will be
used. Measures for assessing both the individual and joint influence of
subjects are proposed in this chapter. We will illustrate the measures with
graphs and a numerical example.

6.1 Perturbed model

Let y = (y111, . . . , ysnp )T be the continuous response vector in a two-treatment
dual crossover study with s sequences of treatments. In the study, each
sequence has p periods and n subjects, i.e. np observations within each
sequence. Recall the two-treatment dual crossover model (3.7)

y = X1µ+X2π+X3τ+Zγ+ε,
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where ε= (ε111, . . . ,εsnp )T is ordered lexicographically. The matrix Z = Isn ⊗1p

is the incidence matrix for the random individual effects in γ : sn ×1. The
matrices

X1 = Is ⊗1np , X2 = 1sn ⊗ (−1p−1 : Ip−1)T, X3 = (Is ⊗1n ⊗ Ip )vecD,

are the known design matrices for the sequence means µ, period effectsπ
and the treatment effect τ, respectively.

Denote X = (X1 : X2 : X3). Let K = {i j 1, . . . , i j p} be the set containing all
observation indices of the j th subject in the sequence i , and let [K ] be the
set of indices with K excluded, i = 1, . . . , s; j = 1, . . . ,n. In order to evaluate
influence of subjects, we introduce now a case-weighted perturbation to the
subset of data (yK : XK ) in model (3.7), which illustrates the conditions (i) and
(ii) in Definition 4.1.

Perturbation 6.1 (Single subject). For model (3.7), perturbing the observed
matrix (y : X) for observations with indices specified in K = {i j 1, . . . , i j p}, we
obtain a perturbed version of model (3.7) given by

yω = Xωβ+Zγ+ε, (6.1)

where
yω = (

ωyT
K : yT

[K ]

)T, Xω = (
ωXT

K : XT
[K ]

)T . (6.2)

The vector yK and the matrix XK denote the subvector of responses and the rows
of the design matrix corresponding to the observations with indices in K , and
y[K ] and the matrix X[K ] correspond to the observations with indices in [K ].

In this perturbation, K contains indices of all observations from the j th
subject in the sequence i . In the next theorem, it is shown that β̂(0) under
the perturbation with ω = 0 equals the corresponding estimate when this
subject is excluded.

Theorem 6.1. Let β̂(ω) and ρ̂(ω) be the maximum likelihood estimators of β
and ρ =σ2

γ/(σ2+σ2
γ) under model (6.1) with the perturbation scheme in (6.2),

and let β̂[K ] and ρ̂[K ] be the corresponding estimators under model (3.7) when
cases with indices in K are excluded. For K = {i j 1, . . . , i j p},

β̂(0) = β̂[K ], ρ̂(0) = ρ̂[K ].

Proof. Put Σ= D(y) in the unperturbed model (3.7), i.e.

Σ=σ2Isnp +σ2
γZZT =σ2(Isnp + ρ

1−ρZZT).
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Let l [K ](θ) be the log-likelihood corresponding to the unperturbed model
based on cases with indices in [K ], where θ is a vector of all unknown param-
eters. For model (3.7),

−2l [K ](θ) = c1 + ln |Σ[K ]|+ (y[K ] −X[K ]β)TΣ−1
[K ] (y[K ] −X[K ]β),

where Σ[K ] is the diagonal submatrix of Σ corresponding to the cases with
indices in [K ] and c1 = (sn − 1)p ln(2π). Let l (θ;ω) be the log-likelihood
corresponding to the perturbed model for a given ω. For the perturbed
model (6.1), since Σ is not affected by the perturbation,

−2l (θ;ω) = c2 + ln |Σ|+ (yω−Xωβ)TΣ−1(yω−Xωβ),

where c2 = snp ln(2π). As only β and ρ are the parameters of interest, we
partition θ as θ = (βT,ρ,σ2)T, and define the following so-called profile log-
likelihood for β and ρ,

lp (β,ρ;ω) = l (θ;ω)|σ2=g (β,ρ,ω),

where g (β,ρ,ω) is the function that maximises l (θ;ω) for each fixed β and ρ.
To prove the theorem, we have to show that

∂

∂β
lp (β,ρ;0) ∝ ∂

∂β
lp [K ](β,ρ),

∂

∂ρ
lp (β,ρ;0) ∝ ∂

∂ρ
lp [K ](β,ρ),

for all β and ρ, where lp [K ](β,ρ) is the profile log-likelihood for β and ρ

corresponding to l [K ](θ).
We now derive the expressions of the profile log-likelihoods lp (β,ρ;0)

and lp [K ](β,ρ) for K ={i j 1, . . . , i j p}. Let Σ be partitioned as

Σ=
(
Σ[K ] Σ[K ]K

ΣK [K ] ΣK

)
.

For the subject-level perturbation, K = {i j 1, . . . , i j p}, ΣK [K ]=ΣT
[K ]K = 0. There-

fore,

−2l (θ;0) =c2 + ln |Σ|+σ−2(y[K ] −X[K ]β)Σ−1
[K ] (y[K ] −X[K ]β).

The two following auxiliary matrices are defined as:

Φ=σ−2Σ= Isn ⊗ (Ip + ρ

1−ρ1p 1T
p ), Φ[K ] =σ−2Σ[K ] = Isn−1 ⊗ (Ip + ρ

1−ρ1p 1T
p ).

The perturbed log-likelihood l (θ;0) can be rewritten as

−2l (θ;0) =c2 + ln |Φ|+ snp lnσ2 +σ−2(y[K ] −X[K ]β)Φ−1
[K ] (y[K ] −X[K ]β).
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Using the inequality ln x + a
x ≥ ln a +1 for positive x and a, with equality if

and only if x = a, we get

−2l (θ;0) ≥c2+ln |Φ|+snp
[
ln{(y[K ]−X[K ]β)TΦ−1

[K ] (y[K ]−X[K ]β)}−ln(snp)+1
]

.

The inequality is strict unless σ2 = 1
snp (y[K ] −X[K ]β)T(Isn−1 ⊗Σ−1

ρ )(y[K ] −X[K ]β).
Thus,

g (β,ρ,0) = 1

snp
(y[K ] −X[K ]β)T(Isn−1 ⊗Σ−1

ρ )(y[K ] −X[K ]β),

and we get

−2lp (β,ρ;0) = c∗2 + ln |Φ|+snp ln{(y[K ]−X[K ]β)TΦ−1
[K ] (y[K ]−X[K ]β)},

where c∗2 = c2 + snp{1− ln(snp)}. Similarly, it can be shown that

−2lp [K ](β,ρ) =c∗1 +ln |Φ[K ]|+ (sn−1)p ln{(y[K ]−X[K ]β)TΦ−1
[K ] (y[K ]−X[K ]β)},

where c∗1 = c1 + (sn −1)p{1− ln((sn −1)p)}.

Hence,
∂

∂β
lp (β,ρ;0) = sn

sn −1

∂

∂β
lp [K ](β,ρ).

Since |Φ[K ]| 1
sn−1 = |Φ| 1

sn , it has been shown that ∂
∂ρ lp (β,ρ;0) = sn

sn−1
∂
∂ρ lp [K ](β,ρ)

as well. This completes the proof.

It is worth noting that the perturbation scheme in (6.2) is not a case-
weighted perturbation scheme with respect to an arbitrary subset of obser-
vations. For instance, if K = {i j k}, i.e. only specifies one observation in the
kth period from the j th subject in the sequence i , β̂(0) is different from the
estimate based on cases with indices in [K ], which contradicts Definition 4.1
(i).

One-step approximation and curvature-based local influence approaches,
which are briefly introduced in Section 4.2, can be developed to evaluate
influence for the perturbed model (6.1). Similar to our work for the AB–BA
model, we will derive the delta-beta and variance-ratio influences based
on model (6.1). Decomposition of the perturbed model will be discussed.
There exist other works utilising the same or similar objective functions (see
e.g. Demidenko & Stukel, 2005). However, we show that the derived influ-
ence measures for different subjects in (3.7) have closed-form and easily
interpretable expressions by using specific constructed residuals.
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6.2 Residuals

It is well-known that residuals play an important role in most statistical
diagnostic problems. To investigate different types of influence, the within-
sequence residuals and the between-dual-sequence residuals for a two-
sequence crossover model will be used. In the following discussion, the
matrices PA = A(ATA)−AT and QA = Ip −PA are the orthogonal projections
onto the column spaces C(A) and C(A)⊥, respectively, where (ATA)− is a gen-
eralised inverse of the matrix ATA.

Definition 6.1. Let y be given by model (3.7). The within-sequence residuals
for the j th subject within the sequence i in a crossover model are given by

ri j = yi j −yi ·,

where yi j = (yi j 1, . . . , yi j p )T, yi · = 1
n

∑n
j=1 yi j , i = 1,2; j = 1, . . . ,n. In matrix

notation, it can be written as

rW = (I2 ⊗Q1n ⊗ Ip )y. (6.3)

Definition 6.2. Let y be given by model (3.7). The between-sequence residu-
als for any subject within the sequence i in a crossover model equal

ri · = 1
2 (yi ·−yi ′·),

where sequence i ′ denotes the dual sequence of the sequence i , i = 1,2. In
matrix notation, it can be written as

rB = (Q12 ⊗P1n ⊗ Ip )y. (6.4)

Now it will be shown that for the two-sequence dual crossover designs,
residuals in model (3.7),

r = y−X1µ̂−X2π̂−X3τ̂,

where µ̂, π̂ and τ̂ are the MLEs given by Lemma 3.4, and can be expressed as
a linear combination of the two types of residuals given in Definition 6.1 and
6.2.

Lemma 6.2. In model (3.7), let X = (X1 : X2 : X3) and β= (µT,πT,τ)T. For any
two-sequence dual crossover model, the residual vector, r = y−Xβ̂, can be
expressed as

r = rW + (I2n ⊗P1)rB , (6.5)

where rW and rB are given in Definition 6.1 and Definition 6.2, respectively,
P1 is the orthogonal projection onto the column space C(1p : d1)⊥, and d1 is
defined in (3.5).
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Proof. Let D be as in (3.5). In model (3.7), for the two-sequence dual crossover
design, C(di ) =C(D), i = 1,2, and

C(X) =C(X2)�C(X2)⊥∩C(X1 : X2 : X3)

=C(12 ⊗1n ⊗ Ip )�C(Q12 ⊗1n ⊗ (1p : d1)),

where � denotes the orthogonal sum of linear spaces. Hence,

Xβ̂= PX y = (P12 ⊗P1n ⊗ Ip +Q12 ⊗P1n ⊗P1p :d1 )y,

and therefore

r = y−Xβ̂= (I2 ⊗ In ⊗ Ip −P12 ⊗P1n ⊗ Ip −Q12 ⊗P1n ⊗P1p :d1 )y

= (I2 ⊗Q1n ⊗ Ip +Q12 ⊗P1n ⊗ Ip −Q12 ⊗P1n ⊗P1p :d1 )y

= (I2 ⊗Q1n ⊗ Ip +Q12 ⊗P1n ⊗P1)y

= (I2 ⊗Q1n ⊗ Ip )y+ (I2 ⊗ In ⊗P1)(Q12 ⊗P1n ⊗ Ip )y.

Using Definition 6.1 and 6.2, we get r = rW + (I2n ⊗P1)rB .

Note that in Lemma 6.2, since cov(r− rW ,rW ) = 0, the residual vectors
r− rW and rW are independent.

6.3 Influence analysis in an ABBA–BAAB crossover model

In this section, we will investigate the influence of case-weighted pertur-
bations on higher-order crossover models. The obtained key results show
that MLM-type crossover models can be reformulated so that the proposed
influence measures have closed-form expressions with respect to the chosen
perturbation schemes. In the following, we will consider only two-sequence
dual crossover designs, which are the most commonly used among multiple-
period two-treatment crossover designs. Particular insight will be provided
into the ABBA–BAAB design. The approach to influence analysis proposed in
this chapter can, however, be extended to other two-treatment dual crossover
designs.

6.3.1 Influence of a single subject

In this subsection, the perturbation of the response variable y and design
matrix X is applied to the j th subject in the i th sequence in the ABBA–BAAB
crossover model. The next theorem shows that a perturbation of a single
subject in the crossover model (3.7) has the same influence on the parameter
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estimates as perturbation in the separate models (3.14) and (3.15). This
finding makes it possible to evaluate influence in (3.7) by utilising the results
of Lemma 4.1.

Theorem 6.3. Assume that for the ABBA–BAAB crossover model, the case-
weighted perturbation scheme defined in (6.2) is applied to the j th subject in
the sequence i , i.e. K = {i j 1, . . . , i j 4}, i = 1,2; j = 1, . . . ,n. For model (3.7), the
inference about its corresponding perturbed model (6.1) can be equivalently
performed by a separate inference about the following two fixed-effects linear
models {

uω = X̃1,ωµ+ε1, (6.6)

vω = X̃2,ωπ+ X̃3,ωτ+ε2, (6.7)

which are obtained by perturbing the models in (3.14) and (3.15) as

uω=(ωuT
K : uT

[K ])
T, X̃1,ω = (ωX̃T

1,K : X̃T
1,[K ])

T,

and

vω=(ωvT
K : vT

[K ])
T, X̃2,ω = (ωX̃T

2,K : X̃T
2,[K ])

T, X̃3,ω = (ωX̃T
3,K : X̃T

3,[K ])
T.

Proof. Firstly, we will show that the perturbed model (6.1) can be decom-
posed into two separate models. For model (3.7), with the perturbation
scheme given in (6.2) with respect to the set K = {i j 1, . . . , i j 4}, the equality in
(3.13) becomes

PZ (X1,ω : X2,ω : X3,ω) = X1,ω(I2 : 02×3 : 02),

since DT14 = 0, where PZ has the same meaning as that in (3.13). Thus, by
applying the same transformation matrices as in the proof of Theorem 3.2 to
model (6.1),

T1 = I2n ⊗ 1
2 1T

4, T2 = I2n ⊗1o
4

T,

we get models (6.6) and (6.7), respectively, where uω = T1yω, vω = T2yω,
X̃1,ω = T1X1,ω, X̃2,ω = T2X2,ω, X̃3,ω = T2X3,ω. The parameters µ, π and τ, and
the random errors ε1 and ε2 are defined in (3.14) and (3.15). Recall that
1o

4 : 4×4 is an orthonormal basis for C(14)⊥, TT
1T1 = PZ and TT

2T2 = QZ .
Secondly, it can be verified that the models in (6.6) and (6.7) can be

obtained by perturbing the models in (3.14) and (3.15), respectively. That is,
for K = {i j 1, . . . , i j 4}, we have

T1yω=(ωuT
K : uT

[K ])
T, T1X1,ω = (ωX̃T

1,K : X̃T
1,[K ])

T,

and

T2yω = (ωvT
K : vT

[K ])
T, T2X2,ω = (ωX̃T

2,K : X̃T
2,[K ])

T, T2X3,ω = (ωX̃T
3,K : X̃T

3,[K ])
T.

This completes the proof.
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Now, Lemma 4.1 can be used to assess the influence of the perturbation
in (6.2) on the fixed effect estimates µ̂, π̂ and τ̂, and variance parameter
estimates σ̂2 and σ̂2

γ in model (3.7). Note that the null perturbation weight
equals ω0 = 1.

Theorem 6.4. Assume that for the ABBA–BAAB crossover model, the case-
weighted perturbation scheme defined by (6.2) is applied to the j th subject in
the sequence i , i.e. K = {i j 1, . . . , i j 4}, i = 1,2; j = 1, . . . ,n. For model (3.7), the
delta-beta influence measure that is defined in (5.7) equals

∆β̂= (∆Tµ̂,∆Tπ̂,∆τ̂)T,

where

∆µ̂= k1

p
ei 1T

4ri j ,

∆π̂= k2(03 : I3)P1r̃i j + k1

2
(03 : I3)P2ri j ,

∆τ̂= k1

2
(d T

i P2di )−1d T
i P2ri j .

The vector ei denotes the i th column of the identity matrix I2, r̃i j = ri j + ri ·
is the sum of the residual vectors ri j and ri · given in Definition 6.1 and 6.2,

respectively, k1 = ω2−1
ω2+n−1 , and k2 = ω2−1

ω2+2n−1 , for i = 1,2; j = 1, . . . ,n. The
orthogonal projections P1 and P2 are acting on the column spaces C(14 : d1)⊥

and C(14)⊥∩C(14 : d1), with d1 and d2 =−d1 being shown in (3.6).

Proof. Theorem 6.3 shows that the perturbed version of the MLM in (3.7)
can be equivalently evaluated through two separate fixed-effects models,
which are obtained by perturbing the fixed-effects linear models (3.14) and
(3.15), respectively. Since Lemma 4.1 gives the expression of the delta-beta
influence measure in fixed-effects linear models, it will be applied to (3.14)
and (3.15) to derive the results of the theorem.

We will now derive expressions for ∆π̂ and ∆τ̂, and the expression for ∆µ̂
can be obtained in a similar way. Define the design matrix X̃ = (X̃2 : X̃3) and
the residual vector r̃ = v− v̂ of the model in (3.15), where

X̃2 = T2X2 = (I2n ⊗1o
4

T)(12n ⊗ (−13 : I3)T) = 12n ⊗1o
4

T(−13 : I3)T,

X̃3 = T2X3 = (I2n ⊗1o
4

T)(I2 ⊗1n ⊗ I4)vecD = (I2 ⊗1n ⊗1o
4

T)(d T
1 : d T

2)T

= (1T
n ⊗d T

11o
4 : 1T

n ⊗d T
21o

4)T,

and according to Lemma 6.2,

r̃ = T2r = (I2n ⊗1o
4

T)(rW + (I2n ⊗Q14:d1 )rB ).
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Let X̃K = (X̃2,K : X̃3,K ) be the submatrix of X̃ for cases with indices belonging to
K and let r̃K be the corresponding subvector of r̃. Then

X̃2,K = 1o
4

T(−13 : I3)T, X̃3,K = 1o
4

Tdi , r̃K = 1o
4

T(ri j +P1ri ·), (6.8)

for K = {i j 1, . . . , i j 4}. Since d2 =−d1, we obtain

X̃T
2X̃2 = 2nX̃T

2,K X̃2,K , X̃T
3X̃3 = 2nX̃T

3,K X̃3,K , X̃T
2X̃3 = 0.

As an example, consider an ABBA–BAAB crossover model with only two
subjects in each sequence, i.e. n = 2. We get

X̃2 =
(
(−13 : I3)1o

4 : (−13 : I3)1o
4 : (−13 : I3)1o

4 : (−13 : I3)1o
4

)T ,

X̃3 =
(
d T

11o
4 : d T

11o
4 : −d T

11o
4 : −d T

11o
4

)T ,

and r̃ = (r̃11, r̃12, r̃21, r̃22)T, where

r̃i j = (ri j +P1ri ·)T1o
4 , i , j = 1,2.

According to Lemma 4.1, the influence measure equals

(∆Tπ̂ :∆τ̂)T = (X̃TX̃)−1X̃T
K (H̃K − (1−ω2)−1I3)−1r̃K , (6.9)

where

X̃TX̃ =
(

X̃T
2X̃2 X̃T

2X̃3

X̃T
3X̃2 X̃T

3X̃3

)
= 2n

(
X̃T

2,K
X̃2,K 0

0 X̃T
3,K

X̃3,K

)
.

Noting that X̃2,K is of full row rank, i.e. PX̃2,K
= I3, we get

H̃K = X̃K (X̃TX̃)−1X̃T
K = 1

2n PX̃2,K
+ 1

2n PX̃3,K
= 1

n PX̃3,K
+ 1

2n QX̃3,K
, (6.10)

(H̃K −(1−ω2)−1I3)−1 =(n−1 − (1−ω2)−1)−1PX̃3,K

+ ((2n)−1 − (1−ω2)−1)−1QX̃3,K
, (6.11)

since for any a and b, (aPX̃3,K
+bQX̃3,K

)−1 = a−1PX̃3,K
+b−1QX̃3,K

.

Put k1 = ω2−1
ω2+n−1 and k2 = ω2−1

ω2+2n−1 . Utilisation of (6.9) and (6.11) yields(
∆π̂

∆τ̂

)
= 1

2n

(
(X̃T

2,K
X̃2,K )−1X̃T

2,K

(X̃T
3,K

X̃3,K )−1X̃T
3,K

)
(nk1PX̃3,K

+2nk2QX̃3,K
)r̃K

=k1

2

(
(X̃T

2,K
X̃2,K )−1X̃T

2,K
PX̃3,K

r̃K

(X̃T
3,K

X̃3,K )−1X̃T
3,K

r̃K

)
+k2

(
(X̃T

2,K
X̃2,K )−1X̃T

2,K
QX̃3,K

r̃K

0

)
. (6.12)
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Finally, some matrix equalities are derived which are needed to complete
the proof. Let P1 and P2 be the projections defined in the statement of the
theorem. According to (6.8) and since

1o
4 1o

4
T = Q14 , 1o

4 X̃3,K = Q14 di , C(Q14 di ) =C(14)⊥∩C(14 : d1) =C(P2),

the projections satisfy

P2 = 1o
4 PX̃3,K

1o
4

T, P1 = Q14 −P2 = 1o
4 QX̃3,K

1o
4

T.

Using these expressions, it can be shown that

(X̃T
2,K X̃2,K)−1X̃T

2,K =(03 :I3)Q141
o
4 , (X̃T

3,K X̃3,K)−1X̃T
3,K =(d T

i P2di)
−1d T

i P21o
4 . (6.13)

Taking into account that r̃i j = ri j +ri · and inserting (6.13) in (6.12), this yields(
∆π̂

∆τ̂

)
=k1

2

(
(03 : I3)Q14 P2(ri j +P1ri ·)

(d T
i P2di )−1d T

i P2(ri j +P1ri ·)

)
+k2

(
(03 : I3)Q14 P1(ri j +P1ri ·)

0

)

=
( k1

2 (03 : I3)P2ri j +k2(03 : I3)P1r̃i j

k1
2 (d T

i P2di )−1d T
i P2ri j

)
.

This completes the proof.

Theorem 6.4 implies that value of the perturbation weight is immaterial
since the effect of it on the mean parameter estimates is the same for all
observations. Thus, the important qualities for assessing influence are the
residuals ri j and r̃i j .

Since the ABBA–BAAB design is a uniform design, C(d1) ⊆C(14)⊥. That
implies C(P2) =C(14)⊥∩C(14 : d1) =C(d1). Thus, the expression ∆τ̂ in The-
orem 6.4 could be simplified by noting that P2di = di . However, we use
P2di in the subsequent discussion to make the result applicable in other
two-treatment dual crossover designs.

Next, we derived the explicit expressions for the variance-ratio influence
measures defined in Definition 5.4 for the crossover model with an ABBA–
BAAB design.

Theorem 6.5. Assume that for the ABBA–BAAB design, the case-weighted
perturbation scheme defined by (6.2) is applied to the observations with indices
in K = {i j 1, . . . , i j 4}, i = 1,2; j = 1, . . . ,n. For model (3.7), the variance-ratio
influence measure for the estimates of σ2, defined in (5.9), equals

VRE = 1+
nk1rT

i j P2ri j∑
i j (rT

i j P2ri j + r̃T
i j P1r̃i j )

+
2nk2r̃T

i j P1r̃i j∑
i j (rT

i j P2ri j + r̃T
i j P1r̃i j )

,
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where ri j , r̃i j , k1, k2, P1 and P2 are defined in Theorem 6.4. The variance-ratio
influence measure for the estimates of σ2

γ, defined in (5.10), is given by

VRR = 1+
nk1rT

i j (3I4 −3P1 −4P2)ri j∑
i j (rT

i j (3I4 −3P1 −4P2)ri j − r̃T
i j P1r̃i j )

−
2nk2r̃T

i j P1r̃i j∑
i j (rT

i j (3I4 −3P1 −4P2)ri j − r̃T
i j P1r̃i j )

.

Proof. According to Theorem 6.3, we can evaluate the influence on the esti-
mates of σ2 and σ2

γ in model (3.7) by studying the expressions of influence
concerning the estimated variances parameters in models (3.14) and (3.15).
As in the proof of Theorem 6.4, we first apply Lemma 4.1 to model (3.15).
After perturbation, the MLE of σ2 equals

σ̂2(ω) = σ̂2(1)− 1

6n
r̃T

K

(
(1−ω2)−1I3 − H̃K

)−1
r̃K , (6.14)

where r̃K and H̃K are given in (6.8) and (6.10), respectively, and σ̂2(1) is the
MLE of σ2 under (3.15) given by

σ̂2(1) = 1

6n
r̃Tr̃ = 1

6n

∑
i j

(ri j +P1ri ·)TQ14 (ri j +P1ri ·)

= 1

6n

∑
i j

rT
i j P2ri j + 1

6n

∑
i j

r̃T
i j P1r̃i j , (6.15)

since r̃i j = ri j + ri · and Q14 = P1 +P2. Inserting H̃K and r̃K into (6.14) yields

σ̂2(ω) = σ̂2(1)+ k1

6
rT

i j P2ri j + k2

3
r̃T

i j P1r̃i j .

Similarly, applying Lemma 4.1 to (3.14), we get

σ̂2
1(ω) = σ̂2

1(1)+ k1

2
rT

i j P14 ri j , (6.16)

where σ̂2
1(1) is the MLE of σ2

1 under (3.14), which equals

σ̂2
1(1) = 1

2n

∑
i j

rT
i j P14 ri j .

Subtracting (6.14) from (6.16) and using the fact that σ2
γ = 1

4 (σ2
1 −σ2),

σ̂2
γ(ω) = 1

4

(
σ̂2

1(ω)− σ̂2(ω)
)

= σ̂2
γ(1)+ k1

24
rT

i j (3I4 −3P1 −4P2)ri j − k2

12
r̃T

i j P1r̃i j ,
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where

σ̂2
γ(1) = 1

4

(
σ̂2

1(1)− σ̂2(1)
)

= 1

24n

∑
i j

rT
i j (3I4 −3P1 −4P2)ri j − 1

24n

∑
i j

r̃T
i j P1r̃i j . (6.17)

Hence, explicit solutions of VRE and VRR are obtained. This completes the
proof.

Next, we discuss several important consequences of Theorem 6.4 and
Theorem 6.5. Firstly, recall that the MLE of the treatment effect τ in the
two-sequence dual crossover design is given by

τ̂= l ′(y1. −y2.),

where l = 1
2 P2d1(d T

1P2d1)−1. Based on Theorem 6.4, the influence of per-
turbing a single subject on the estimate of τ equals, ∆τ̂ = (−1)i+1k1l ′ri j ,
i = 1,2; j = 1, . . . ,n. Note that since the within-sequence residuals ri j are
independent of yi ·, there is no correlation between∆τ̂ and the corresponding
MLE of τ, even if both ∆τ̂ and τ̂ contain the same linear combination l ′.

Secondly, the influence measures of a single subject for other parameters,
such as π, σ2 and σ2

γ may, however, depend not only on ri j , but also on
r̃i j = ri j + ri ·. It is worth noting that influence on the period effect π is a
linear combination of P1r̃i j and P2ri j , influence on σ̂2 is a linear combina-
tion of quadratic forms of P1r̃i j and P2ri j , and influence on σ̂2

γ is a linear
combination of quadratic forms of P1r̃i j and (3I4 −3P1 −4P2)ri j .

Using Theorem 6.4, it can also be shown that after perturbing a single
subject in any sequence, the delta-beta influence measures for the period
and treatment effect become correlated. Moreover, the dispersion matrix of
MLEs after perturbation equals

D[β̂(ω)] = D[β̂(1)]− k1k2σ
2

2n
diag

(
02×2, (03 : I3)P1(03 : I3)T, 0

)

− k1

2n

 4(σ2 +4σ2
γ)ei eT

i 02×3 02×1

03×2 σ2(03 : I3)(P1 +P2)(03 : I3)T σ2(03 : I3)P2di

01×2 σ2(P2di )T(03 : I3)T σ2(d T
i P2di )−1

 ,

where the matrices have the same meanings as in Theorem 6.4. Thus, a
consequence of the single-subject perturbations is that the estimators be-
come dependent, even if the estimators before perturbation are mutually
independent. It is an unsolved problem to interpret the correlation between
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influence measures of nuisance parameters and the parameter of prime in-
terest. Fortunately, in the dual balanced crossover model, the delta-beta
influence measures for different parameters can be mutually independent
by modifying the set K in Theorem 6.4 and 6.5.

6.3.2 Joint influence of a pair of subjects

In the dual-balanced crossover model, the delta-beta influence measures
for different parameters may be mutually independent when the proposed
perturbation scheme is symmetric between dual sequences, that is, the per-
turbation scheme is invariant under exchanging the sequence indices of dual
sequences. As the simplest example, we can consider the perturbation over
one pair of subjects from dual sequences with the same perturbation weights.

The next lemma states that one can split the perturbed model (6.1) if K
contains one pair of subjects from dual sequences. Moreover, the resulting
separate models coincide with the perturbed models of (3.14) and (3.15). The
proof of this result is similar to the one of Theorem 6.3.

Lemma 6.6. Assume that for the ABBA–BAAB crossover model, the perturba-
tion scheme in (6.2) is applied to the j1th subject under sequence ABBA and
the j2th subject under sequence BAAB, i.e. K = {1 j11, . . . ,1 j14,2 j21, . . . ,2 j24},
j1, j2 = 1, . . . ,n. For model (3.7), inference about its corresponding perturbed
model (6.1) can be equivalently done via a separate inference about the two
fixed-effects linear models (6.6) and (6.7), which are obtained by perturbing
the models (3.14) and (3.15) as

uω=(ωuT
K : uT

[K ])
T, X̃1,ω = (ωX̃T

1,K : X̃T
1,[K ])

T,

and

vω = (ωvT
K : vT

[K ])
T, X̃2,ω = (ωX̃T

2,K : X̃T
2,[K ])

T, X̃3,ω = (ωX̃T
3,K : X̃T

3,[K ])
T.

According to Lemma 6.6, the following theorem concerning the assess-
ment of joint influence on estimates of fixed effects is stated.

Theorem 6.7. Assume that for the ABBA–BAAB design, the perturbation scheme
defined by (6.2) is applied to the j1th subject under sequence ABBA and the
j2th subject under sequence BAAB, i.e. K = {1 j11, . . . ,1 j14,2 j21, . . . ,2 j24},
j1, j2 = 1, . . . ,n. For model (3.7), the delta-beta influence measure defined
in (5.7) equals

∆β̂= (∆Tµ̂,∆Tπ̂,∆τ̂)T,
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where

∆µ̂ = k1

4

(
1T

4r1 j1 : 1T
4r2 j2

)T ,

∆π̂ = k1

2
(03 : I3)(P1 +P2)(r1 j1 + r2 j2 ),

∆τ̂ = k1

2
(d T

1P2d1)−1d T
1P2(r1 j1 − r2 j2 ),

with ri j given in Definition 6.1, i = 1,2, j = 1, . . . ,n. k1 = ω2−1
ω2+n−1 , P1 and P2

are the orthogonal projections onto C(14 : d1)⊥ and C(14)⊥∩C(14 : d1), with
d1 being shown in (3.6).

Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 6.4, we now derive expressions for∆π̂
and ∆τ̂. The expression for ∆µ̂ can be obtained in the same way. According
to Lemma 6.6, we get the expressions for ∆π̂ and ∆τ̂ by applying Lemma
4.1 to model (3.15). Using the same notation as in the proof of Theorem 6.4,
let X̃K = (X̃2,K : X̃3,K ) be the corresponding submatrix of X̃ = (X̃2 : X̃3) and r̃K

the corresponding subvector of r̃ = v− v̂ for cases of which the observation
indices belong to K . Now, decompose K into two subsets K1 = {1 j11, . . . ,1 j14}
and K2 = {2 j21, . . . ,2 j24}, i.e. K = K1 ∪ K2. The corresponding submatri-
ces/subvectors of X̃ and r̃ for cases with indices belonging to K1 and K2 have
already been given in (6.8), so we know that X̃2,K 2 = X̃2,K 1 , X̃3,K 2 =−X̃3,K 1 , and
therefore

X̃2,K =(X̃T
2,K 1

: X̃T
2,K 2

)T = (
1 1

)⊗ X̃T
2,K 1

= (
1 1

)⊗1o
4

T(−13 : I3)T,

X̃3,K =(X̃T
3,K 1

: X̃T
3,K 2

)T = (
1 −1

)T ⊗ X̃3,K 1 =
(

1 −1
)T ⊗1o

4
Td1,

r̃K =(r̃T
K 1

: r̃T
K 2

)T = ((r1 j1 +P1r1·)T1o
4 : (r2 j2 +P1r2·)T1o

4)T. (6.18)

Using Lemma 4.1, the influence measure (∆Tπ̂,∆τ̂)T equals

(∆Tπ̂,∆τ̂)T = (X̃TX̃)−1X̃T
K (H̃K − (1−ω2)−1I6)−1r̃K ,

where X̃T
K (H̃K − (1−ω2)−1I6)−1 will be calculated below and

X̃TX̃ = 2n

(
X̃T

2,K 1
X̃2,K1

0
0 X̃T

3,K 1
X̃3,K 1

)
.

For K = K1 ∪K2, the matrix

H̃K =X̃K (XTX)−1X̃T
K = 1

2n

(
1 1
1 1

)
⊗PX̃2,K1

+ 1

2n

(
1 −1

−1 1

)
⊗PX̃3,K1

= 1

n
P12 ⊗ I3 + 1

n
Q12 ⊗PX̃3,K 1

,
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since we know from the proof of Theorem 6.4 that X̃2,K 1 is of full row rank, i.e.
PX̃2,K 1

= I3. Therefore, the inverse matrix

(H̃K −(1−ω2)−1I6)−1

={
(n−1 − (1−ω2)−1)(P12 ⊗ I3+Q12 ⊗PX̃3,K1

)+(ω2−1)−1Q12 ⊗QX̃3,K 1

}−1

=nk1(P12 ⊗ I3+Q12 ⊗PX̃3,K1
)+(ω2−1)Q12 ⊗QX̃3,K 1

, (6.19)

and

X̃T
K (H̃K − (1−ω2)−1I6)−1 =

(
(1 1)⊗ X̃T

2,K1

(1 −1)⊗ X̃T
3,K1

)
(H̃K − (1−ω2)−1I6)−1

=nk1

(
(1 1)⊗ X̃T

2,K1

(1 −1)⊗ X̃T
3,K1

)
,

where k1 = ω2−1
ω2+n−1 .

Furthermore, (∆Tπ̂,∆τ̂)T can be expressed as(
∆π̂

∆τ̂

)
=k1

2

(
(1 1)⊗ (X̃T

2,K1
X̃2,K1

)−1X̃T
2,K1

(1 −1)⊗ (X̃T
3,K1

X̃3,K1
)−1X̃T

3,K1

)(
r̃K 1

r̃K 2

)

=k1

2

(
(X̃T

2,K1
X̃2,K1

)−1X̃T
2,K1

(r̃K 1 + r̃K 2 )

(X̃T
3,K1

X̃3,K1
)−1X̃T

3,K1
(r̃K 1 − r̃K 2 )

)
,

where, according to (6.8),

r̃K 1+r̃K 2 =1o
4

T(r1 j1+r2 j2 ), r̃K 1−r̃K 2 =1o
4

T(r1 j1−r2 j2 )+21o
4

TP1r1·.

The matrix (X̃T
2,K 1

X̃2,K 1 )−1X̃T
2,K 1

and the vector (X̃T
3,K 1

X̃3,K 1 )−1X̃T
3,K 1

have been
calculated in (6.13). After simplifications, we get

∆π̂= k1
2 (03 : I3)Q14 (r1 j1 + r2 j2 ),

∆τ̂= k1
2 (d T

1P2d1)−1d T
1P2(r1 j1 − r2 j2 ).

This completes the proof.

Theorem 6.7 enables evaluation of the joint influence of a pair subjects
from dual sequence on the fixed effects. It is worth noting that, in the ABBA–
BAAB crossover model, the joint delta-beta influence measure for treatment
effect of a pair of subjects from dual sequences equals the sum of individual
influence measures from each subject. Moreover, the joint influence of a pair
of subjects from the same sequence can be calculated as well.
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Theorem 6.8. For the ABBA–BAAB crossover model, let ∆1τ̂, ∆2τ̂ and ∆τ̂ be
the delta-beta influence measures for the estimate of the treatment effect with
respect to the perturbation scheme defined by (6.2) on cases with indices in
K1 = {1 j11, . . . ,1 j14}, K2 = {2 j21, . . . ,2 j24}, j1, j2 = 1, . . . ,n, and K = K1 ∪K2,
respectively. Then,

∆τ̂=∆1τ̂+∆2τ̂.

Proof. According to Theorem 6.4,

∆1τ̂+∆2τ̂= k1

2
(d T

1P2d1)−1d T
1P2r1 j + k1

2
(d T

2P2d2)−1d T
2P2r2 j

= k1

2
(d T

1P2d1)−1d T
1P2(r1 j − r2 j ) =∆τ̂.

This completes the proof.

Theorem 6.9. Assume that for the ABBA–BAAB crossover model, the perturba-
tion scheme defined by (6.2) is applied to the j1th subject in sequence ABBA
and the j2th subject in sequence BAAB, i.e. K = {1 j11, . . . ,1 j14,2 j21, . . . ,2 j24},
j1, j2 = 1, . . . ,n. For model (3.7), the variance-ratio influence measure for the
estimate of σ2 defined in (5.9) is

VRE = 1+ ω2 −1

2

(r̃1 j1 − r̃2 j2 )TP1(r̃1 j1 − r̃2 j2 )∑
i j (rT

i j P2ri j + r̃T
i j P1r̃i j )

+ nk1

2

(r1 j1 + r2 j2 )TQ14 (r1 j1 + r2 j2 )+ (r1 j1 − r2 j2 )TP2(r1 j1 − r2 j2 )∑
i j (rT

i j P2ri j + r̃T
i j P1r̃i j )

.

The variance-ratio influence measure for the estimates of σ2 defined in (5.10)
is

VRR = 1− ω2 −1

2

(r̃1 j1 − r̃2 j2 )TP1(r̃1 j1 − r̃2 j2 )∑
i j (rT

i j (3I4 −3P1 −4P2)ri j − r̃T
i j P1r̃i j )

+ nk1

2

(r1 j1 + r2 j2 )T(3I4 −4P1 −4P2)(r1 j1 + r2 j2 )− (r1 j1 − r2 j2 )TP2(r1 j1 − r2 j2 )∑
i j (rT

i j (3I4 −3P1 −4P2)ri j − r̃T
i j P1r̃i j )

,

where r̃i j = ri j + ri · with the residual vectors ri j and ri · given in Definition

6.1 and 6.2, respectively, for i = 1,2; j = 1, . . . ,n; k1 = ω2−1
ω2+n−1 . Furthermore, P1

and P2 are the orthogonal projections onto C(14 : d1)⊥ and C(14)⊥∩C(14 : d1),
with d1 being shown in (3.6).

Proof. In order to prove the theorem, the idea behind the proof of Theorem
6.5 will be utilised. After applying Lemma 4.1 to (3.15), we get

σ̂2(ω) = σ̂2(1)− 1

6n
r̃T

K

(
(1−ω2)−1I6 − H̃K

)−1
r̃K , (6.20)
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where σ̂2(1), r̃K and (H̃K − (1−ω2)−1I6)−1 are derived in (6.15), (6.18) and
(6.19), respectively. Inserting r̃K and (H̃K − (1−ω2)−1I6)−1 into (6.20) gives

σ̂2(ω)=σ̂2(1)+k1

6

(
1o

4
T(r1 j1+P1r1·)

1o
4

T(r2 j2+P1r2·)

)T

(P12 ⊗ I3+Q12 ⊗PX̃3,K1
)

(
1o

4
T(r1 j1+P1r1·)

1o
4

T(r2 j2+P1r2·)

)

+ω
2 −1

6n

(
1o

4
T(r1 j1 +P1r1·)

1o
4

T(r2 j2 +P1r2·)

)T

(Q12 ⊗QX̃3,K 1
)

(
1o

4
T(r1 j1 +P1r1·)

1o
4

T(r2 j2 +P1r2·)

)

=σ̂2(1)+k1

12
(r1 j1 + r2 j2 )TQ14 (r1 j1 + r2 j2 )+ k1

12
(r1 j1 − r2 j2 )TP2(r1 j1 − r2 j2 )

+ω
2 −1

12n
(r̃1 j1 − r̃2 j2 )TP1(r̃1 j1 − r̃2 j2 ), (6.21)

since 1o
4 QX̃3,K1

1o
4

T = P1 and 1o
4 PX̃3,K1

1o
4

T = P2.
Similarly, applying Lemma 4.1 to (3.14), we get

σ̂2
1(ω) = σ̂2

1(1)+ k1

4
(r1 j1 + r2 j2 )TP14 (r1 j1 + r2 j2 ), (6.22)

where σ̂2
1(1) = 1

2n

∑
i j rT

i j P14 ri j . Subtracting (6.21) from (6.22) and using that

σ2
γ = 1

4 (σ2
1 −σ2), we obtain

σ̂2
γ(ω) =1

4

(
σ̂2

1(ω)− σ̂2(ω)
)

= σ̂2
γ(1)+ k1

48
(r1 j1 + r2 j2 )T (3I4 −4P1 −4P2) (r1 j1 + r2 j2 )

− k1

48
(r1 j1−r2 j2 )TP2(r1 j1−r2 j2 )−ω

2 −1

48n
(r̃1 j1−r̃2 j2 )TP1(r̃1 j1−r̃2 j2 ),

where σ̂2
γ(1) is as shown in (6.17). The proof is completed by calculating

VRE = σ̂2(ω)/σ̂2(1) and VRR = σ̂2
γ(ω)/σ̂2

γ(1).

The results of Theorem 6.7 and 6.9 show that P1(r̃1 j1 − r̃2 j2 ) is a part of
the joint influence of the j1th subject from sequence ABBA and the j2th
subject from sequence BAAB on the estimates of both variance parame-
ters: the influence on σ̂2 is connected to P1(r̃1 j1 − r̃2 j2 ), (P1 +P2)(r1 j1 + r2 j2 )
and P2(r1 j1 − r2 j2 ), and the influence on σ̂2

γ is connected to P1(r̃1 j1 − r̃2 j2 ),
(3I4 −4P1 −4P2)(r1 j1 + r2 j2 ) and P2(r1 j1 − r2 j2 ). However, it is important to
emphasise that on the estimates of the fixed effects, the joint influence of
any pair of subjects from dual sequences can be assessed using the within-
sequence residuals ri j of the subjects. For instance, the influence on the esti-
mated treatment effect τ̂ is solely connected to P2(r1 j1 − r2 j2 ). The influence
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on the estimated period effects π̂ is solely connected to (P1 +P2)(r1 j1 +r2 j2 ).
In the next proposition, we show that the key quantities in the joint influ-
ence measures for the period and treatment effects in Theorem 6.7 are two
quadratic forms of the within-sequence residuals.

Proposition 6.10. Let k1, P1, P2 and ri j be given in Theorem 6.7. The joint
influence measures ∆π̂ and ∆τ̂ in Theorem 6.7, i.e. the delta-beta influence
measures for the period and treatment effects with respect to the cases with ob-
servation indices belonging to K = {1 j11, . . . ,1 j14,2 j21, . . . ,2 j24} in the ABBA-
BAAB crossover design are solely related to two quadratic forms of the within-
sequence residuals given by

QS = 4

3k2
1

∆π̂T∆π̂= 1

rank(P1+P2)
(r1 j1 + r2 j2 )T(P1+P2)(r1 j1 + r2 j2 ), (6.23)

QD = 4

k2
1

∆τ̂2 = 1

rank(P2)
(r1 j1 − r2 j2 )TP2(r1 j1 − r2 j2 ), (6.24)

where rank(P1 +P2) = 3 and rank(P2) = 1 .

Proof. According to Theorem 6.7,

∆π̂T∆π̂= k2
1

4
(r1 j1 + r2 j2 )T(P1 +P2)(03 : I3)T(03 : I3)(P1 +P2)(r1 j1 + r2 j2 )

= k2
1

4
(r1 j1 + r2 j2 )T(P1 +P2)(r1 j1 + r2 j2 ),

since P1P2 = 0 and

∆τ̂2 = k2
1

4
(r1 j1 − r2 j2 )TP2d1(d1

TP2d1)−1d T
1P2(r1 j1 − r2 j2 ),

where the matrix P2d1(d1
TP2d1)−1d T

1P2 is the orthogonal projection onto
C(P2d1). Since C(P2d1) ⊆C(P2) and rank(P2d1) = 1 = rank(P2), we get

P2d1(d1
TP2d1)−1d T

1P2 = P2.

To complete the proof, calculate QS = 4
3 k−2

1 ∆π̂T∆π̂ and QD = 4k−2
1 ∆τ̂2.

We also observe that since the influence measures ∆τ̂ and ∆π̂ are in-
dependently distributed when K = {1 j11, . . . ,1 j14,2 j21, . . . ,2 j24}, the two
quadratic forms are also independently distributed.
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6.4 Illustrative example

In this section, we compare our results with the standard influence diag-
nostics provided by the MIXED procedure of SAS/STAT ® software (SAS
Institute Inc., 2011). A simulated dataset for the ABBA–BAAB crossover
study is generated based on model (2.2) with the true values of the fixed
effects (µ,λ1,λ2)T = (40,−10,10)T, (π1,π2,π3,π4)T = (−10,−16,−14,40)T and
(τA ,τB )T = (20,−20)T, as well as variance parameters (σ2,σ2

γ)T = (50,100)T. Let
µi = µ+λi denote the mean effect of the sequence i , i = 1,2. The dataset
contains 10 subjects in each sequence ABBA and BAAB, and thus, there are
80 observations in total. In order to illustrate the results obtained in this
chapter, some subjects are artificially contaminated to become influential.
To be more precise, three pairs of subjects were selected, see Table 6.1. Every
pair of the contaminated subjects comprises one subject from sequence
ABBA and one subject from sequence BAAB. For example, Subject 1 from
sequence ABBA and Subject 11 from sequence BAAB form a pair (1,11). The
three contaminations generate distinct impacts on the parameter estimates.
Concerning the fixed effects, the values of the sequence means, period ef-
fects and treatment effect are artificially increased in the three pairs of the
contaminated subjects, i.e. (1,11), (2,12), (3,13), respectively. For details
see Table 6.1. Concerning the variance parameters, the first contamination
contributes to subject-level variations, since it shifts the means while it keeps
variations within the contaminated subjects. By contrast, the second or third
contamination contributes to observation-level variations, because each of
them keeps the means while increasing variation within the contaminated
subjects.

In the MIXED procedure of SAS/STAT software, Cook’s Distance (Cook,
1977), illustrated in Figure 6.1, is available for the crossover model with
random individual effects. In Figure 6.1, all the six contaminated subjects are
detected as seriously influential cases on the estimates of both fixed effects
and variance parameters. However, if attention is paid only to inference about
the treatment effect τ= τA −τB , these standard influence diagnostics in the
MIXED procedure provide little information, and further analysis demands
the recursive algorithms of the procedure to evaluate the MLEs in the model
with case-deletion.

Using the results of Theorem 6.4 and Theorem 6.5, we plot in Figure 6.2
the single-subject delta-beta and variance-ratio influence measures. As we
expected, the subjects in the first contaminated pair, i.e. the pair (1,11),
are influential on the estimates of the sequence means and the variance
of random effects, see Figure 6.2(a–b) and (h). The subjects in the second
contaminated pair, i.e. the pair (2,12), are influential on the estimates of the
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Table 6.1: Consider yi j k given in model (2.2). Contaminations are carried
out over three pairs of subjects, denoted by (1,11), (2,12) and (3,13), where
Subjects 1,2,3 are taken from sequence ABBA and Subjects 11,12,13 are taken
from sequence BAAB. The value of the response of the j th subject in the i th
sequence at the kth period is artificially changed from yi j k into y∗

i j k , for i =
1,2; j = 1,2,3;k = 1, . . . ,4.

Selected pair Selected subject (sequence) Contamination

(1,11) Subject 1 (ABBA) y∗
1,1,k = y1,1,k +2µ1

Subject 11 (BAAB) y∗
2,1,k = y2,1,k +2µ2

(2,12) Subject 2 (ABBA) y∗
1,2,k = y1,2,k +2πk

Subject 12 (BAAB) y∗
2,2,k = y2,2,k +2πk

(3,13) Subject 3 (ABBA) y∗
1,3,k = y1,3,k +2τd(1,k)

Subject 13 (BAAB) y∗
2,3,k = y2,3,k +2τd(2,k)

period effects and the variance of random errors, see Figure 6.2(c–e) and (g).
The subjects in the third contaminated pair, i.e. the pair (3,13), are influential
on the estimates of the treatment effect and the variance of random errors,
see Figure 6.2 (f–g). The dispersion of τ̂ equals σ2, so Figure 6.2(f–g) also
show that, neither Subject 1 nor Subject 11 is influential on the estimate of
the treatment effect or its corresponding estimated dispersion.

However, due to the correlation between the delta-beta influence mea-
sures for the period and treatment effects of the perturbed single subject,
we observe the influence of subjects in both (2,12) and (3,13) on the esti-
mated period effects and treatment effect as indicated in Figure 6.2(c–f). It
implies that, in this particular example, evaluating the influence of a single
subject is not enough to distinguish the impact of the subjects in the second
contaminated pair and the impact of the subjects in the third contaminated
pair. For this reason, we illustrate the results of Proposition 6.10 for the joint
influence of a pair of subjects on the estimated period and treatment effects
in Figure 6.3.

Proposition 6.10 suggests that the joint influence of one subject under
sequence ABBA and one subject under sequence BAAB on the treatment or
period effects is only related to the quadratic form QD or QS, respectively.
That is, the pairs of subjects with large QD have great influence on the treat-
ment effect, while the pairs of subjects with large QS have great influence
on the period effects. Figure 6.3 presents a scatter plot of the two quadratic
forms for 100 distinct pairs of subjects from dual sequences. Figure 6.2(c–f)
detects Subject 2 and Subject 12 as individually influential on both the period
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(b) Cook’s Distance: Variances

Figure 6.1: Subject-level case-deletion influence diagnostics for the simulated
data generated by the MIXED procedure in SAS/STAT ® software: (a) Cook’s
distances for fixed effects; (b) Cook’s distances for variance components. For
computational details see Schabenberger (2005). In each graph, the hollow
and solid circles represent subjects from sequence ABBA and sequence BAAB,
respectively.

and treatment effects, whereas Figure 6.3 shows that they are jointly influen-
tial on the estimated period effects. On the other hand, Subject 3 and Subject
13 are jointly influential on the estimated treatment effect.
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Figure 6.2: Influence of the case-weighted perturbation on a single subject
for simulated data based on Theorem 6.4 and 6.5: (a–b) Delta-beta influence
for the sequence means; (c–e) Delta-beta influence for the period effects; (f)
Delta-beta influence for the treatment effect; (g) VRE influence for the variance
of random errors; (h) VRR influence for the variance of random effects. The
perturbation weight ω equals 0.9. In each graph, the hollow and solid circles
represent subjects from sequence ABBA and sequence BAAB, respectively.
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Figure 6.3: Scatter plot of the quadratic forms QS’s vs QD’s defined in (6.23)
and (6.24) based on 100 distinct pairs of subjects. Each pair comprises one
subject from sequence ABBA (labelled 1 to 10) and one subject from sequence
BAAB (labelled 11 to 20). Subjects 1,2,3 and Subjects 11,12,13 are contaminated
as shown in Table 6.1.
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7. Influence analysis for count
data in the AB–BA crossover
model

In Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, we have discussed influence analysis in crossover
models for two-treatment dual designs. However, these discussions were
focused on continuous data, which were supposed to be normally distributed.
Influence diagnostics in crossover models for binary responses or count
responses has not been covered. The goal of the present chapter is to extend
the previous proposed delta-beta-based (DBB) approach in order to detect
influential subjects and derive explicit measures of influence in the AB–BA
model for count data.

Although the utilization of the generalised mixed linear models (GMLMs)
may complicate statistical inference, we will show that the perturbed GMLM-
type AB–BA model can for the continuous data be decomposed into two
independent models, with one having the explicit MLEs. That is, in the model
with an AB–BA crossover design, an analytical solution exists for assessing the
influence of subjects on the estimate of the treatment effect, even for count
data. We will show that the influence of case-weighted perturbation with
respect to a single subject on the estimate of the treatment effect is closely
related to the Pearson residual of the subject in the unperturbed model.

7.1 Perturbed likelihood and model

In this section, we will investigate the influence of different perturbations on
the estimates of β= (π,τ)T, where π and τ are the period effect and the treat-
ment effect in model (3.16). We start by considering different perturbation
schemes that are appropriate for count data.

Let yi j k be a count response observed from the j th subject in the kth pe-
riod within the sequence i , i ,k = 1,2; j = 1, . . . ,n, where i = 1 corresponds to
sequence AB and i = 2 corresponds to sequence BA. Then put the linear pre-
dictor η= X1µ+X2β+Zγ in the GMLM-type Poisson crossover model (3.16).
Next, the contribution of the i j th subject to the unperturbed likelihood of
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(3.16) can be written as∫
g

(
γ j (i )

) 2∏
k=1

exp
[

yi j kηi j k −exp
(
ηi j k

)− ln yi j k !
]

dγ j (i ), (7.1)

where the function g
(
γ j (i )

)= (2πσ2
γ)−1/2 exp{−γ2

j (i )/(2σ2
γ)} is the normal den-

sity of γ j (i ) ∼ N (0,σ2
γ), i = 1,2; j = 1, . . . ,n.

Similar to our approach in the previous chapters, instead of directly
perturbing the log-likelihood in (7.1) by multiplying with ω (see the case-
weighted perturbation schemes defined by Pregibon, 1981; Ouwens et al.,
2001; Zhu & Lee, 2003), we introduce possible perturbation schemes by
perturbing data.

Let yω and ηω be the outcomes of response vector y = (y111, . . . , y2n2)T

and the linear predictor η= (η111, . . . ,η2n2)T in (3.16) after a perturbation of
a subset of observations with indices in K , respectively. The scalar ω is the
perturbation weight. The contribution of the i j th subject to the perturbed
likelihood is given by∫

g
(
γ j (i )

) 2∏
k=1

exp
[

yω,i j k ηω,i j k −exp
(
ηω,i j k

)− ln yω,i j k !
]

dγ j (i ), (7.2)

where yω,i j k and ηω,i j k are the elements in yω and ηω corresponding to the
i j kth observation, respectively, i ,k = 1,2; j = 1, . . . ,n.

Perturbation 7.1 (Case-weighted perturbation for the Poisson model). Let
us define the following perturbation on the outcomes of the response vector
and the linear predictor of (3.16):

yω = (
ωyT

K , yT
[K ]

)T , ηω = (
ηT

K + (lnω)1T
m , ηT

[K ]

)T , (7.3)

where the perturbation weight ω= 1,2, . . . is a known discrete number since
yω contains perturbed responses of a Poisson model, m is the size of set K and
vectors/matrices with subscript K and [K ] denote the subvectors/submatrices
corresponding to the observations with indices in K and [K ], respectively.
In particular, for K = {i j 1, i j 2}, perturbation in (7.3) implies the perturbed
likelihood (7.2) with

yω,i j k =ωyi j k , i j k ∈ K ,

ηω,i j k = lnω+ηi j k = lnω+µi +xT

2,i j kβ+γ j (i ), i j k ∈ K . (7.4)

The term (lnω) in (7.4) can be considered as an ‘offset’ of Poisson re-
gression. An offset is a term to be added to a linear predictor with a known
coefficient 1 rather than an estimated coefficient. This is relevant when, e.g.,
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the variable of subjects’ exposure time enters. The interpretation of the above
perturbation scheme is straightforward: it assumes that the length of the
period for each treatment of the i j th subject increases to ω times. When
ω approaches 0 the length of periods approaches 0, and therefore both the
expectation and variance of the perturbed responses is approximate to 0.
The contribution of the perturbed subject to likelihood in (7.4) is a constant∫ +∞
−∞ g

(
γ j (i )

)
dγ j (i ) = 1. In this sense, the perturbation scheme defined in

(7.3) satisfies Definition 4.1.
The following alternative perturbation schemes related to Definition 4.2

in Section 4.2 will also be discussed.
Let us consider two perturbations on the response yK by adding and mul-

tiplying it with ω of small changes, respectively. Zhu & Lee (2003) analysed
the local influence of these perturbations in generalised mixed linear models
when y is not count data. However, if y is count data, ω should be in discrete
form.

Perturbation 7.2 (Perturbation of shifting response). For model (3.16), we
consider the perturbation

yω = (
yT

K +ω1T
m , yT

[K ]

)T , ω= 0,1,2, . . . . (7.5)

Perturbation 7.3 (Perturbation of scaling responses). For model (3.16), we
consider the following perturbation

yω = (
ωyT

K , yT
[K ]

)T , ω= 0,1,2, . . . . (7.6)

In the GMLM-type crossover models, we assume that γ j (i ) ∼ N (0,σ2
γ). To

study the influence of the departure from this assumption, we may consider
the following perturbation.

Perturbation 7.4 (Perturbation of random effects). For model (3.16), we
consider the following perturbation

Zω = (ωZK , ZT
[K ])

T, ω ∈R+. (7.7)

Later, we will study the influence of the above mentioned perturbations.
More attention is paid to the subject-level case-weighted perturbations.

7.2 Influence of case-weighted perturbations

Recall that we have shown in Theorem 3.6 that the inference concerning the
GMLM-type AB–BA model (3.16) is equivalent to a separate inference about
models (3.17) and (3.18). Next, we show that there is a similar decomposition
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of its perturbed model (7.1) with the perturbation schemes introduced in the
earlier section. Therefore, the influence of the perturbations on the estimate
of β can be evaluated in one of the separate models.

Sinceω is restricted to be discrete, local influence method which depends
on the curvature of likelihood cannot be utilised. Thus, under the current
and other perturbation schemes discussed in this chapter with the discreteω,
the changes in the MLEs before and after perturbation are used to assess the
influence of perturbing observations or subjects. The following theorem will
be used to derive the changes in the MLEs under the perturbation in (7.3).

Theorem 7.1. Suppose that the influence of the j th subject in the sequence i
is of interest in an AB–BA crossover study. In this case, K = {i j 1, i j 2}, and for
model (3.17) and (3.18), it denotes

ξi j =µ∗
i +γ j (i ), ζi j = x̃T

2,i jβ,

where x̃2,i j = x2,i j 1 −x2,i j 2 is the transpose of the row of X̃2 associated with
the i j th subject. Inference based on the perturbed likelihood (7.2) with the
perturbation in (7.3) is equivalent to a separate inference based on{

uω,i j |γ j (i ) ∼ Poi (δi j ), γi j ∼ N (0,σ2
γ),

lnδi j = ξω,i j ,
(7.8)

and {
yω,i j 1 ∼ Bi n (uω,i j , pi j ),

logit(pi j ) = ζi j ,
(7.9)

where the perturbations are given by

uω,i j =ωui j , yω,i j 1 =ωyi j 1, ξω,i j = lnω+ξi j .

Proof. Using an idea similar to that in the proof of Theorem 3.6, we have to
show that

LK (µ,β,σ2
γ;ω) = L1,K (µ∗,σ2

γ;ω)L2,K (β;ω),

where LK (µ,β,σ2
γ;ω) is defined in (7.2), L1,K (µ∗,σγ;ω) and L2,K (β;ω) are the

likelihood functions of (7.8) and (7.9), respectively.
Let fy |γ(·), fu|γ(·), and fy |u,γ(·) be the probability functions defined in

(3.19), (3.20) and (3.21), respectively, and denote uω,i j = yω,i j 1 + yω,i j 2. That
is, for the perturbation in (7.3), uω,i j =ωui j . We have

fy |γ
(
yω,i j 1, yω,i j 2;γ j (i )

)= 2∏
k=1

exp
(
yω,i j k lnδi j k −δi j k − ln yω,i j k !

)
,
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whereas

fu|γ
(
uω,i j ;γ j (i )

)= exp
[
uω,i j ln(δi j 1 +δi j 2)− (δi j 1 +δi j 2)− lnuω,i j !

]
.

The latter is still the likelihood of Poisson distribution of which the expecta-
tion is δi j = δi j 1 +δi j 2. However, after the perturbation,

lnδi j k = lnω+µi +xT

2,i j kβ+γ j (i ), k = 1,2.

Hence,

lnδi j = lnω+µi +γ j (i ) + ln
[

exp(xT
2,i j 1β)+exp(xT

2,i j 2β)
]

= lnω+µ∗
i +γ j (i ) = ξω,i j .

Moreover,

fy |u,γ
(
yω,i j 1|uω,i j ;γ j (i )

)
= exp

[
yω,i j 1 ln

(
δi j 1

δi j 1 +δi j 2

)
+ yω,i j 2 ln

(
δi j 2

δi j 1 +δi j 2

)
+ ln

(
uω,i j !

yω,i j 1!yω,i j 2!

)]
,

which is the likelihood of the binomial distribution with parameters uω,i j

and pi j = δi j 1/(δi j 1 +δi j 2). After the perturbation,

logit(pi j ) = lnδi j 1 − lnδi j 2 = (x2,i j 1 −x2,i j 2)Tβ= ζi j .

Since pi j is free of ω and γ j (i ), fy |u(yi j 1|ui j ) = fy |u,γ(yi j 1|ui j ;γ j (i )). We get

LK (µ,β,σ2
γ;ω) =

∫
g

(
γ j (i )

)
fy |γ

(
yi j 1(ω), yi j 2(ω);γ j (i )

)
dγ j (i )

=
∫

g
(
γ j (i )

)
fu|γ(uω,i j ;γ j (i ))dγ j (i ) × fy |u(yω,i j 1|uω,i j )

= L1,K (µ∗,σ2
γ;ω)L2,K (β;ω).

The proof is completed.

It is worth highlighting that the linear predictor function in (7.9) is not
influenced by the case-weighted perturbation. Thus, an explicit MLE of β
exists after the perturbation. In other words, Theorem 7.1 allows us to utilise
Lemma 3.7 to evaluate the change in the MLEs.

Theorem 7.2. For model (3.16), we consider the perturbation in (7.3) with
ω = 1,2, . . . and K = {i j 1, i j 2}. Let β̂(ω) be the perturbed MLE of β = (π,τ)T,
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where β̂(1) is the MLE at null perturbation. The change in the estimates of β
due to perturbation is given by

∆β̂= β̂(ω)− β̂(1) = 1

2
ln

[
1+ (ω−1)yi j 1(ny i ·1)−1

1+ (ω−1)yi j 2(ny i ·2)−1

](
1

(−1)i+1

)T

,

for i = 1,2; j = 1, . . . ,n, where n is the number of subjects within each sequence
and y i ·k = 1

n

∑n
j=1 yi j k , k = 1,2.

Proof. Without loss of generality, let us consider i = 1. For i = 2, a similar
result holds. According to Theorem 7.1, β̂(ω) equals to the MLE of β in model
(7.9). Utilising the similar calculation as given in the proof of Lemma 3.7, we
obtain for K = {1 j 1,1 j 2}, the MLE of β in model (7.9) equal

β̂(ω)= 1

2

(
ln

[
y1·1 + (ω−1)y1 j 1/n

]− ln
[

y1·2 + (ω−1)y1 j 2/n
]+ ln y2·1 − ln y2·2

ln
[

y1·1 + (ω−1)y1 j 1/n
]− ln

[
y1·2 + (ω−1)y1 j 2/n

]− ln y2·1 + ln y2·2

)
.

Calculating β̂(ω)− β̂(1), we get the statement of the theorem, and the proof
is completed.

Theorem 7.2 suggests a useful measure for assessing the influence of sub-
jects on the estimates of period and treatment effects. We can do the following
series expansion when (ω−1)yi j 1(ny i ·1)−1 < 1 and (ω−1)yi j 2(ny i ·2)−1 < 1,

ln

[
1+ (ω−1)yi j 1(ny i ·1)−1

1+ (ω−1)yi j 2(ny i ·2)−1

]

=
∞∑

r=1

(−1)r−1

r

(
yi j 1

ny i ·1

)r

(ω−1)r −
∞∑

r=1

(−1)r−1

r

(
yi j 2

ny i ·2

)r

(ω−1)r

=
∞∑

r=1

(−1)r−1

r

[(
yi j 1

ny i ·1

)r

−
(

yi j 2

ny i ·2

)r ]
(ω−1)r (7.10)

=
(

yi j 1

y i ·1
− yi j 2

y i ·2

) ∞∑
r=1

r∑
s=1

(−1)r−1

nr r

(
yi j 1

y i ·1

)r−s (
yi j 2

ny i ·2

)s−1

(ω−1)r . (7.11)

Based on (7.11), the influence concerning the estimate of β is largely depen-
dent on

di j =
yi j 1

y i ·1
− yi j 2

y i ·2
= 1

ūi ·

(
yi j 1

y i ·1/ūi ·
− yi j 2

y i ·2/ūi ·

)

= 1

ūi ·

(
yi j 1

p̂i j
− ui j − yi j 1

1− p̂i j

)

= yi j 1 −ui j p̂i j

ūi ·p̂i j (1− p̂i j )
,
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where ūi · = 1
n

∑n
j=1 ui j and p̂i j = logit−1(x̃T

2,i j β̂) = y i ·1/ūi ·. Note that di j is
proportional to the Pearson residual of the unperturbed model (3.18) for the
j th subject within the sequence i given by

χ̃i j =
yi j 1 −ui j p̂i j√
ui j p̂i j (1− p̂i j )

.

According to (7.11), the following must be denoted:

s(1)
i j = 1,

s(2)
i j = 1

2
[yi j 1(y i ·1)−1 + yi j 2(y i ·2)−1],

s(3)
i j = 1

3
[y2

i j 1(y i ·1)−2 + yi j 1 yi j 2(y i ·1 y i ·2)−1 + y2
i j 2(y i ·2)−2], . . .

The influence in Theorem 7.2 is rewritten in the following proposition.

Proposition 7.3. Define the following measures

di j =
yi j 1

y i ·1
− yi j 2

y i ·2
,

s(r )
i j = 1

r

r∑
s=1

(
yi j 1

y i ·1

)r−s (
yi j 2

y i ·2

)s−1

, r = 1,2, . . .

Let the exact influence of perturbation in (7.3) with respect to the j th subject
within the sequence i , which is given in Theorem 7.2, be denoted by mi j (ω),
that is,

mi j (ω) = 1

2
ln

[
1+ (ω−1)yi j 1(ny i ·1)−1

1+ (ω−1)yi j 2(ny i ·2)−1

]
.

Then, we have, when 0 <ω< min{(ny i ·1)y−1
i j 1, (ny i ·2)y−1

i j 2}+1,

mi j (ω) =−1

2
di j

∞∑
r=1

n−r s(r )
i j (1−ω)r .

There are two extreme situations of the case-weighted perturbation con-
cerning the Poisson model. (i) For ω→∞ and yi j k 6= 0, k = 1,2, the perturba-
tion assumes an infinite count to be observed for the i j th subject. Thus,

lim
ω→∞mi j (ω) = 1

2 ln

[
yi j 1(y i ·1)−1

yi j 2(y i ·2)−1

]
.
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(ii) For ω→ 0, the perturbation is analogous to case-deletion. Proportion 7.3
shows that,

lim
ω→0

mi j (ω) =−1

2
di j

∞∑
r=1

s(r )
i j

nr =−1

2
di j

(
n−1 + s(2)

i j n−2
)
+O(n−3).

In the above approximation, di j and s(2)
i j relates to the difference and average

of the ratios yi j 1/y i ·1 and yi j 2/y i ·2, respectively. Therefore, Proportion 7.3
implies a rule of thumb to assess the influence of case-weighted perturba-
tions by checking the index plots of the differences and averages of the two
ratios for subjects.

7.3 Influence of other perturbations

7.3.1 Perturbation for shifting responses

Similar to the case-weighted perturbation, we can evaluate the influence of
shifting the responses in (7.5) concerning the estimate of β. The influence
can be assessed for either observation-level or subject-level perturbation.

Theorem 7.4. For model (3.16), we consider the perturbation in (7.5). Let
β̂(ω) be the MLE of β= (π,τ)T after (7.5) is applied. Since yω = y only if ω= 0,
β̂(0) is the MLE at the null perturbation.

(i) For K = {i j k}, i.e. an observation is perturbed, the change in the esti-
mate of β is given by

∆β̂= β̂(ω)− β̂(0) = 1

2
ln

[
1+ω(ny i ·k )−1](

(−1)k+1

(−1)i+k

)
,

where i = 1,2; j = 1, . . . ,n; k = 1,2.
(ii) For K = {i j 1, i j 2}, i.e. a subject is perturbed, we obtain

∆β̂= β̂(ω)− β̂(0) = 1

2
ln

[
1+ω(ny i ·1)−1

1+ω(ny i ·2)−1

](
1

(−1)i+1

)
,

where i = 1,2; j = 1, . . . ,n.

Proof. Without loss of generality, let i = 1 and k = 1 in case (i) and i = 1 in
case (ii). Similar results holds for other i ,k. According to Lemma 3.7, we
obtain that for K = {1 j 1},

β̂(ω) = 1

2

(
ln

(
y1·1 +ω/n

)− ln y1·2 + ln y2·1 − ln y2·2
ln

(
y1·1 +ω/n

)− ln y1·2 − ln y2·1 + ln y2·2

)
,
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and for K = {1 j 1,1 j 2},

β̂(ω) = 1

2

(
ln{y1·1 +ω/n}− ln y1·2+ω/n + ln y2·1 − ln y2·2
ln{y1·1 +ω/n}− ln y1·2+ω/n − ln y2·1 + ln y2·2

)
.

Calculating β̂(ω)− β̂(0) completes the proof.

In both cases, the change ∆β̂ is characterised by
∑n

j=1 yi j k , that is, the
influences of responses’ shifts on the MLE of period and treatment effects
are identical for all the subjects within the same sequence.

7.3.2 Perturbation for scaling responses

We consider the influence the perturbation on the response y by multiplying
it with ω. The influence of the observation-level and subject-level perturba-
tions on the estimate of β is derived in the next theorem.

Theorem 7.5. For model (3.16), we consider the perturbation in (7.6). Let
β̂(ω) be the MLE of β= (π,τ)T after (7.6) is applied. Since yω = y only if ω= 1,
β̂(1) is the MLE at the null perturbation.

(i) For K = {i j k},

∆β̂= β̂(ω)− β̂(1) = 1

2
ln

[
1+ (ω−1)yi j k (

n∑
j=1

yi j k )−1

](
(−1)k+1

(−1)i+k

)
,

where i = 1,2; j = 1, . . . ,n; k = 1,2.
(ii) For K = {i j 1, i j 2},

∆β̂= β̂(ω)− β̂(1) = 1

2
ln

[
1+ (ω−1)yi j 1(

∑n
j=1 yi j 1)−1

1+ (ω−1)yi j 2(
∑n

j=1 yi j 2)−1

](
1

(−1)i+1

)
,

where i = 1,2; j = 1, . . . ,n.

Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 7.4. In particularly, for
the subject-level perturbation in Theorem 7.5 (ii), the influence measure is
the same as the one obtained for the case-weighted perturbation given in
Theorem 7.2.

7.3.3 Perturbation of random effects

Let the perturbation in (7.7) be on subject-level, i.e. K = {i j 1, i j 2}. The
following theorem can be stated.
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Theorem 7.6. For model (3.16), subject-level perturbation on the random
effects, i.e. the perturbation in (7.7) with K = {i j 1, i j 2}, has no influence on
the estimate of the period and treatment effects in β, i = 1,2; j = 1, . . . ,n. That
is,

∆β̂= 0.

Proof. Although the incidence matrix Z in the linear predictor of (3.16) is
perturbed, the distribution yi j 1|ui j ∼ Bi n (ui j , pi j ) remains unchanged after
the perturbation. That is, inference of β based on yi j 1|ui j is unaffected by
the perturbation in (7.7). Hence, β̂(ω) = β̂, for any ω, where β̂ is the usual
MLE.

7.4 Illustrative example

In this section, we illustrate our results obtained in Section 7.2 for the case-
weighted perturbation. A simulated dataset for the AB–BA design is generated
based on the Poisson crossover model (3.16), where the true values of the
fixed effects (µ1,µ2)T = (1.5,1.7)T, π= 0.1 and τ= 0.6, and variance parameter
σ2
γ = 1. The dataset contains n = 10 subjects of each sequence AB and BA.

Four subjects are artificially contaminated to become influential, see Table
7.1.

Table 7.1: Consider yi j k given in model (3.16). Contaminations are carried out
over four subjects, denoted by 1, 2, 3 and 11, where subjects 1,2,3 are taken
from sequence AB and subject 11 is taken from sequence BA. The value of the
response of the j th subject in the i th sequence at the kth period is artificially
changed from yi j k into y∗

i j k .

Selected subject (sequence) Contamination

Subject 1 (AB) y∗
1,1,1 = 50 y∗

1,1,2 = 50
Subject 2 (AB) y∗

1,2,1 = 0 y∗
1,2,2 = 0

Subject 3 (AB) y∗
1,3,1 = 50 y∗

1,3,2 = 0
Subject 11 (BA) y∗

2,1,1 = 100 y∗
2,1,2 = 300

Although the GMLM-type Poisson crossover models can be estimated
via PROC GLIMMIX of SAS/STAT ® software (SAS Institute Inc., 2011), the
procedure cannot produce formal influence diagnostics. To the best of our
knowledge, there is no direct procedure in SAS/STAT software to explore
influential subjects in mixed models for count data.

Based on Proposition 7.3, the exact case-weighted influence on the treat-
ment and period effects estimates can be studied by the measures di j and
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s(r )
i j , r = 1,2, . . ., defined in Proposition 7.3, given that the case weight satis-

fies 0 ≤ ω < min{ny i ·1 y−1
i j 1,ny i ·2 y−1

i j 2}+1. Influential subjects may not only
result from large di j , which is decided by the corresponding residuals in

modelling, but also large s(r )
i j . Figure 7.1 (a–b) check di j and s(2)

i j , respectively.
The three contaminated subjects, i.e. Subject 1 and 3 in Figure 7.1 (a) and
Subject 1 and 11 Figure 7.1 (b), are the suggested candidates of influential
subjects. Also observe that, for Subject 2, 5, 8 and 12, their corresponding
di j = 0, which implies that the exact case-weighted influence is zero for
0 ≤ω< min{ny i ·1 y−1

i j 1,ny i ·2 y−1
i j 2}+1.

Perturbed subject Pertrubed subject
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(b) Averages

Figure 7.1: Differences and averages of the ‘individual-average ratios’
within subjects: (a) di j = yi j 1(y i ·1)−1 − yi j 2(y i ·2)−1; (b) s(2)

i j = 1
2 (yi j 1(y i ·1)−1 +

yi j 2(y i ·2)−1). Each hollow or solid circle represents one subject from sequence
AB or from sequence BA, respectively.

Figure 7.2 displays∆β̂ stated in Theorem 7.2 for the period and treatment
effects estimates. The case weight ω is set to be 0, which makes the results
comparable with the below discussed case-deletion diagnostics. Figure 7.2
confirms that Subject 1, 3 and 11 present greater effects on the estimates than
other subjects, and there is no influence on the estimates after perturbation
Subjects 2, 5, 8 and 12.

According to Theorem 7.1, case-weighted influence diagnostics for the
treatment effect in (3.16) is equivalent to that in the conditional model (3.18).
In other words, Theorem 7.1 enables the data users to utilise the standard
logistic regression diagnostics provided, for example, in the LOGISTIC pro-
cedure of SAS/STAT software to evaluate influence in crossover studies for
count data. Figure 7.3 (a–b) is the standardised one-step approximation
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(a) Delta−beta Influence: Period
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(b) Delta−beta Influence: Treatment

Figure 7.2: Exact influence of the subject-level case-weighted perturbation:
(a) Delta-beta influence for the period effect; (b) Delta-beta influence for the
treatment effect. The perturbation weight ω equals 0. In each graph, the
hollow and solid circles represent subjects from sequence AB and sequence BA,
respectively.

(Pregibon, 1981) of ∆π̂ and ∆τ̂, respectively, and (c–d) provides the Pearson
residual and leverage for each subject in (3.18). The illustrated explicit results
of Theorem 7.2 and Proposition 7.3 are verified, whereas the explicit results
yield a more accurate and computationally efficient procedure to evaluate
influence in the GMLM-type AB–BA Poisson model.
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(a) One−step DFBETA: Period
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(b) One−step DFBETA: Treatment

Figure 7.3: Subject-level case-deletion influence diagnostics generated by the
LOGISTIC procedure in SAS/STAT ® software based on the conditional model
(3.18) for count data: (a–b) one-step DFBETA diagnostics for the period and
treatment effects, respectively; (c) Pearson residual; (d) leverage in logistic re-
gression. The DFBETA diagnostic for one subject is the one-step approximation
(Pregibon, 1981) of the standardised difference in the treatment effect estimate
due to deleting the subject. Case-deletion influence diagnostics of a subject are
defined only if nonzero responses are collected in both periods.
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8. Concluding remarks and
further research

In statistical inference it is often assumed that results are not sensitive to
small deviations from the model due to the observed data. However, in prac-
tice, data frequently contains one or several observations with demonstrably
larger effects than others concerning estimation of parameters or testing of
hypotheses. In this dissertation, mixed linear models and generalised mixed
linear models are utilised to analyse data from crossover studies. Expression
for assessing the influence of observations on the parameter estimates have
been investigated in both types the models. The novelty of the proposed
approach regarding influence analysis, namely the delta-beta-based influ-
ence approach, lies in the analytical derivation of influence expressions using
decompositions of perturbed mixed models.

The main contributions of this dissertation are summarised as follows.

• In Chapters 5–7, influence expressions have been derived explicitly for the
treatment effects in three crossover models. The expressions character-
ising the influence of case-weighted perturbations in a single subject are
of particular interest, see Theorems 5.1–5.2, Theorems 6.4–6.5 and The-
orem 7.2. Other expressions enable the evaluation of the joint influence
of the case-weighted perturbations in two subjects from dual sequences,
see Theorems 6.7–6.8, and are derived to assess the influence when shift-
ing/scaling the responses of a subject or an observation, see Theorems
7.4–7.5, in terms of particular parameter estimates (Aim 1).

• It has been shown that there exist natural classes of crossover models
that have explicit maximum likelihood estimators, also under specifically
chosen perturbation schemes. The existence of decompositions for the
perturbed MLM-type and GMLM-type crossover models has been estab-
lished in Theorem 6.3 and Theorem 7.1 (Aim 2).

• For both the continuous and discrete cases, it has been shown that the
influence expressions are functions of different types of residuals. In the
MLM-type crossover models, the influence diagnostics of a particular
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parameter has been connected to the orthogonal projections of the resid-
uals constructed in Definition 6.1–6.2. In the GMLM-type AB–BA models,
the influence diagnostics appear to be related to the Pearson residuals.
Findings are illustrated with the help of numerical examples (Aim 3).

Moreover, two additional issues have been discussed.

• A definition of the case-weighted perturbation scheme has been formu-
lated. Theorem 6.1 shows formal equivalence between subject deletion
and a particular situation of the subject-level case-weighted perturba-
tion in the MLM-type crossover models. Moreover, in Theorems 5.4–5.5,
possible problems of observation-level case-weighted perturbations in
crossover models have been discussed. It is pointed out that crossover
models are special cases of mixed models where explicit maximum likeli-
hood estimators exist. It is then argued that perturbations, which are used
for studying ‘influence’, should be performed under the restriction that
maximum likelihood estimators remain explicit in the perturbed models.

• Several graphical tools have been developed to visualise information for as-
sessing the influence in crossover models for both continuous and discrete
data. Illustrative examples are provided in each chapter.

An important message delivered by this dissertation is that residuals help
to carry out influence analysis in mixed models. Not many studies have been
conducted on this topic yet, especially in the framework of the generalised
linear models. Although the deviance residuals and the Pearson residuals are
popular to detect outliers and to validate the models informally, new results
are can improve data analysis. Further research is however required, which
should establish how to relate the residuals to influence measures.

Despite the availability of complex generalised diagnostic tools for in-
fluence analysis, the proposed approach has contributed with rigourous
analytical results, which have direct interpretations in terms of the effects on
the parameters of interest. The results should encourage researchers to place
more emphasis on finding closed-form influence diagnostics. Even if general
approaches exist, having interpretable formulas for special cases will help
analysts to understand and appreciate results.

It is worth noting that a new definition of case-weighted perturbation
based on appropriate perturbation schemes has been discussed through out
the whole dissertation. The perturbation is an interesting concept to examine
the reliability of scientific conclusions with respect to uncertainty in the
observed data. The perturbation can also be a key concept that links different
statistical research areas, such as influence analysis, robust statistics and
optimum experimental design. For example, influence analysis is a study for
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detecting observations that have a large influence on the statistical inference,
whereas robust analysis studies inference techniques that are insensitive
to perturbations of data. In other words, robust analysis for analysing the
data with a technique that minimises the maximal influence of potential
perturbations. In optimum experimental designs, experimenters may expect
experiments to be designed not only to have maximal precision, but also to be
insensitive to perturbations. The concept of perturbation can be introduced
as a useful tool to formulate other statistical problems.

The following descriptions summarise a number of possible directions
for future work:

• Explicit influence diagnostics can be obtained in crossover models with
other crossover designs. In this dissertation, it was not meant to explore
influence expressions for all possible crossover studies. The selected de-
signs are limited to the author’s interests. For example, multiple-treatment
(see e.g. Example 2.2) or multiple-sequence crossover designs (see e.g.
Balaam’s design, Balaam, 1968)have not been covered. The proposed
approach is developed by assuming that two-treatment dual-balanced
crossover studies are given. However, the proposed approach is appli-
cable to other crossover studies as long as the decompositions for the
MLM/GMLM-type crossover models hold. To the author’s knowledge,
this is not a strict restriction for optimal crossover designs, since optimal
crossover designs are (strongly) balanced and uniform in sequences and
periods.

• Influence analysis in crossover models with alternative set-ups may also
be of interest. In some cases, analysts may prefer modelling covariates that
include the background information of subjects. However, experimental
control should be carefully considered to ensure the balance of the design.
In other applications, it may be interesting to know which patients react
favourably to treatments. Influence analysis of crossover models with
random individual coefficients of treatments (see Vonesh & Chinchilli,
1997) has not been discussed yet.

• The proposed DBB influence approach can possibly to be extended to
cover other statistical models. Further research concerning more general
balanced mixed linear models is of interest. The balanced mixed linear
models have explicit MLEs of mean and variance parameters. By introduc-
ing proper perturbation schemes, one may utilise the ideas presented in
this dissertation regarding decomposing the perturbed model to produce
explicit influence diagnostics.
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• Influence diagnostics on predictions of random effects, which attract to
attention of many researchers, have not been studied in this dissertation
and should be examined in future works.

• More graphical tools for revealing influential observations in crossover
models for both continuous and count data are expected to be developed.
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Sammanfattning

Avhandlingen utvecklar statistisk diagnostik med syfte att identifiera infly-
telserika observationer i crossover-modeller. Detta är en naturlig del av den
statistiska beslutsprocessen. Med hjälp av linjära och generaliserade linjära
modeller med slumpfaktorer studeras två typer av responsdata, kontinuerlig
och diskret. Maximum likelihood skattningar härleds och förutom de vanliga
skattningarna beräknas också skattningar där modellerna är störda. En av
huvudteserna i avhandlingen är att de erhållna skattningarna ska vara ex-
plicita. Detta begränsar användningen av olika slags störningar och det är
endast några få som kan bli aktuella att analysera. Avhandlingen fokuserar på
att utveckla metodik för studier av behandlingseffekter i crossover-modellen.
Därutöver finns det periodeffekter och sekvenseffekter men de är inte av
central karaktär. Eftersom det bara är en delmängd av parametrarna som är
av intresse så tas hänsyn till detta vid valet av störningar. Teoretiskt innebär
detta att det är endast ett fåtal perturbationsscheman som är av intresse.

Effekten av störningarna mäts genom konstruktion av influensmått. Två
influensmått presenteras i avhandlingen: Delta-beta influens och Varianskvot
influens. I avhandlingen visas att dessa mått är funktioner av modellernas
residualer där residualerna speglar skillnaderna mellan en estimerad modell
och observerade data. Det framkommer i avhandlingen att flera olika typer av
residualer (tex inom-individs och mellan-individs) förklarar influensmåttens
storlek, dvs de visar på användbarheten av influensmåtten och medför att
måtten blir tolkningsbara. I avhandlingen studeras både kontinuerliga och
diskreta responsdata. Crossover-modeller som behandlas är modeller med
två respektive fyra perioder och eftersom det krävs att explicita skattningar
ska erhållas är de balanserade. För diskret respons studeras enbart en två-
perioder modell.

Vidare så presenteras i avhandlingen några nya grafiska verktyg vilka är
lämpliga för att identifiera inflytelserika observationer. Dessa är baserade på
de residualer som beskriver influensmåtten.
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